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Following tea and silk to the North

Nearly all tea consumed in early modern Europe came from China. 
Most of it was black tea, made from the tea leaves which had been with-
ered, rolled, aired and roasted before being packed into lead-lined chests 
and loaded onto East India company ships. Together with textiles, tea 
was the most significant good in the eighteenth-century Eurasian trade. 
In the case of the China trade, glossy silk textiles regularly travelled on 
top of the tea in the East Indiamen. Sometimes it was woven or embroi-
dered, but what really characterized the silk cargo was its many colours;
it was tinted from sky blue, to crimson red and pearl grey.

It is the Scandinavian trade with China, the near annual expedition
arriving in Gothenburg and Copenhagen from Canton that stands at
the forefront of this study. Following the trade in tea and silk from 
the 1730s to the 1760s this book will explore several histories, some of 
which have connections to natural philosophy and political economy. 
The great size and value of the tea trade inspired Swedish naturalist 
Carolus Linnaeus (1707–1778) to try to break the Chinese monopoly.
He wanted to move tea production to Sweden, a project which involved 
both sourcing seeds and plants from Asia, and advice on how to nurse
them from naturalists across Europe.1 Swedish naturalists were also
engaged in searching for domestic plants to use as dyestuff in order to 
create colours that mimicked those of the vivid and bright textiles from 
Asia. Blue sourced from blueberries was one proposal, in an attempt
to make the import of indigo redundant.2 In these and other projects 
the naturalists operated within a typical political economy common in
early-modern European states, one where the central objective was to
find domestic alternatives to expensive imports.

Introduction: Global, European
and Scandinavian Histories and 
the East India Trade
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The transfer and substitute schemes indicate the impact of the
expanding eighteenth-century Asian trade on Europe. It would be a 
mistake, however, to interpret Linnaeus’s plans as indicative of a strong
market for tea in Sweden. Tea was never consumed in any great quantity 
in Scandinavia, neither in the eighteenth century nor later. Domestic 
demand does not therefore explain the exceptional growth of either the
Swedish or Danish trade with China in tea from the 1730s onwards. The 
eighteenth-century European market in tea was one of the fastest grow-
ing in exotic products; between 1718 and 1784 the import from China
increased in weight from 1.6 million pounds annually to 20  million 
pounds. Swelling almost thirteen times in less than seven decades the
trade in tea expanded faster than the trade in other popular tropical
goods such as sugar, coffee and cocoa. During the same period the price 
of the cheapest black tea fell more than ninety per cent.3 Up to a third
of the tea imported from China to Europe in the eighteenth century
arrived on ships belonging to the Danish Asiatic Company (DAC) and 
the Swedish East India Company (SEIC).4 Once sold at the Company 
auctions most of this tea was re-exported. The end consumers were 
largely British although a large proportion of this tea travelled to mar-
kets in the Low Countries before it became part of an illicit trade.5 Due 
to the high taxes on the legal British tea trade, over which the English
East India Company (EIC) had monopoly, the clandestine good ended 
up much cheaper. The mass market for tea in Britain was however com-
plex not only due to the smuggled traffic, but also because ‘tea’ leaves 
were regularly fabricated from roasted leaves and buds from domestic
scrubs such as sloe and elderflower. There was also a large market for 
recycled tea leaves, something which reflects not only on the fraudulent
behaviours of some retailers but also on the limited means of those who 
made up the majority of British tea consumers.6 This diverse tea market
will form the backdrop to an exploration of how the Scandinavians 
helped shape the taste for cheap black tea by blending and packing it
in a way that corresponded to different demands. Some, like those in 
Scotland, for example, developed a taste for ‘Gothenburg Congo’ while
others, like those in the Dutch Republic, preferred the black dusty tea 
which resulted from the Scandinavian way of packing tea chests to the 
brim in Canton.7

The purpose of this book is to place the history of the Scandinavian
trade with China within the histories of the eighteenth-century global 
and transnational trade and rising consumption of tea in Britain. The 
book will also explore the responses to the Asian trade from a local and 
northerly point of view, in geographical areas not usually associated
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with the mass consumption of exotic goods. It will study the cargoes 
of Chinese wrought silk arriving into Copenhagen and Gothenburg in
the middle third of the eighteenth century. In contrast to tea, silk had 
a long history in the North, not only as a consumer good associated 
with elite consumption of French fashion but also as a domestically 
manufactured good. The Chinese silk cargoes reaching the Atlantic
world and Europe have largely been left unexplored, perhaps due to the 
fascination with another Asian textile, Indian cotton.8 By mapping the 
quantities, qualities, dimensions and colour assortments of the Danish 
and Swedish silk cargoes this study will outline the contours of the large 
domestic consumption of Chinese silk in northern Europe. Drawing on 
colour terminology and colour trends the study will explore the extent
to which the Chinese imported silk turned Scandinavians into a multi-
coloured ‘motley’ people and shaped notions of consumerism in the 
North.

This study will not only follow the goods, the tea and the silk, 
moving from China to Scandinavia and beyond, it will also map 
Scandinavian efforts to substitute and imitate these popular Asian
goods. In this respect the study will trace how the ideas of Asian 
goods, refreshing tea and colourful textiles, inspired explorations of 
both nature and œconomica – applied economic thinking – in the very
north of Europe. Against the backdrop of the colourful Chinese silk 
import the book will investigate the link between domestic dye substi-
tutes and the development of colour nomenclatures before the arrival 
of synthetic dyes on a large scale in the nineteenth century. Linking
Linnaeus’s tea-transfer plans to developments in late eighteenth-
century British botany, and the establishment of tea gardens in India,
this study will take into account the expansion of the second British
Empire. Tea and silk will in other words help us zoom in and out, look-
ing at both shorter and longer chronologies, and smaller and larger
geographies.

The Eurasian trade and the chartered companies engaged in it, 
foremost perhaps the English Company, have been studied in a wide
range of works focusing on early-modern globalization, consumption, 
production and intellectual history. While this research can illuminate 
Scandinavian history the opposite is also true: there are aspects of the 
Scandinavian trade that can shed new light on the broader European, 
Asian and global contexts. A cross reading of economic history, his-
tory of science, political economy and sources and literature on thed
Scandinavian trade has generated three starting points that have shaped 
the design of this study.
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Global history and the Scandinavian Eurasian trade

Long-distance trade in Asian goods extends far back in time. Silk 
textiles arrived in the Roman Empire, some from China, others from
the Middle East, where the art of sericulture had developed early.9

Porcelain was another Chinese product that travelled in all directions; 
it reached the Middle East in the ninth century and soon spread across 
the Mediterranean area.10 The South China Sea saw a large traffic in 
Chinese porcelain well before the maritime trade with Europe started.11

Archaeological finds also illustrate the extension of the trade in printed 
cotton textiles from India; identical or near identical patterned pieces 
dating back to the fourteenth century have been found as far apart as 
Egypt and Sulawesi in Indonesia.12 Records show that there was regu-
lar maritime trade between Gujarat and the Swahili coast, promoting 
the diffusion of Indian cotton to East Africa.13 Goods travelled over 
land too; the Silk Road, only named in the late nineteenth century by
European explorers, is the most famous trade route between Asia and 
Europe. Archaeological remains suggest a complex set of paths, allowing 
for a slow but steady trickle of trade across thousands of kilometres. More 
northerly land-based routes connected China with Russia, providing a 
channel for tea from the seventeenth century on.14

The arrival of Vasco Da Gama in India in 1498 spelt the beginning 
of direct maritime trade between Asia and Europe, and more precisely
Portugal. By the 1580s and 1590s Dutch and English traders made
their way to Asia via the Cape route too. They tapped into the existing 
extensive trade networks that had evolved across the Indian Ocean and 
the Far East and which continued to work in tandem with the maritime
Eurasian trade up until the start of the nineteenth century.15 The begin-
ning of the seventeenth century saw the arrival of European chartered 
companies to Asia. The Vereenigde Oostindische Compagnie (VOC) and
the English East India Company established in 1602 and 1600 respec-
tively dominated from the start. They were later joined by the Danish
Company, in 1616, and the French, in 1664. The Danish and French
Asian trade was reshaped several times, but only expanded substantially
at the beginning of the eighteenth century. Around the same time, in 
1731, the Swedish Company was founded. Another more short-lived,
but for our story important, venture operated out of Ostend, and there 
were others based in Emden and Leghorn.

Competition between European states and their companies fuelled
Europe’s expanding political influence over Asia in the early-modern
period. How the British fought the French in South Asia in the 
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eighteenth century, and the connection between the rise of the second 
British Empire and the growing influence of the EIC in India from 
1760s, is the most well-known example of how the East India trade was
converted into colonial endeavours with global implications. The Battle 
of Plassey in 1757, the victory of which gave the EIC the right to collect 
tax and revenues in Bengal, also marked an institutional shift, as the
EIC started state building.16 As British administrative and fiscal power 
over South Asia increased in the eighteenth century, the commercial 
capacities of India were harnessed, which helped shaped the EIC and 
ultimately Britain’s future role in global politics. Meanwhile the French, 
Dutch and Danish trade with India, conducted via a series of trading
stations scattered across the Malabar and Coromandel coasts declined, 
a development not solely the outcome of the EIC’s rise to power. One
substantial problem was an inability to lower transaction costs, or costs
associated with shipping and administrating the trade.17

The shaping of Eurasian trade was also dependent on domestic devel-
opments in Asia, especially in China. The stabilization of China under 
the Manchu by the late seventeenth century was crucial for the rise of 
the European trade with the Far East. Up until the beginning of the 
nineteenth century European colonial ambitions did not affect greatly
the trade with China, the main focus in this book. The Chinese wanted 
silver; by the eighteenth century the main object for the Europeans 
was tea, and the only place to get it in large quantities was in China. 
Japanese tea production was almost exclusively for a domestic market,
and the tea plants indigenous to South Asia had escaped the attention
of the Europeans. The highly regulated ‘Canton System’ reflected the
Chinese state’s aim to control contacts with Europeans. Over time all
maritime trade with China became concentrated in Canton, today’s 
Guangzhou. A limited number of Chinese merchants, the ‘Hong’,
worked as middle men, providing the European companies with the 
goods they ordered during the half year or so they were anchored in the
Pearl River Delta. The Canton System meant that all Europeans traded
on relatively even ground; company size and influence in other parts of 
Asia did not influence the trade to any high degree.18

The Chinese monopoly on tea was only broken when the Dutch, 
but primarily the British, introduced tea production to different parts
of their Asian colonies. This new tea production took place in India, in 
Assam and Darjeeling, in Ceylon (today’s Sri Lanka), and eventually in
East Africa. By the end of the nineteenth century the quantities of tea
produced in the British colonies had overtaken the output of China.19

Other plants and crops had moved across large distances before then too. 
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Tea cultivation spread from China to Japan in the ninth century. The 
eighteenth century saw the diffusion of coffee production, originat-
ing from Ethiopia, both to Java and the West Indies, and later to Latin 
America. How sugar cane was brought to the West Indies and how its
cultivation became a cornerstone in the slave-based plantation economy
is another well-known example. Sugar became a central addition to the
new hot beverages consumed in Europe.20 Indian cotton textile pieces
were frequently used as a means of payment in the slave trade on the 
West Coast of Africa. The maritime Eurasian and intra-Asian trades were 
in other words linked to the Atlantic trade in ways that helped create a
global system. Perhaps the most famous link in this global system had
already been forged in the early sixteenth century, as Latin American
silver, extracted under the regime of Spanish colonial authorities,
became instrumental in providing means of payment, particularly in
the ever-increasing trade with China.21 Silver extracted under Spanish 
rule moved across the Pacific too; loaded onto the Manila galleons sail-
ing from Acapulco and other ports on the Pacific coast of New Spain the 
silver was exchanged for Asian goods in the present day Philippines.22

How does the early-modern Scandinavian long-distance trade with 
Asia and other parts of the world fit into this global story? First of all,
Swedish and Danish interactions with the wider world represent two
quite different histories, reflecting their different geopolitical positions 
and abilities to negotiate alliances.23 Sweden’s attempt at colonizing 
outside Europe in the seventeenth century was restricted to North
America (present Delaware) and Africa, and ended in 1655. The same
period also saw an increase in control over the indigenous Sami people
local to northerly parts of Sweden, as well as Norway and Finland.24

In spite of repeated efforts the lucrative slave trade largely escaped the
Swedes, mainly due to Danish and Dutch competition. The Danish
held slave-trading forts on the Guinea Coast from the mid-seventeenth
century.25 The slave trade strengthened the Danish connections to the
West Indies, to the islands of St. Thomas, St. John and St. Croix, where 
sugar cultivation formed the backbone of the economy.26 The successful
role the Danish played in the Atlantic trade triangle forms a contrast to
the protracted Swedish entrance. Only in 1784, in exchange for trading 
rights in Gothenburg, did Sweden gain a foothold in the West Indies in 
the form of the island of Saint-Barthélemy, granted to them by France.
Swedish products had long been an integrated part of the Atlantic 
trade, however; ‘voyage iron’ manufactured at iron works across central 
Sweden was regularly used as currency in the British slave trade and 
for tools in plantation economies; and salted herring from the West
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coast of Sweden fed the slaves as they were put to work on the Atlantic
plantations.27

The establishment of direct trade between Asia and Sweden is again 
another example of a delayed entry into an early and well-established 
trade system. The lucrative business of the Dutch and other companies 
lured several individuals to approach the Swedish state with elaborate
plans to establish direct trade between Asia and Sweden over the
course of the seventeenth century. Wars and lack of money put a pre-
mature end to these plans.28 The eventual foundation of the Swedish
East India Company in 1731 was to a large extent the result of the
closure of the General India Company operating from Ostend in the
Austrian Netherlands. Denmark, in contrast, started trading with South
Asia early; in 1618 the first fleet sailed south- and eastwards. After the
first few decades, however, the contact ceased, although the links with
India were reactivated in 1670. It was only after 1732, when the Danish 
Asiatic Company was instituted, that the trade became regular. The
1730s also marked the beginning of direct trade between China and 
Copenhagen.

Compared with the Swedish case early-modern Danish colonial and
trade activities were more closely related to those of Europe’s great
powers, although smaller in scale and evolving in a slightly differ-
ent way. Denmark’s north Atlantic colonies, the Faroe Islands and
Greenland, are still within the Danish realm, while Iceland became
independent in 1944. The connection to the West Indies only ended 
in 1916 when what are now the Virgin Islands were sold to the US;
four decades earlier the Swedish island of Saint-Barthélemy had been
returned to France. Danish trading posts and colonies in India and 
Africa had been sold to Britain in 1845 and 1850, before the second 
wave of European expansion and colonization gained momentum. By 
then the development in global trade and industrialization had made
the monopolized chartered company redundant as a business model.

It is perhaps this somewhat discrete exit from the history of European 
imperialism in Asia and Africa in the nineteenth century which helps 
explain why there has been so little research drawing on Scandinavian 
material in the literature on early-modern global history.29 Global his-
tory has instead been dominated by works that draw on British, Dutch,
French and, increasingly, Iberian material. The fact that the Eurasian 
trade has largely been understood in the light of the history of specific 
companies, and consequently ultimately from the point of view of the
histories of the nations in which they were based, has helped to rein-
force this tendency. The history of the EIC has for example been chiefly 
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understood as part of the history of the British colonization of India,
as a prelude to the history of the British Empire.30 The Scandinavian 
companies were relatively small and so have naturally been perceived
as less significant. The Dutch dwarfed the other companies, sending out
4,720 ships between the beginning of the seventeenth century and 1795.
The same period saw 2,676 English, 1,485 French, and 736 Portuguese
ships depart for Asia. The total number of DAC ships leaving Copenhagen 
for Asia between 1618 and 1795 numbered 380, while only 110 Swedish 
ships had departed from Gothenburg before the end of 1795.31

The issue here is not about size, however, but rather, as this book will
show, how the story of the eighteenth-century Scandinavian trade with 
Asia is relevant to the whole Eurasian trade and vice versa. In order to 
make this apparent a broader global context is necessary. As the work 
of Ole Feldbæk has shown, the Danish trade with India and China in
the second half of the eighteenth century depended heavily on the 
changing distribution of wealth not only among Anglo-Indians, but
also among other Europeans working for the Dutch and the French
East India companies. Large private fortunes were made, often in 
dubious or illegal ways, by Europeans working in India. The growing
administrative and fiscal duties of the EIC in Bengal offered perhaps
the most lucrative means to generate private fortunes. The problem for 
the European nabobs was how to remit their fortunes home, and escape
bans or heavy fines for their parent companies. The answer was to use
the infrastructures of the Scandinavian companies, either in the form 
of credit which could be cashed in in Europe, or in the form of Asian 
goods to sell on the European market.32 The tea and textile trades of 
the Scandinavian East India companies were in other words fuelled by
fortunes made within the realm of the other European companies that
drew on the products and labour of Asian communities.

The remittance trade is one example of the interdependence that 
existed between the different East India companies and their staff; 
while the companies were operating as separate units they were also
creating and closing opportunities for one another. From the creditors 
and private investors’ point of view the Scandinavian companies had a
further advantage in that they sailed under neutral flags. During the fre-
quent conflicts between the Great Powers of Europe the Scandinavian 
option for bringing goods and capital home became an attractive one.
The effects of the War of the Austrian Succession, the Seven Years’ War, 
the American War of Independence, and the French Revolutionary
and Napoleonic Wars can be traced in the ups and downs of the 
Scandinavian trade-statistics from the long eighteenth century.33
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But the Scandinavian trade was also sensitive to other events taking 
place outside the realms of the states in which they were based. The
greatest blow to the trade between Scandinavia and China was the
British fiscal reform of 1784, the Commutation Act. The Act reduced 
import tax on Chinese tea from 119 per cent to 12.5 per cent, spelling
an end to the extensive traffic in smuggled tea that had evolved over 
the course of the eighteenth century. The large volumes of tea involved 
reflected on the exponential growth of tea consumption in the eight-
eenth century, particularly in Britain. However, import duties and excise
regularly doubled the price of tea as it was retailed.34

It is in the light of the research referred to above that the histories
of the Scandinavian East India companies have been approached.
The starting point for this study is the need to take into account the
broader European context of politics, conflicts, economic policy and 
fiscal  interest, which together with circumstances local to Asia, such as 
the Canton System, as well as competition and credit flows, shaped the
Eurasian trade. Only taken as a whole can we understand the opportu-
nities the Scandinavians took advantage of, and consequently the role 
they played more generally. These points have been made before but 
have never formed the starting point for a study concerned with both 
the Swedish and the Danish trade.

Questions about the formation of the European, and particularly
British, taste for tea and the Scandinavian trade have also largely
been unexplored. Importing as they did a third of all tea consumed in 
Europe, on behalf of consumers largely located outside their domestic 
markets, the assumption here is that the Scandinavian companies had
a huge impact on the shaping of a European taste and particularly a 
British taste for tea in the eighteenth century. In order to understand 
this process as well as others we need to take into account changes in 
consumption patterns in Europe.

Early-modern consumption in Europe and Scandinavia

The dynamics triggering the movement of goods between Europe
and Asia were largely determined by changes in European consump-
tion. The craving for Asian goods in the early-modern period was 
not exclusive to the Europeans; the African market for Indian textiles
demonstrates that local fashion and taste played a crucial role in the 
trade in Indian cottons up until the end of the eighteenth century.35

Porcelain and textiles from Asia also had a long tradition of being traded 
within Latin America, and arrived from across the Pacific from the late
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sixteenth century onwards.36 By the eighteenth century the largest 
export market for Asian goods was, however, found in Europe and spe-
cifically in its northwestern corner; in Great Britain, the Low Countries 
and France, as well as in the Atlantic coastal areas of North America.37

The importing of Asian goods in the eighteenth century has tradi-
tionally been understood against the backdrop of an early-modern
European Consumer Revolution. Launched in the 1980s the notion of 
a significant and rapid change to particularly British consumption, tak-
ing place in the second half of the eighteenth century, has generated a 
wide range of work on different aspects of eating, dressing and furnish-
ing. Historians have studied early-modern British retail and shopping, 
mapped ownership of goods in inventories and probate records, and 
connected these results to social formations.38 But the concept of an
early-modern Consumer Revolution has also generated critical discus-
sions. Drawing on studies of contemporary consumption, which indi-
cate the existence of multiple patterns and complex rationales directing
modern consumers, questions have been raised about the extent to
which we can talk about one Consumer Revolution. Is it meaningful 
to generalize about consumption by referring to whole societies and 
extensive periods in time, often drawing on only a limited number of 
transactions, individuals, social groups and types of objects?39

Work on the trials and errors of selling East India goods in Europe
helps highlight the complexities of early-modern trade and the intro-
duction of new goods to consumers. The unsuccessful attempts by the
EIC to launch ready-made cotton clothes made in India on the London
market in the 1680s and 1690s is one example. In spite of a business
plan which involved targeting the low end of the market the scheme
failed. One explanation for this failure had to do with the established
role of linen in the making of undergarments; it was more durable and
washed better than cotton.40 Consumer education in the form of advice 
literature on the diverse range of qualities and types of textiles to use 
for quilts, bed hangings and curtains, was one way around the problem. 
In addition informal knowledge exchange within and between house-
holds helped introduce Indian cotton textiles to European consumers.41

There was not necessarily always a competition between new and old, 
Asian and European materials. It has also been argued that linen helped 
popularize Indian cotton; the consumption of European-made linen or 
mixed linen and cotton textiles rose as Indian cotton textiles started 
to arrive on a large scale. The ‘chameleon-like’ ability of cotton to
take on roles played by linen, as well as types of wool and silk textiles, 
also helps to explain the adoption of pure cotton textiles by European
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consumers.42 Once accepted, cotton was a versatile fibre; it could be 
made into light and white pieces for lining and undergarments, or 
heavy curtains around beds and windows. Equally important, it could 
be printed and painted in vivid colourfast colours. In other words it
was a material the look of which could easily and quickly be adjusted
to changing trends and differentiated markets.43 Material and cultural
aspects can in other words provide important and overlapping explana-
tions for changes in consumption.

Another strand of criticism has highlighted the extent to which 
research about consumption in early-modern Europe has focused pre-
dominantly on developments in England. The Consumer Revolution 
has in many respects replaced the Industrial Revolution, explaining the 
rise of the West without critically discussing underpinning assumptions 
about progress and Western superiority. While the focus has shifted 
from cotton production to cotton consumption the focus still centres 
on England. As Craig Clunas has argued, more comparative histories 
across geographical areas, including for example China, help to prob-
lematize this tendency.44 Larger comparative studies that include other
parts of Europe have also helped generate a more complex picture of 
how Asian goods, like for example Indian cotton, were retailed and
consumed across Europe.45

The growth in consumption has been seen not only as a revolution but 
also as part of a more general social and economic shift specific to the
northwest of Europe. Jan de Vries’s notion of an Industrious Revolution
suggests that seventeenth- and eighteenth-century Europeans worked 
harder to obtain more goods; the ability of early-modern households to
negotiate work and consumption has consequently become one focal 
point. In combination with an existence of urban networks and a preva-
lence of market institutions the Industrious Revolution also provides
a backdrop for the Industrial Revolution. Linking the two revolutions 
to one another delivers an alternative chronology of change which
explains the economic growth that occurred before the technological
advances associated with the late eighteenth century, focusing particu-
larly on the demand side of the economy. What becomes obsolete as part
of the historical explanation is the notion of a Consumer Revolution as 
‘an exploding volume of purchased goods that jump started the growth 
of production’.46 Consumption, according to de Vries, is instead seen as 
a symptom of changes emanating from negotiations taking place within 
the household, and its interaction with the wider world.

Widespread tea consumption among the poorer segments of British 
and Dutch society represents a change in industriousness, in combination 
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with changes in preference due to cultural and social influences, as well
as a growth in long-distance trade. Expenditures and inventories listing 
teaware in plebeian families in England, North America and the Low 
Countries, as well as growing imports of cheap black tea, help trace the
outlines of this development; as can the general shift away from ale and 
beer towards caffeinated and sweetened drinks in northwest Europe.47

As we will explore in this book, this thirst for Chinese tea in the Atlantic
world requires us to look at the role of the Scandinavian companies 
to make sense. But to what extent can a study of the Scandinavian 
China trade further our understanding of consumption patterns in the 
northerly parts of Europe?

Existing investigation of tea consumption in eighteenth-century 
Scandinavia has revealed little evidence of strong demand, with the 
possible exception of Denmark proper and Copenhagen. Danish 
newspapers reported on the arrival of tea, coffee and chocolate to 
Copenhagen in the 1660s, and a public tea house was in operation in
1689. Judging by the plays of Danish play writer Ludvig Holberg in the 
1720s Bohea tea, a cheap black tea, and coffee, were familiar goods, 
regularly in demand in Copenhagen. Over the course of the eight-
eenth century there is also ample anecdotal evidence of tea and coffee
being consumed, particularly in urban settings.48 As Klas Rönnbäck 
has discussed, the Danish consumption of sugar, often used to sweeten 
caffeinated drinks, was also higher than the European average by the
mid-eighteenth century. By the end of the century it was almost on a
par with the average British consumption of nine kilograms per capita 
per year. The Danish of course had access to sugar from their colonies 
in the West Indies, but more importantly perhaps is the fact that real 
wages for unskilled workers were higher in Denmark, allowing them to 
purchase a wider range of ‘new luxuries’, including sugar. In this respect 
the wage economy of Denmark proper in the first half of the eighteenth 
century was more similar to that of the Dutch and the British than the
rest of Europe. Rönnbäck also discusses the relatively high degree of 
urbanization in Denmark proper; twenty-one per cent of the Danish
population lived in urban settings by the end of the eighteenth century.
In Sweden the development looked distinctly different. The consump-
tion of sugar increased from an average of a quarter of a kilogram per
capita per year, in the first half of the century, to a level of one kilogram 
by the 1780s. The equivalent number for Swedes living in urban
environments by the end of the eighteenth century was ten per cent.49

The existence of a North-South divide in the Baltic world, reflected by
different levels of urbanisation and consumption of exotic groceries, is 
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indicated by other studies. Ragnhild Hutchison has demonstrated that 
Norway’s eighteenth-century economy was largely shaped by a relative 
high degree of self-subsistence. When members of a household sup-
plemented their living off the land with work in export sectors, such 
as fishing or forestry, they were foremost driven by the need to reduce
risks associated with being too dependent on only one sector of the
economy. In this respect there was no Industrious Revolution in eight-
eenth-century Norway; survival rather than luxury consumption was 
the locus motive for the majority.50 Hutchison’s results from mapping 
the consumption of exotic groceries corresponds with results from other
works on eighteenth- and nineteenth-century Swedish consumption
of tea as well as coffee. Tea consumption was, for example, marginal 
in the whole of northern Scandinavia with some exceptions, notably 
on the west coast of Sweden, close to Gothenburg where the large tea 
shipments from China were transferred to ships engaged in the inter-
European trade routes. Tea drinking was otherwise largely confined to 
a social elite in both Norway and Sweden.51 Coffee consumption was
more common than tea but still quite negligible in the eighteenth cen-
tury. Danish-Norwegian sumptuary laws suggest an uptake in the last 
two decades of the century. While Swedish consumption might have
been higher, judging by the frequency of the publication of sumptuary 
laws, the real boom in both Norway and Sweden only took place in the
early nineteenth century.52 This shift in consumption corresponds to an 
established understanding that domestic demand for consumer goods
in Sweden accelerated only from the 1820s onwards.53

But what about the other goods that came on the ships from China?
As well as tea large investments were also made in porcelain and
wrought silk. Recent work by Rikke Søndergaard Kristensen has helped 
illuminate a strong preference in Copenhagen for Chinese porcelain. 
Excavations of a city refuse dump reveal a ratio of one Chinese por-
celain chard for every faience shard. Ninety per cent of the Chinese
remains originated from the period of direct trade between Copenhagen 
and Canton.54 With Danish society displaying consumer patterns
somewhat similar to those of the Dutch Republic and England a high
level of Chinese porcelain consumption in Copenhagen might not be
surprising. Porcelain, tea, coffee, chocolate and sugar formed consump-
tion ‘bundles’; they received different characteristics when consumed in
combination with one another rather than separately.55

But tea and porcelain also formed a logistical bundle. In the maritime 
trade between Europe and China chests with porcelain protected the
damp sensitive tea at the bottom of the ships. It did not pollute the tea 
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with scents and smells, and it was heavy, well suited for ballast on the 
large East Indiamen. Since the Scandinavian companies imported vast
amounts of tea for markets outside their domestic realm they were also, 
like the other European companies, importing large amounts of porce-
lain.56 Once in Europe the markets for tea and porcelain were formed
by different dynamics. Tea stocks needed to be replenished regularly in 
order to keep up with the growing demand; as a perishable good tea 
could not be stored too long without going stale, necessitating a regular 
traffic with China. Porcelain objects in contrast have a very different 
life span. Delicate, yet rarely showing signs of age, cups, saucers, plates, 
jugs and pots could survive for generations, if not centuries, if carefully 
handled. Moreover, in contrast to the tea trade, where China alone 
provided the European markets with caffeinated leaves, there was ample
competition from European ceramic manufacturers.

Not surprisingly the re-export of Scandinavian imported porcelain
with profit was not always possible. While wholesalers in tea in the Low 
Countries wanted Swedish imported Bohea they sometimes rejected
porcelain. In 1748, for example, the Amsterdam-based wholesalers 
Pye & Cruikshank, advising a Scottish merchant trading with Swedish
imported China goods on investments, wrote that porcelain ‘for some 
years past been daily in declining [sic] & the quantity yearly brought 
home exceed by much the demand’.57 It is also worth noticing that 
by the mid-eighteenth century French brandy, another common con-
traband, had replaced at least some of the porcelain as ballast in ships
engaged in the intra-European smuggling trade. Brought from France to
Copenhagen and Gothenburg, it now came to form the bottom leer in 
ships loaded with illicit tea destined for the British market.58

Where did the Swedish imported porcelain end up? Archaeological
work in Gothenburg suggests that the consumption of blue and white
porcelain was widespread socially.59 Research on inventories also sug-
gests a surprisingly high level of porcelain ownership among the
lower social groups in Gothenburg compared to other areas of Sweden
between 1750 and 1850.60 But Gothenburg alone, a town of roughly 
10,000 in the mid-eighteenth century, was not able to absorb all of 
the thirty to fifty million porcelain pieces the SEIC imported in the 
eighteenth century.61 While the wider circulation and consumption 
of Chinese porcelain in the relatively low-caffeine consuming Sweden 
needs  further work, it is likely that results will reflect as much on the
logistical challenges of long-distance maritime trade as on domestic 
consumer preference. This is less the case with another category of 
good: travelling on top of the Scandinavian imported porcelain and tea 
were also large quantities of Chinese silk textiles.
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In contrast to tea from China the consumption of imported textiles
had a long legacy in Scandinavia. The historian Lili-Annè Aldman has 
recently argued that the Swedish textile market evolved broadly along
the lines of other European markets in the seventeenth and eighteenth 
centuries. There was an increase in the types of textiles imported
up until the middle of the eighteenth century, when the impact of 
stricter Swedish import regulations provided an impetus for domestic 
textile production.62 Work on early-modern Danish and Norwegian
textile trades suggests that subjects in the composite Danish state had
access to a wide variety of textiles too. Camilla Luise Dahl and Piia 
Lempiäinen’s study of probate records and inventories from urban 
retailers in seventeenth-century Denmark and Norway reveal a wide
range of goods reflecting both on the traders’ network and the clientele
they catered for; the higher the social rank the more exotic goods they
owned. Everyone seemed to have craved cotton; by the end of the cen-
tury cotton textiles were regularly traded goods, most of them labelled 
‘East India’. Another notable change was the increasing level of ready-
made goods, including ‘dressing gowns of red and white “East-India” 
chintz and children’s jackets of cotton’.63 Citizens of Copenhagen were 
of course at the heart of the Asian textile trade: newspapers advertised
the public sale of Indian and Chinese textiles brought in by the DAC. 
Studies of textile advertising and consumption in Denmark and Norway
also suggest a wide circulation of goods although there are few quantita-
tive studies that actually measure the extent of consumption.64

To sum up, different goods and sources tell us different and not
always compatible stories about consumption. The Scandinavia history 
of colonial groceries suggests a North-South divide. Eighteenth-century
Denmark proper seems in tune with developments closer to the ‘North
Sea epicentre’ identified by de Vries.65 The story of the caffeinated and
sweetened drinks in northerly Scandinavia also suggests that funda-
mental changes only took place in the early nineteenth century, a date 
which also corresponds to a general understanding of when the domes-
tic demand for consumer goods accelerated. Textile trade and con-
sumption in the North tells a more complex history spanning a longer 
period; there are examples of a large variation of textiles, both imported 
and domestically produced, in the seventeenth and eighteenth centu-
ries. It is in the light of these circumstances that we should turn to the 
import of Chinese silk textiles to Scandinavia.

The second starting point for this study is that Chinese silk, in con-
trast to tea and possibly also porcelain, is the most promising material
culture that can help illuminate consumption in eighteenth-century
Scandinavia. Concentrating on Chinese silk textiles means diverging 
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from the traditional account, which has used colourful cotton textiles 
from Asia to tell stories of how consumption patterns and production 
lines changed in Europe. It has recently been claimed that the distribu-
tion of cotton textiles in Sweden after 1790 provided a visual ‘democ-
ratization’ process, a change which can also be detected in changing 
meanings of the word ‘motley’ (‘brokig’). Earlier associations linked the 
term to an aristocratic consumption of multiple coloured silk textiles;
by the turn of the new century it evoked notions of unruly behaviour
and social disorder.66 How does the import of Chinese silk textiles fit
into this story of colour and social change? A study of the quantities,
qualities and colour compositions of the silk cargoes brought home by
the SEIC and the DAC will help us trace markets, fashions, trends and 
demands local to northern Europe.

Embedded here is also a history of the interplay between Asian goods, 
European fashion and domestic production that brings us to the heart 
of another debate about the role of Asian goods in Europe, explaining 
historical change within a different chronological and geographical 
setting.

Useful knowledge, material culture and change

Early-modern European trade, consumption and production form part 
of a discussion concerned with changes on a global scale. The historian
Kenneth Pomeranz’s notion of the ‘Great Divergence’, his discussion of 
why Asia and Europe developed differently from the late eighteenth-
century onwards, has shaped much of the recent debate.67 A wide range 
of different issues have been studied but the role of technology, schol-
arship and skills, and what determines the transfer and development 
of ‘useful knowledge’, have been areas which have received particular 
attention.68

Maxine Berg’s contribution to this discussion takes Eurasian trade
and material culture as a starting point. Berg places early-modern Asian
products, such as porcelain and Indian cotton next to European goods,
thereby providing a framework for understanding the historical change
that generated new consumer habits and production systems in Europe. 
Early-modern Asian textile and ceramic production had long been
adapted to supplying large overseas export markets with a wide range
of diversified goods. European consumers were in this respect only an
additional group to cater for. The latter were, however, mesmerized by
the goods from Asia, their exotic designs, the materials and the unfamil-
iar methods used to make them. The desire these goods evoked was not
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restricted to consumers: European manufacturers and scholars were busy 
copying, substituting and investigating these Asian goods. The aesthetic 
of imitation was regarded as a hallmark of creativity in eighteenth- 
century Europe. It also involved using new and different raw materials to 
those used by Asian craftsmen. Imitation and substitution was central
to institutions such as The Royal Society for the Encouragement of Arts, 
Manufactures and Commerce in London, as well as the more informal 
setting of the Birmingham-based Lunar Society.69

The tradition of imitation and borrowing is of course part of a much 
longer history of Eurasian exchange. Techniques of using tin oxide to 
create a soft matted white glaze on European earthenware evolved in
response to exposure to Chinese porcelain in the Middle East in the
ninth century. From here it spread to Europe where it laid the founda-
tion for Maiolica production in the south and Delftware in the north. 
Meissen, in mineral rich Saxony, became the first place in Europe where 
hard-paste porcelain of similar quality to the Chinese was success-
fully produced in the first decade of the eighteenth century. Porcelain 
manufacturing evolved across the continent of Europe, particularly in 
German-speaking areas where heads of principalities granted patronage 
to manufacturers, and in return were provided with porcelain objects 
with which to fill their palaces. The most dynamic market for European
manufactured ceramics was, however, Britain, where hard-paste porce-
lain production became much less central. The British market and those 
connected with it developed a taste for a range of new pottery products 
using alternative materials and methods to the Chinese. These products 
were designed and produced in the Midlands, by manufacturers such 
as Wedgwood. As markets for these English goods expanded, the blue 
and white porcelain from China started to lose ground; not only in 
Britain but also across Atlantic and European markets.70

A somewhat similar history can be told about the shift of cotton 
production from Asia to Europe. Cotton was not an alien material 
to Europeans: together with linen, cotton had long been used in the
manufacture of fustian textiles. The novelty of the goods from South
Asia was that some were made exclusively from cotton; moreover 
some had colours and patterns that could be washed without losing 
their lustre and vividness. The growing popularity of cotton did not 
escape those engaged in producing textiles using traditional materials; 
the craze for printed and painted cotton generated different responses
across Europe. In France all printing on textiles was banned, creating 
a huge contraband market for domestically produced as well as imported
calicoes or ‘Indies’.71 Britain allowed for the consumption of plain
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cotton textiles decorated with domestic print. New technologies, like
the use of copper plates, which had long been used in the book print-
ing trade, were applied to the transfer of patterns onto fabrics. New
mordants and dyes that produced waterproof colours were developed.
Some of these technologies were invented while others reached Europe
from the Ottoman Empire, via Armenian trade networks long engaged 
with the production and export of cotton textiles. The cotton industry 
also tapped into existing global trade networks which brought dye-
woods from Latin America and indigo from across the globe to Europe.
Competition between European states, in combination with legislation 
that promoted domestic production over imports, meant that cotton 
industries evolved across Europe.72 The greatest progress was however 
made in Britain. The cotton mills that were built in the northwest of 
England, fuelled with steam power, provide an iconic image of the 
beginning of the industrial era, the rise of the second empire and new
forms of mass consumption.

Compared to the eighteenth-century developments in Britain and 
France, Scandinavian attempts at imitating Asian products are small in 
scale and somewhat insignificant.73 There is no immediate link between
the manufacturing of textiles and pottery in the eighteenth century and
Scandinavian industrialization in the nineteenth century. There was also 
no eighteenth-century Scandinavian group equivalent to British middle-
class consumers generating demand for the ‘new luxuries’, which also 
shaped fashion and trends internationally.74 While the material history 
of Scandinavian production and consumption offers a somewhat less 
rich canvas compared to the British, the intellectual history and the 
history of political economy provides an alternative avenue through 
which to explore change. The study of early-modern political economy 
has a particularly strong tradition in Sweden; historical circumstances, 
including a higher degree of freedom of speech, created more debate 
than in Denmark.75 Another reason why the subject is particularly strong 
in Sweden is its connection to prominent members of the scholarly 
community, centred on the naturalist Carolus Linnaeus.

Linnaeus was one of the founders of the Swedish Royal Academy 
of Sciences, who with his many students dominated the work of the
academy, which was frequently consulted on domestic manufactur-
ing and substituting projects.76 The political economy dimension of 
Linnaeus’s work has lately been discussed in more detail by Lisbeth 
Koerner, who has used the context of cameralism as a starting point to 
investigate Linnaeus’s understanding of nature and œconomia.77 The 
case of cameralism, a school of political economy which evolved out of 
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the experiences of land-locked continental states, is particularly illustra-
tive of how ideas of import substitution developed. With little access to
overseas colonies an interest evolved in the sixteenth century in the 
exploration of natural wealth at home, finding domestic substitutes for
exotic goods. Natural history, incorporating mineralogy, zoology and 
botany, was a key discipline to cameralism; it promoted the exploration
of continental landscapes, their geologies, habitats and biotopes, and 
how they could be exploited.78

Andre Wakefield, in the context of eighteenth-century German politi-
cal economy, has suggested that cameralism should also be understood 
as a discourse which created legitimacy. Drawing on a knowledge of 
native natural history, cameralists, who were state bureaucrats, pro-
duced descriptions of the state’s resources and manuals on how to
exploit them. This resulted in a genre which helped to legitimate ulti-
mately the government, the state and its ruler.79 Koerner’s discussion of 
Linnaeus follows a similar critical reading as Wakefield’s. The focus is 
not on Linnaeus as the great reformer of scientific nomenclature, but
instead Koerner uses Linnaeus’s economic projects as a point of depar-
ture for exploring how he perceived the future, a vision which involved 
a minimum of transnational trade, and a maximum of self-sufficiency. 
Aside from Linnaeus’s attempt to reform the relationship between cli-
mate and living organisms, as he insisted in trying to tame the latter to
conform to the former, little in this Linnaean world ever changed. In 
Koerner’s writing Linnaeus is portrayed as a somewhat aloof individual, 
unable to perceive his own or nature’s limits.

Recent German and Swedish research on natural history and cameral-
ism, and the discussion of imitation and technological developments
in Britain, provide two very different accounts of material and intel-
lectual circumstances generating an impetus for change.80 Cameralism
is made to represent the historical experiences of being landlocked, it is
presented as inward looking in that it legitimates state power, and the 
state’s task to exploit domestic resources; the focus is on failed projects. 
The discussion of British development in contrast focuses on knowledge
in the hands of the entrepreneur and global merchant, and the resources
and opportunities provided by access to colonies and exploitation of 
global trade. It is a history which points forward in time to the rise 
of Britain as an industrial power in the nineteenth century.

Lost in the accounts is the extent to which both of these ‘knowledge 
traditions’ stemmed from a common root, deriving from a European 
scholarly tradition, a Republic of Letters where natural history was a 
central feature. The third starting point for this study is this shared
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scholarly culture, particularly concerning natural history, which pro-
vides us with an alternative chronology and geography of material-
ity and change to those discussed above. As the examples of Swedish 
naturalists scanning domestic flora and fauna for material with which 
to substitute and replicate the taste and look of Asian goods suggest, 
natural history can provide a framework by which we can explore the
encounter between local and global material cultures. Moreover, tak-
ing a broader geographical and chronological approach, it is also pos-
sible to link the scholarly developments in north Europe to a different
point of change, to the second scientific revolution and the expansion
of European colonial influence in the nineteenth century. The latter 
involves thinking about the role of scholars engaged in transferring tea 
from China to India, as well as linking eighteenth-century natural dyes 
to nineteenth-century synthetic ones.

Outline of the book

As suggested above, today’s Denmark and Sweden only partially 
resemble the early-modern versions of these kingdoms. Sweden in the 
eighteenth century referred not only to Sweden proper, but also to what
today is Finland, as well Pomerania on the southern shores of the Baltic
Sea. Eighteenth-century Denmark was an even more complex realm; 
it included Denmark proper, Norway, the Duchies of Schleswig and
Holstein, Iceland, Greenland and the Faroe Islands in the North Atlantic; 
what are today the Virgin Islands in the West Indies; and smaller trad-
ing stations and areas on the Indian Coromandel coast and on the west
coast of Africa, in present-day Guinea. With a few exceptions when 
Sweden and Denmark are referred to in this book they denote the 
northern European part of these realms, what today constitutes four
countries: Denmark, Sweden, Norway and Finland.

While eighteenth-century Denmark and Sweden were very different 
geographical entities not only compared with today but also with one
another, they did have a lot in common. In Chapter 1 these similarities
will be explored to enable the writing of one history of the Scandinavian 
trade with China. My focus will be on how the Scandinavian trade was 
organized in Asia, the extent to which Scandinavian imported Asian 
goods were re-exported to other markets in Europe, and issues to do 
with neutrality and long-distance trade. Chapter 1 will also provide a
background to the opening of direct trade between Scandinavia and 
China in the early 1730s, drawing on not only domestic develop-
ments but also the broader European context, foremost the folding of 
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the Ostend Company. An overview of literature on the Scandinavian
companies and the sources used in this study is also be provided.

Britain was the largest market for tea in eighteenth-century Europe. It
was supplied by the English East India Company and tea smugglers, as 
well as dealers in second-hand tea and fake tea. The relationship between 
this very diverse and dynamic British tea market and the Scandinavian
trade forms the starting point of Chapter 2. European competition over
cheap black tea in Canton and Scandinavian strategies of purchasing, 
blending and packing tea are discussed in the first half of the chapter. 
Competition was rife in Europe too, as tea from all the continental East 
India companies was put up for sale on the return of the East Indiamen 
from Canton. The second part of the chapter discusses the wholesale
market for tea and the role of merchants located in the Low Countries 
and will deal with Danish and Swedish as well as Dutch and French
imported tea. Providing for the large clandestine British tea market it
was here in the Low Countries that the British mass-market taste for tea 
was defined in the middle third of the eighteenth century.

The Scandinavian companies did not only supply consumers outside
their own borders, and the case of the Chinese wrought silk imported 
by the SEIC and DAC tells a different story. Chapter 3 starts off with a
careful examination of the types of textiles that made up Scandinavian 
silk imports, concluding that more than half of the piece goods reach-
ing Scandinavia were made up of low-budget silk textiles used mainly
in clothing. Drawing on contemporary debates, regulations and imple-
mentations of sumptuary legislation the next two sections discuss the
extent to which the wrought silk imported from China was consumed 
in Scandinavia and how this large influx of Chinese silk was perceived. 
A closer study of the colour nomenclature and the assortment of col-
ours of the silk situates the Chinese silk trade within the context of 
European fashion and Scandinavian preferences. Taken together the 
results from this chapter suggest that the Scandinavian people had
begun to turn ‘motley’ long before the arrival of cotton textiles on a
large scale.

Chapter 4 traces the effects of the Asian trade on natural philoso-
phy and political economy in eighteenth-century Scandinavia on the 
wider context of European scholarship, colonial expansion and rising 
consumption. Linnaeus’s attempts to grow tea in Sweden and to sub-
stitute Chinese tea with domestic herbs form the first theme. By fol-
lowing the links between the work of Linnaeus, developments in late 
eighteenth-century British botany and the establishment of tea gardens 
in India the study of the business of substituting and transferring tea 
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is extended forward in time to the first half of the nineteenth century. 
Import substitution in the form of domestic sources for dyes which
could create colours similarly vivid to those on imported textiles from 
other parts of Europe, as well as from Asia, forms the second theme 
of the chapter. By focusing on colour nomenclature the chapter not
only traces a disintegration of the early-modern connection between 
dyes and colours but also the rise of a more fashion-conscious public 
before the arrival of synthetic dyes on a large scale in the middle of the 
nineteenth century.

In Chapter 5 we will return to the different historical contexts discussed
above and how the results from this book can influence future research 
on Chinese tea and silk production for export markets, consumption of 
Asian textiles in the very north of Europe, and the connection between 
consumption, production, exploration and exploitation.
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Excitement, speculations and rumours

Excitement, speculations and rumours swirled around the world of 
the East India trade in the early 1730s. The supercargoes of the Ostend 
Company worked their last season in Canton in 1730, although the clo-
sure of the trade route between Asia and the southern parts of the Low
Countries had been on the agenda since 1727. This was not due to
its unprofitability, but rather the opposite: together with the English
the Ostenders had managed to capture eighty per cent of the growing 
European market in tea.1 Trading mainly with China the Ostenders were 
able to run a low-budget operation; in contrast to the Dutch and the 
English they did not need to fund an extensive system of factories and 
forts across Asia. Moreover, the Ostend Company focused on tea at a 
time when the European craving for caffeinated drinks seemed to have
no limits. The game changer was diplomatic pressure: the Dutch and 
the British demanded that Charles VI, the Habsburg emperor who since 
the Peace of Utrecht in 1713 had ruled the southern Low Countries, 
close down the General India Company as it was formally known. In 
return they agreed to recognize his daughter, Maria Theresa, as the legal
heir to his throne.2

Beyond the world of diplomacy the big question was: where would 
the former investors in the Ostend trade now turn? In addition to the 
vast amounts of capital that had been freed many mariners with the 
knowledge of how to conduct direct trade with China were looking 
for new positions. In a draft to his memorandum ‘Most respectful and 
humble thoughts on the condition and origin of trade’ the Danish 
author Otto Thott (1703–1785) speculated on the possibilities of lur-
ing the Ostend money and men northwards, to Copenhagen. Thott 

1
The Scandinavian Trade
with China
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was aware of the connections already established between the Ostend 
people and Sweden; the Swedish East India Company was founded in 
1731, but it was only one among several different projects that in one 
way or another involved Ostend know-how and capital. In 1730 the 
former Ostender Pieter van Hurck had been employed as supercargo
on the first Danish direct expedition to China, ahead of the rebirth 
of the Danish East India Company under its new name the Danish
Asiatic Company in 1732. Several plans had also been made involv-
ing the Danish Company and Ostend capital, turning Danish Altona
and Hamburg into new emporia for Asian goods in northern Europe.
Meanwhile the Ostenders had tried to pursue their business with secret
expeditions under foreign flags.3

Realpolitik mattered too of course; Dutch warning shots fired in the 
Straits of Sunda met the first SEIC ship returning from Canton, caus-
ing a diplomatic row between Sweden and the Dutch Republic. An 
even greater commotion was provoked by the second expedition of the
newcomers; a joint British-French military attack on the first Swedish
expedition on the Coromandel Coast, in Porto-Novo, had profound 
effects on the relations between Sweden and Britain. The former com-
plained loudly and sought compensation for the loss of property. While
France soon obliged, Great Britain hesitated; the number of British 
born men who had invested in, and manned the Swedish expedition
caused resentment. It also represented a breach with the monopoly 
of the English East India Company. Only in 1740, when the Swedish 
Company agreed not employ any more British subjects in its service,
allowing for those already in service to remain so, could an agreement
be reached regarding the ‘Porto-Novo affair’.4

Several processes help explain the open-endedness of the East India 
trade in the 1730s that is reflected in Thott’s comments. Most impor-
tant was the start of direct trade with China, from where tea soon 
became the most important good. Beginning in the late 1690s French 
and English ships arrived at Chinese ports such as Amoy, Chusan and
Canton. In 1715 the Ostenders moved in, setting an example for the 
others. The low-key role played by the Dutch reflected the strategy 
taken by the VOC to encourage the so called ‘junk trade’ between China
and Batavia, the Indonesian centre for the VOC’s Asian enterprise. Junks 
from Canton and other ports had long brought goods, including tea, to 
Batavia, where they were exchanged for pepper from India and other 
goods in demand in China. This trade route reduced the need for silver 
as a means of payment, something the Dutch were desperately short of.
However, disagreements with the Chinese traders on what price to pay
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for tea in the late 1710s brought a halt to the trade, meaning that just 
when the consumption of tea was taking off in Europe the Dutch were
left behind their main competitor.5 Dutch experiments with direct trade 
between Europe and China did however take place: Ostend supercar-
goes were employed to man the first ships from the Republic to China 
in 1728. But in 1734 the trade was re-organized again, and it was now
up to Batavia to send ships to Canton, some of which went directly to
Europe while others sailed back to Batavia.6

With French trade also irregular it is perhaps not surprising that
the English and the Ostend companies dominated the supply of tea 
to Europe at the beginning of the century.7 There were attempts at
direct trade with China by other Europeans too; in 1704 the Danish
ship Prins Wilhelm arrived in Tranquebar with the power of attorney
to sale onwards to China. Without means of payment, or goods suit-
able to trade with, the plans were never realized. The Great Northern
War (1700–1721) disrupted further attempts, although the English 
rented Danish ships to use in the country trade with China.8 We do not 
know whether the buccaneers operating around Madagascar wanted to 
specialize in the tea trade. In the 1710s a group of them approached 
Charles XII (1682–1718), the Swedish King, promising half a million
pounds sterling and twenty-five armed vessels in return for protection.
Failing to receive a quick response the Madagascar pirates tried their
luck in Denmark, only to return to Sweden in 1718. This time the pro-
posal involved running an East India Company on behalf of Sweden,
with Gothenburg as the base. The death of the King and the general
uncertainties following the end of the war among other things ensured
these plans were never realized.9

The new trade with China, and particularly that in tea, thus attracted 
a wide range of interests, and different proposals and approaches were 
discussed and tested during the first decades of the eighteenth century. 
Charted companies continued to provide the form for the trade; the
early-modern states in Europe offered institutional settings which lent 
stability and legality to the businesses. But as the closure of the Ostend 
Company demonstrated, competition between the companies could 
spill over into the world of diplomacy. Chartered companies could be 
sacrificed in return for other objectives.

Competition between the different European powers and their East 
India companies was also acted out in markets across the Eurasian 
continent. In the early 1720s English supercargoes were instructed to 
buy as much tea as they could if they arrived in Canton before the
Ostenders: ‘Cost what it will we must try to make these Interlopers
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sick of their voyages for tea’. They were even instructed to buy ‘not so 
good tea’ although they had to leave the ‘really bad’ behind.10 Similar 
strategies were employed by the Dutch Company in order to oust their
neighbours from the tea trade: ‘The motto was the greatest possible
purchases to the detriment of the Ostend Company’.11 The Ostenders
retaliated with similar tactics: in 1720 Chinese merchants told the staff 
of the EIC how the Low Country traders had bought more tea than they 
could carry home.12

Cutting tea prices at home was another strategy employed by the
English in 1721; it was a means by which to combat the large amount of 
tea that had started to arrive in Britain as contraband.13 The porousness
of the British market reflected the failure of the monopolies granted
to the different East India companies. Coastguards and other control 
institutions were unable to prevent goods moving across borders,
between realms of the different companies, and onwards to consumers
via wholesalers and retailers engaged in both the ‘fair’ or regulated, and 
the ‘free’ or clandestine trade.14 Different import duties provided the
economic rationale for the movement of goods. Before 1784 the British
tax on tea was high: ‘rarely below 80 and frequently over 100 per cent of 
the original cost’.15 With duties of one per cent in Denmark, or two and 
a half per cent if the tea was consumed inside Denmark, the profits that
could be made by re-exporting and smuggling the goods were poten-
tially very high.16 Sudden changes to taxes and tea prices in Britain, 
or on the Continent, could however easily change the trade or disturb
the established clandestine routes. The high prices sought for its tea in 
1728 worried for example the Ostend Company as it could potentially
allow the English Company to appropriate its domestic market, hitherto
largely supplied by continental tea.17

Other events created turbulence, which influenced the early-eighteenth-
century Eurasian trade too. Low profit levels for the VOC in the
beginning of the 1720s were explained by reference to the South Sea 
Bubble in England, the Mississippi Bubble in France and problems for 
the Dutch West India Company; orders from abroad ceased to arrive
in the Dutch Republic.18 Escaping debtors and a possible prison sen-
tence for debts generated in the South Sea Bubble, Colin Campbell
(1686–1757) left London for Ostend, where he came to serve as a super-
cargo for seven years before he moved to Gothenburg to help set up 
the Swedish Company. Originally from Scotland, Campbell was one of 
several Scots engaged in the Ostend and the Swedish trade. Some, like 
Campbell’s good friend Charles Irvine (1693–1771), had connections 
with the Jacobite circles supporting the Stuarts as the rightful pretenders 
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to the English throne. Irvine left Scotland for France in the 1710s, when 
he became engaged in the French East India trade. From there he went 
to Gothenburg to join Campbell; both of them invested heavily in the 
expeditions of the SEIC. They also acted as supercargoes in several of 
the expeditions to Asia.19

Campbell and Irvine were also, as the following chapters will detail, 
deeply involved in the re-exportation of the goods that started to arrive 
in Gothenburg from Asia from 1733 onwards. It is well known that 
Scottish merchant networks traded across the Asian and Atlantic worlds,
inside and outside the British sphere of influence.20 In the Eurasian
world of trade it was not a unique phenomenon, and Dutch merchants 
had been instrumental in setting up and running the Danish East India 
trade more than a hundred years earlier.21 There were movements in 
other directions too: the VOC was manned by Scandinavian sailors, 
with the great majority being subjects under the Danish crown.22

Histories of the Scandinavian East India companies

The broader context of the early eighteenth century, the trial and error
of the early China trade, the movement of investments and know-how, 
the porous European market and the general economic and political 
situation in Europe and Asia is sometimes lost in the chronicles of the 
European and Scandinavian East India companies. One notable excep-
tion is Kristof Glamann’s work on the Dutch Asiatic trade between 
1620 and 1740, which draws on a wide range of sources contextual-
izing the business of the VOC. In this respect Glamann is following in 
the footstep of Louis Dermigny and his classic study of the European
China trade.23 More recent studies focusing on Canton by, for example,
Paul Van Dyke are also the result of a similarly broad reading of sources 
located across Europe, including Copenhagen and Stockholm.24 Among
works by scholars who have studied the Scandinavian companies more
specifically those by Ole Feldbæk stand out; particularly his monograph
India Trade under the Danish Flag, which illuminates the interconnected-gg
ness between the Danish Company and the remittance trade of the
Anglo-Indians and other Europeans who made their fortunes in late
eighteenth-century India.25 Leos Müller has provided similarly contex-
tual, albeit shorter, accounts of the operations of the SEIC during the 
same period.26 Edited volumes have also helped deliver a broader pic-
ture, as have larger meta-studies such as Jan de Vries calculations of the
total East Indian trade, although the latter only takes into account half 
of the Swedish expeditions to Asia.27
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In much other research, however, the main focus has been on the 
European companies in their national setting, and on internal changes 
to organizations and regulations. Such an approach has of course many 
advantages too. By providing overviews and chronologies of the com-
panies such studies help illuminate organizational changes from within
and changing relationships between states and companies. The history
of the Swedish Company has typically been divided into periods that 
correspond to the royal charters which regulated the company. The
first three charters, covering the periods 1731–1746, 1746–1766, and 
1766–1786, are the most significant. All in all twenty-five expeditions
were sent during the first charter, thirty-five during the second and 
thirty-eight in the third.28 During the fourth and the fifth charters, 
1786–1806 and 1806–1821, there was a decline in the number of voy-
ages. Thirty-one more expeditions set out from Gothenburg, but none 
after 1804.29 Asides from charters another important shift in the his-
tory of the company took place in 1753 when a permanent fund was
created, meaning that the company was transformed into a joint-stock 
company with transferable shares. Before then each voyage had been an
independent endeavour.30

There are some Swedish accounts of the whole history of the Swedish 
Company, most significant of which is Sven Kjellberg’s rich study.31

The most in-depth academic study in English, the work of Christian 
Koninckx, focuses almost exclusively on the first and second charter
of the SEIC. It takes into account an impressively wide range of aspects 
including social and maritime dimensions, as well as the economic
context.32 More recent writings by Müller are mainly concerned with
the second half of the eighteenth century.33

Studies of the Danish East India trade typically starts 1616, the first year 
of the first charter, or 1620 when Tranquebar (today Tharangambadi), 
a trading station on the Coromandel Coast, was acquired. Eighteen
ships set out from Copenhagen between 1618 and 1639. Some were 
intended to be engaged in the shipping of goods between ports in Asia. 
The return of Asian goods was meagre, however, and only seven ships 
made it back before the end of 1637; after that little was heard from the 
trading station in India. Reflecting the decline in trade the company 
was officially abolished in 1650, but in 1670 a new charter was set up.
Between then and 1727 approximately forty-five Asian cargoes were put 
up for sale in Copenhagen. The next significant year in the history of 
the Danish trade is 1732 when the Asiatic Company was founded and 
the direct trade with China started in earnest. The first charter of the 
DAC lasted until 1772 and saw the sale of 98 cargoes in Copenhagen.
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1772 marks not only the beginning of a new charter but also the year 
the DAC lost its monopoly over the trade with India (but not China), 
which lead to a boom in the Asian trade. 1777 is another significant 
year, as it is when the Danish state took over the administration of the 
trading stations in India. The profits of the trade with Asia increased 
significantly after 1732, but even more so in the three decades predat-
ing 1807, a period traditionally referred to as the fl orissante periodefl  or 
the flourishing period. All 124 Indian and Chinese cargoes brought 
to Europe by the DAC were put up for sale between 1772 and 1807. 
If we add the private trade with India after 1772 and other trade with
Java and Mauritius, all in all 350 Asian cargoes made it to Copenhagen
between 1772 and 1807.34

As in the case of the Swedish Company there are only a few studies 
that cover the whole history of the Danish trade with Asia. A short but
comprehensive account of the trade of the different chartered compa-
nies operating in Asia between 1620 and 1807 was published by Feldbæk 
in 1991.35 It summarizes much of the research undertaken on the com-
pany up until the early 1990s; much less work on the Danish trade with 
Asia has been done since then. The most important  exception is Diller’s 
monograph, which covers a similarly long time span, 1616 to 1845, and
synthesizes and summarizes much of the previous work on the history 
of the activities of the Danes in this part of the world.36 Accounts which 
concentrate on shorter periods of the history of the Danish trade have
been written by Glamann, Erik Gøbel, Aage Rasch and Poul Sveistrup.37

Rasch, Kamma Struwe and Gunnar Olsen have also each authored a 
volume on the history of Danish activities in India, which form part of 
a series focusing on the colonial history of Denmark.38

The histories of the Scandinavian companies form an integrated
part of many other histories stretching beyond trade and colonial his-
tory. Although, as my Introduction indicated, the link between the
Scandinavian companies and European mass consumption has not been
explored there are several studies focusing on elite consumption and
particularly Chinoiserie in the North. In Tove Clemmens and Mogens
Mackesprang’s work the story of the Danish Eurasian trade forms the
narrative backdrop to a study of Chinese influences and artefacts in 
Denmark.39 Similarly the SEIC is given significant attention in accounts
of Swedish Chinoiserie in Swedish royal settings.40 Material remains of 
the Swedish Company among other aspects are also at the forefront in 
a volume edited by Kristina Söderpalm, which also contains valuable 
contributions to the history of the company auctions in Gothenburg.41

Another context in which the histories of the Scandinavian companies
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have been discussed is within intellectual history and the history of 
sciences. The role of the SEIC in providing an infrastructure for the
exploration of nature outside Europe and the generation of images of 
China inside Sweden has also been discussed in several studies.42 In the
case of the Danish Company it is particularly the work of missionaries
in the Tranquebar area that has been explored by historians interested 
in early-modern scholarship.43

The same but different

Many of the works listed above and in the Introduction have been
pivotal for framing and writing this book. But this study marks a new 
direction; namely a bifocal approach where the histories of the Danish 
and the Swedish companies are combined and compared, allowing ford
conclusions to be drawn about the Scandinavian trade in a global con-
text, consumption in a European context, and northerly responses to 
the Eurasian trade.

Two limitations in terms of the scope of this study enable us to write 
a joint history of the Danish and the Swedish East-India trade. First the 
study will focus exclusively on the trade with China. As the discussion 
above indicates, the early eighteenth century saw a great Pan-European 
excitement about the prospect of establishing direct maritime trade 
links with China. The China trade had been the most prosperous part
of the Ostend trade; not surprisingly it became the main centre of atten-
tion in the new Swedish Company. Only six of the sixty-one expeditions
sent out by the Swedish Company touched on India during the first two 
charters (1731–1766).44 Likewise, the prospect of opening a direct trade 
route with China invigorated the Danish trade ahead of the launch
of the Danish Asiatic Company. This was rightly so, as seventy-five
per cent of the profit made between 1732 and 1771 originated from the
China trade route.45 The organization of Danish trade with Asia makes 
it possible to separate out the China trade from the rest of the business. 
Only seven out of sixty-eight Danish ships destined for Canton made
stopovers in South Asia between 1732 and 1772. The long term Danish
presence in India, its control over factories on the Coromandel Coast
and in Bengal was therefore of limited importance to the Danish China
trade, which was also much more profitable.46

Secondly the focus will be on the first four decades of the trade,
from the 1730s until the 1760s. The effects of the opening up of pri-
vate trade and the growth in the remittance trade, which in the sec-
ond half of eighteenth century came to influence much of the trade
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with both China and India, particularly for the Danish Company, will 
consequently not distort the investigation. Neither will the growth 
in the smuggling of opium into China by the European companies, 
and its implications in terms of shifting the power in favour of the 
Europeans.47

It is important to underline that this is not foremost a compara-
tive study; differences between the Danish and Swedish histories will 
be highlighted but the principal aim is not to investigate their dis-
similarities and similarities. Rather, the starting point is that a joint 
study of the companies can help illuminate both the significance of 
the Scandinavian trade in wider contexts, and its Nordic uniqueness.
Circumstances specific to the Scandinavian companies make such a 
bifocal approach possible; foremost among these is that the Danish and 
the Swedish companies had more in common with each other than 
with the other companies engaged in the Eurasian trade. Compared to 
the main European competitors the SEIC and DAC were small players.
More importantly Sweden and Denmark were neutral in many of the 
conflicts that came to shape the eighteenth century, both in Europe and 
in the rest of the world. This allowed the Scandinavian companies to 
carry on trade without interruption during the many wars that raged in 
the period, as well as enabled them to take advantage of the reduction
in competition in the markets in Asia and Europe.48

Moreover, the Scandinavian trade with Asia was largely about re-
exporting. Although the discussion in the Introduction suggests that 
South Scandinavia, and Denmark proper, might have had levels of 
consumption and industriousness closer to that in the Dutch Republic
and England than the more northerly regions, the DAC still re-exported 
the great majority of the goods it brought to Copenhagen: seventy-
seven per cent between 1734 and 1752, and as much as eighty-one per
cent between 1753 and 1770.49 From the mid-1750s and onwards the
equivalent figure for Sweden was ninety per cent or more.50 When the
tea trade boomed, as in 1782, the value of the re-export of SEIC goods
equalled seventy-seven per cent of the total Swedish export or 4.1 million 
out of 5.3 million rix-dollar. This was up from between twenty and 
thirty per cent of the total re-export in the late 1730s.51 The combined 
value of the Asian cargo put up for sale in Copenhagen in 1782 was 
5.8 million Danish rix-dollars. Only after 1800 did the total Danish 
public revenue surpass such sums.52

Gothenburg and Copenhagen, the two locations for this enormous 
import and re-export business, were however very different cities, occu-
pying different places in the political, administrative and economic
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spaces of Denmark and Sweden. Copenhagen was the hub of a con-
glomerate state stretching across the North Atlantic, the West Indies, 
the West Coast of Africa and Asia. With a population of 83,000 in 1769
it was by far the largest city in the Danish state. It also ranked high in
the Baltic region; only the rapidly expanding St Petersburg was bigger, 
although Stockholm, with a population of 69,000 was not that much 
smaller.53 Copenhagen was not only a capital city but also an admin-
istrative centre; Danish chartered companies engaged with long dis-
tance trade in the North Atlantic, Africa and the West Indies had their
headquarters there. Colonial goods had to be brought to Copenhagen 
before being shipped onwards to, for example, Norway or the Duchies. 
Directing the movement of goods was the idea of the conglomerate 
state as self-providing system. From 1735 onwards Norway was for 
example only allowed to import grain from within the Danish realm, 
which meant from Denmark proper, Schleswig and Holstein, who
generally but not always produced a surplus.54 But Copenhagen was 
also promoted as a market providing other parts of Europe with exotic
goods, something the history of the Asian trade demonstrates. From 
the start the emphasis was on creating a regular trade with the East.
Although different patterns of shipping evolved over time, with Danish
flagged expeditions setting out eastwards from, for example, Ostend, as 
well as westwards from Bengal, one condition was not negotiable: the 
official policy was that Copenhagen was to remain the only European 
market place for Asian goods arriving on Danish flagged ships.55

Although a centre of a diocese and a main port on the West coast 
Gothenburg was in comparison with Copenhagen a small city; its
population by the middle of the eighteenth century was only 10,000. 
Swedish iron, timber and tar were the traditional export goods shipped
out from Gothenburg. From the middle of the eighteenth century
the export of herring and cod liver oil (‘tran’) increased. Returning
ships brought goods from the Mediterranean and southern Europe,
salt and wine; grain and textiles arrived from northern Europe and 
England. In terms of value, however, the East India goods dominated 
the Gothenburg trade from the 1730s and onwards.56 Gothenburg
merchants together with Ostend people were central in initiating and
running the SEIC during the first charter. The growing influence of 
Stockholm merchants is visible, however, from the period of the second 
charter, although one should not over emphasize the divide since many 
Swedish merchant houses were represented in both cities aside from 
being connected via family links and personal networks. From the start
the SEIC was controversial; the large imports of Chinese silk before 
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the mid-1750s caused an uproar among dealers and manufacturers of 
textiles, many of whom operated from and in Stockholm. The opening 
of the company office in the capital and more governmental scrutiny 
during the period of the third charter marked the growing influence
of Stockholm.57 Before the Great Northern War (1700–1721) severely 
diminished Sweden’s influence over the Baltic area, the latter had been
promoted as an area which should sustain itself, with Stockholm play-
ing a role similar to that of Copenhagen discussed above as the hub of 
trade and traffic. Eighteenth-century Stockholm was still important; all 
exports from the area north of the capital were for example gathered 
up in staple towns, before being shipped to Stockholm from where they 
were exported.58 Gothenburg, south of Stockholm, was allowed both
to export and import goods. In the political geography of eighteenth-
century Sweden, however, Gothenburg, the first headquarters of the 
SEIC, played only a minor role.

While the competition between Gothenburg and Stockholm in 
domestic developments constitutes one geography in which the Swedish 
Company formed a reference point, other geographies with a southwest-
ern orientation mattered too. Foreign investors in the SEIC expeditions
and shares, and in the goods the company brought back, were very
important. Secrecy surrounded those who invested in the Swedish 
Company but fragmented pieces of information that survive suggest 
a high level of investment from abroad. Forty per cent of the capital
needed to finance Drottningen af Swerige and Stockholm, which set out
in 1745, came from the Low Countries, and most of this from the 
Southern Netherlands.59 Studies of the tea trade indicate strong con-
nections between traders in the Dutch Republic and the Austrian 
Netherlands up until the second half of the eighteenth century.60 A list 
of shareholders from the third charter does, however, suggest a shift
in ownership had taken place. By then a small group of merchant and 
merchant houses in Stockholm and Gothenburg owned seventy-seven 
per cent of the shares.61

In Denmark a reverse development took place, with an increase in 
non-domestic shareholding over the course of the century. When the
DAC was set up in 1732 the great majority of shareowners belonged to
the wealthy Danish elite; the royal family invested in the business, as
did courtiers, the nobility and civil servants. Fifteen years later seven 
per cent of the investors, or thirteen people, were non-Danish subjects;
all in all they owed less than five per cent of the shares. By 1773 this
group had increased both in number and influence, now owning thirty 
per cent of the shares in the DAC. Many of the investors came from the 
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Dutch Republic and the Southern Netherlands, and some owned shares
in the Swedish Company too.62

Danish merchants dominated the Copenhagen wholesale trade in 
Asian goods; only they were allowed to bid on the goods at the East 
India auctions. Their trade was, however, heavily dictated by the orders 
placed on them by their commercial contacts across Europe.63 Tellingly,
the DAC sales catalogues were printed in German as well as Danish.64

The first surviving SEIC sales catalogue printed in Swedish is from 
1747, earlier ones were also in German. In contrast to the Danish pub-
lic sales the Swedish sales were open to anyone. Handbills in German 
summarizing the goods put up for sale in Gothenburg were dispersed 
across northern Europe with the aim of attracting buyers. Foreign 
merchants and traders also received half a per cent reduction on their 
winning bids at auction, in order to cover their travelling costs.65

The first SEIC auction in 1733 attracted a record 115 buyers; subse-
quent auctions drew smaller crowds, for example below forty in 1760.66

From the start a few merchants dominated; half of the goods put up for 
sale 1733 were bought by four merchants although they were probably 
representing conglomerates of buyers. This pattern of a few traders buy-
ing up the great majority of the SEIC cargo continued, although to a less 
extreme degree. Eighteen buyers out of fifty-six participating bought up 
eighty-one per cent of the tea cargo in 1756.67 The public sales of East 
India goods in Copenhagen were similarly dominated by a few mer-
chants. The cargo of the first expedition returning from China fetched
544,000 rix-dollars; 230 traders took part in the sale but three quarters 
of the money spent originated from forty-three traders. In the 1750s less 
than a quarter of all buyers purchased nearly three quarters of the tea.68

So although Gothenburg and Copenhagen were very different
places in terms of their location, in global and national trade networks,
as well as in national politics, they were also similar in that both places 
functioned as an entrepôt for Asian goods largely although not, as wet
shall see in Chapter 3, exclusively destined for other parts of Europe. 
Moreover, overlapping networks of traders and investors dominated 
the Scandinavian wholesale trade in Asian goods. Selling exotic 
goods in bulk and at auctions was of course not something unique to 
Gothenburg and Copenhagen. Perishable goods were often traded with 
the help of public sales; this helped keep transaction costs down and
ensured against the goods deteriorating while being stored. Typically 
auctions helped make the market more transparent as the prices the dif-
ferent goods made became known not only to those participating in the
auction but also to a wider public, who kept track of price developments 
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at public sales in different cities. But information could also be abused 
by those engaged in brokering deals and estimating the quality of the
goods put up for sale, thereby giving wholesale markets in different
places a bad reputation.69

In the following chapters we shall discuss the implication of this for 
the formation of tastes in tea and silk in Europe as well as in northern
Europe more generally. The most important conclusion for now is that
these similarities, together with the circumstances surrounding the trade 
with Canton in the middle third of the eighteenth century and the
Scandinavian neutral trade more generally, allows us to a talk about 
one Scandinavian China trade.

Overlapping sources

The Danish and the Swedish trade with China shared many common
denominators, enabling us to write a Scandinavian history of the China 
trade. One advantage of such an approach is that it allows us the liberty 
of making statements that are valid for both companies although some-
times only source material from one company survives. A need for such
an approach is generated by the uneven distribution of source material
covering different aspects of the trade. While archive material, such 
as company records, reflecting the trade in Asia is well preserved in the 
case of the Danish East India Company, very little material reflecting 
re-exporting once the goods had reached Copenhagen has survived. In 
the Swedish case the situation is reversed: very little material remains of 
the company records which illustrate the trade in Asia, but a range of 
sources illustrating the wholesale market for Asian goods imported to
Gothenburg has, however, survived.

One of the most significant sources in this study has been the 
negotiation protocols (‘negotieprotocoller’) from the Danish trade in
Canton. The National Archive in Copenhagen holds an almost com-
plete collection of these protocols covering the period from the 1730s
and onwards. The protocols contain instructions from the board of 
the DAC to the supercargoes. They include more or less generic orders 
relating to the conduct of the trade, and summaries of the goods the 
headquarters of the DAC requested the supercargoes purchase, with 
added instructions on aspects connected with quality and quantity.
In Canton the negotiation protocols functioned as diaries; here the
supercargoes documented deals made and decisions taken on what to 
purchase. A comparison with Dutch material suggests that these types 
of records were standard.70
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Much of the material produced by the SEIC was destroyed once the
accounting for expeditions and charters had been completed, a precau-
tion stipulated in the company’s privilege to guarantee the anonymity
of individuals involved in trading and financing the business. Among
the relatively few surviving company records, however, one stands out, 
namely a series of sales catalogues listing the goods put up for sale in
Gothenburg between 1733 and 1759. Although not complete the series 
is unique; few sales catalogues produced by the other East India com-
panies have been kept. From the first charter of the DAC only a few 
catalogues from the 1750s have survived.71 While the physical copies 
are kept at the Swedish National Archive (Riksarkivet), scanned versions
are available to the public from the Warwick Digital Collection at the 
University of Warwick.72

Records from merchants engaged in the Swedish trade have survived 
to a greater degree in Sweden, compared to Denmark.73 This study
has drawn heavily on the correspondence of Charles Irvine, a Scottish 
supercargo involved in the East India goods trade between China and 
Gothenburg. Located in the James Ford Bell Library in Minneapolis
this archive has largely been overlooked in previous studies of the
Swedish East India Company. This, as well as other material more or
less frequently used in the discussion of the trade between Asia and 
Scandinavia, and Scandinavia and Europe will used in the following 
chapters.

The negotiation protocols, together with Irvine’s correspondence, 
provide the main material for Chapter 2, which will focus on the tea 
trade. These sources have also been used in Chapter 3, but here the
Swedish sales catalogues play a major part. Chapter 4 in contrast draws
heavily on material concerned with import substitution and natural
history in Sweden. The history this chapter explores was not unique
to Sweden, however; as a form of scholarship it was closely connected 
to both a northern European tradition of scholarship and to biotypes
common in the Baltic area at large.
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Scandinavian smuggled goods and the British tea market

‘Gothenburg Congo’ was one of the categories used by Scottish tea
dealers trading in clandestine tea.1 The increase in the consumption of 
Chinese tea in Scotland illustrates, as Andrew Mackillop has recently 
discussed, the importance of trade routes and merchant networks in 
explaining the diffusion of new consumer habits. Mackillop outlines 
the contours of a ‘North Europe world of tea’ where tea drinking hab-
its evolved away from the official monopoly of the English East India 
Company and cosmopolitan centres such as London. The consumption
of tea in eighteenth-century Scotland was instead shaped by its close 
proximity to Gothenburg, where the SEIC offloaded its Asian cargoes,
and the Scottish networks heavily engaged in the Swedish East India
trade. These links, Mackillop argues, not only gave Scottish consumers
access to cheaper, albeit clandestine tea, but also influenced the Scottish 
taste for the more refined black tea types such as Congou.2 Bohea,
another black tea but of lower quality, was otherwise the most common 
tea consumed in Europe and constituted the main cargo of the East 
India ships engaged in the Canton trade.

Selling goods with the help of references to continental geography
and exotic products was not unique. British shopkeepers regularly sold 
‘Spanish tobacco and Portuguese snuff’.3 As Jon Stobart has argued, 
such names reflected on the consumers’ understanding of how exotic 
goods ‘were linked to European centres of processing’, or in the case of 
‘Gothenburg Congo’, to a transit place for large amounts of tea.4 Both
Gothenburg and Copenhagen saw a lot of traffic in tea. If one could 
have stacked all the Bohea tea chests, imported to Scandinavia in 1754, 
on top of one another the pile of 10,339 chests would have been nearly

2
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seven kilometres high. The total amount of tea imported constituted
nearly 2,000 tons that year.5

While the European trade in tea was part of a global movement of 
goods and capital the consumption of the Chinese tea in Europe was
concentrated in very specific areas. The Low Countries was one strong-
hold for European tea consumption, but estimations from 1772 to 1782 
suggest that a little bit less than three quarters of all tea imported to
Europe was consumed in Britain.6 The large quantities of clandestine 
tea in Britain reflected the high taxes imposed on it. Before 1784 the 
tax was rarely below eighty per cent and often exceeded one hundred; 
with growing demands the tax contributed significantly to the everyday 
living costs of consumers, as well as to the fiscal incomes of the British
state.7 Smuggling is of course a notoriously hard phenomenon to trace 
but according to a report from 1745 the amount of smuggled tea con-
sumed in Britain was three times higher than that sold legally; that is
three million pounds in weight versus one million.8 In the late 1770s
and early 1780s seven and a half million pounds of tea was believed to
have been smuggled into Britain.9

Various analyses of how tea imported by the continental companies,
including those from Scandinavia, were smuggled into Britain exist.
Mui and Mui have suggested the Seven Years’ War (1756–1763), as a
watershed. Smuggling was rife before the war but those involved largely 
supplied local and geographically restricted markets. After the war both 
the quantities of tea and expansion of the trade increased: ‘wealthy 
British merchants with far-flung interests largely replaced the mainly 
relatively small-scale local smugglers’.10 The smuggling trade had begun
to pose a serious threat to the legal trade.11 Others have questioned the
extent to which the early trade was small scale and have highlighted 
the number of minor players and local people involved across the eight-
eenth century; their investments generated support for and protection
of the smugglers, enabling the latter to continue their business.12 While
the second half of the eighteenth century saw stronger smuggling links 
develop between Gothenburg and Scotland, Scandinavian tea also had 
outlets in the Low Countries. From here goods were smuggled into
other parts of Britain, together with a wide range of other contraband.13

The success of Scandinavian imported tea on the British market 
reflected the simple fact that it was cheaper. However, we also need to
understand the British market for tea more generally. As the case with
Scotland demonstrates, a closer look at trade networks and types of goods 
available can provide clues to help us understand how consumption 
evolved. We also need to consider the materiality of tea itself more closely.
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The adulteration of tea was rife in eighteenth-century Britain; used 
dried leaves were regularly re-packaged and sold on. Leaves from ash, 
sloe, elder, ‘liquorish leaves’, husks of wheat, and elder buds were also 
used to produce fake tea.14 Dried in the sun, the leaves were roasted
and compressed, before being mixed with substances such as copperas,
sugar, molasses, clay, logwood, sheep dung, and ‘terra japonica’.15

According to Richard Twining, whose grandfather had started retailing
tea and coffee to Londoners in 1706, an unnamed village close to the 
capital produced twenty tons of fake tea annually.16 Estimations from 
1773–1782 suggest that out of the eighteen million pounds consumed 
annually in Britain and Ireland, ‘several million’ were ‘fictitious tea
manufactured in Britain’; another two to three million pounds of fake 
tea was smuggled in from abroad.17

The manufacture of fake tea was banned via a string of legislations; in 
1777 anyone caught with more than six pounds of green, dried or man-
ufactured leaves had twenty-four hours to come up with a satisfying
explanation for possessing it, before being fined.18 It was hard to tell the
difference between real from fake tea, although manuals such as The tea 
purchaser’s guide (1785) advised consumers on how to decide.19 When
hot water was poured over feigned tea it often looked like the Chinese
product, a light green, amber or dark brown liquid. The crumbled black, 
green and grey leaves of domestic plants were also visually similar to the
types of Chinese green and black tea imported from China.

All Chinese tea was made from leaves harvested from the plant
Camelia sinensis. The leaves destined to become green tea were roasted
immediately after harvest; black tea was made from leaves that had 
undergone an oxidation process before they too were roasted.20 The choice 
of plants to harvest from, what part of the plant the leaves were taken 
from, and when in the season or day the harvesting took place, cre-
ated further distinctions. Souchong, one of the finest types of black 
tea consumed in eighteenth-century Europe was made up of large
leaves, harvested from selected shrubs in bright weather and at the
hottest time of the day. The number of times tea leaves were roasted
and rolled generated tea of different types, as the now withered and
roasted leaves were separated into different categories depending on 
coarseness. Unsorted roasted green tea leaves could be used to produce 
gunpowder tea, as well as several Hyson types: ‘Superior’, ‘Finest’, ‘Fine’ 
and ‘Young’, and Hyson Skin types described as ‘middling’ and ‘small’.21

Hyson tea, named after an East India merchant, was one of the most
expensive types of tea imported to Europe. It was not just high quality 
tea that was subject to different classifications; the cheapest type of tea,
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black Bohea, was also divided into subcategories.22 By the beginning
of the nineteenth century the English East India Company imported 
Bohea of four different kinds: ‘Low (Canton variety)’, ‘Superior 
(Folkien)’, ‘Best Bohea’, and ‘Congou Kind of Leaf’.23 Although dif-
ferentiation evolved over time, the original names used in Canton for
green tea types, like Singlo, Hyson Skin and Hyson, and black types 
including Bohea, Congou, Ziou Ziong, Souchong and Pekoe, travelled 
with the goods as they crossed the sea, to European wholesale markets
and onward to retailers.

In Britain tea became a national drink competing with ale; its popu-
larity grew exponentially over the eighteenth century. The new brew
was initially very popular among those frequenting coffee houses;
before 1689 tea was taxed by the gallon and for fiscal purposes it was 
brewed in advance and stored cold before being reheated and served 
to the customer.24 Dry loose tea for domestic consumption soon made 
an entrance into a wide range of shops: ‘milliners, china dealers, book-
sellers and even drapers’ sold tea.25 Tea was easy to brew at home; 
the domestic environment lent tea a specific status associated with 
consumption within families and by women. Tea paraphernalia soon
followed; cups, spoons, pots, sugar and slop basins, strainers, canisters,
urns and tea chests framed domestic consumption within middle class
and elite homes. Poor people were not excluded from tea drinking 
either; the great variety of types and prices allowed a wide range of 
social groups to take up the habit of tea drinking, although some had 
theirs in cracked and odd pots and cups.26

Meanwhile tea trading became big business. Specialist tea shops 
appeared on a large scale from the middle of the eighteenth century.
Trade cards reveal the extent to which tea dealers utilized idealized
and stereotyped images depicting Chinese merchants in order to com-
municate the authenticity of the product, and the long distance that 
it had travelled. Typically set against a backdrop of tea crates, barrels 
and chests the merchants are dressed in a ‘coolie hat’ and traditional
Chinese clothes, baggy trousers and a long gown; a thin and long 
moustache and a pigtail were other attributes.27 Various types of non-
specialist shop keepers offered tea in one-ounce and quarter-ounce 
packages throughout Britain. Falling tea prices were probably the main
driver for an ever-growing range of retailers to incorporate tea into their 
stocks. By 1765 around thirty per cent of all shops, the equivalent of 
more than 32,000 shops in England and Wales, were licenced to sell tea;
by the 1830s there were more than 90,000 licensed tea dealers. Another
factor stimulating growth was the rising competition among the big 
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dealers of tea on the London market. Published price lists of tea sold by
dealers in the capital, as well as from the public sales of the East India 
Company, helped create a transparent and competitive market.28

The many smaller provincial tea vendors traditionally relied on those 
dealing in large quantities, often in London, to assess the tea types
available and to provide smaller parcels fitting the taste and pockets of 
their customers. The practice of blending was associated with early elite
consumption when, in the shop, tea was taken from ‘open chests’ and
blended and brewed in front of a customer until a combination that 
suited the palette of the particular purchaser was found.29 As tea con-
sumption expanded, this method of selling tea vanished but tea traders
continued to promote their business on the basis of their ability to offer
uniform blends of tea suiting different customer groups.30 The ‘similar-
ity of Tea’ could, as Richard Twining explained, be preserved by the tea
merchant mixing the contents of different chests:

Whoever understands Tea, and clears home, for example twenty 
Chests of Hyson, will find, upon tasting them separately and accu-
rately, that some have rather too much flavour, and are therefore 
coarse, some have too little, and are therefore weak; and that others 
have – perhaps like those who are to drink them – some little pecu-
liarity, which a proper union will totally remove. By making a judi-
cious mixture out of these Chests, a better Tea may be got, than any 
of the Chests, taken singly, could afford.31

Over time dealers developed their own packaging, including for exam-
ple sealed and branded tea canisters, as a way to promote and protect 
their names and their different blends of tea, and playing upon a public 
fear of product adulteration.32

Knowledge and experience were essential when trading tea in bulk; 
at the East India Company’s tea auctions in London those buying tea
wholesale or acting as brokers often had years of experience in the busi-
ness. Moreover, they had capital and credit to invest in large quantities 
of tea which they could blend, re-pack and sell on to traders across 
the country.33 English East India Company staff became increasingly 
well versed in the tea trade too. Towards the end of the eighteenth
century the company made it a requirement that new employees going 
to Canton had to spend a year in the tea warehouses in London to 
learn about different types of tea. Vast amounts of tea were stored in 
the London warehouses; the EIC was obliged to keep a year’s worth of 
supply in stock as part of its monopoly since the British state relied on
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the fiscal income generated by the ever growing tea trade. If the EIC 
ran out of tea then the revenue income of the British state would be
jeopardized.

By the late eighteenth century the EIC also sent special tea inspectors 
to Canton, to test the tea and advise the supercargoes on the tea tastes
of the British public.34 Chinese tea could also contain leaves of other
shrubs. According to the author of The Tea Purchaser’s Guide fraudsters 
dyed damaged black tea with ‘green vitriol’ in order to pass it on as 
green tea; likewise green tea could be mixed with ‘Japan earth’ to make 
it appear like Bohea tea.35 The notion of Chinese tea dealing as riven by 
fraud became much more dominant in the nineteenth century, reflect-
ing a general turn towards more negative images of the Chinese as ‘dirty 
and deceitful’.36

The legal domestic tea business at home was not always held in high 
regard either. The anonymous author to The Tea Purchaser’s Guide, who
claimed to be a ‘Friend of the Public’ with many years of experience
working for the tea department in the EIC, revealed that the govern-
ment had accommodated the sale of great amounts of bad quality tea. 
This tea, taken as prize, meaning it was part of a cargo confiscated by 
the British navy or privateers operating on behalf of the British state, 
was ‘little better than dirt’. A process of ‘fumigation, greying, drying’ 
had helped recover the appearance of the tea; however, a closer inspec-
tion, by rubbing, smelling and tasting the tea, revealed it was very bad 
and only suitable to mix with low quality black tea types.37 Accounts
of tea smuggling often suggest goods were roughly handled; the clan-
destine trade involved travel on open boats, goods being deposited on
shorelines and the use of oil skin bags for transport.38 Representatives
of the EIC, who of course had a vested interest in discrediting smuggled
tea claimed, it gained ‘a bad taste and smell’ from the use of the oil skin
bags, and ‘lying in damp places’.39 In other words, issues to do with
quality were perceived as closely connected to the physical organization 
of the trade, clandestine or not.

The tea market in eighteenth-century Britain was in other words not 
only very large and rapidly expanding, it was also very complex. Tea
could be Chinese or fake, damaged and improved goods, or it could
be contraband. With this in mind we will return to the Scandinavian 
trade, exploring the Danish and Swedish trade in tea in Canton and the
movement of tea chests from China to Gothenburg and Copenhagen 
and onwards starting in the 1730s. The complex British tea market, 
the role of tea blending at wholesale and retail levels, and the trade 
in faked, improved and damaged tea goods will guide our exploration
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of the Scandinavian tea trade. But what will a focus on quality, taste, 
packing and assessments of qualities and types of tea add to our under-
standing of the Scandinavian trade? Conversely, what can a fuller
understanding of the Scandinavian trade add to our understanding
of the growth in the British consumption of tea? The first part of this
chapter is concerned with the market for Chinese tea in Canton and 
the conditions that shaped the competition between the different East 
India companies. Tea blending and packing become the focal points in 
the second and third parts. In the final two parts we move from China 
to Europe to discuss the wholesale market for tea and trace the forma-
tion of a pan-European taste for tea in the Low Countries.

Swift dealings greased by silver

European ships arrived in Canton in growing numbers over the course
of the eighteenth century; it was the tea that drew the crowds. Tea was 
the fourth largest crop in China; it was cultivated on family farms in
several parts of the country.40 Tea peddlers, operating independently
or as intermediaries for tea wholesalers, travelled between villages col-
lecting up tea. The wholesalers mixed and then blended the tea before
packing it and selling it on. Black tea for the European market was 
largely harvested in Fujian province, on the southeast coast of China,
from where it was sold on to merchants with contacts in Canton. Most 
tea had travelled a long way, on rivers and across mountains before it 
reached Canton.41

Competition over contracts was intense as the trading season for the
East India companies began in Canton. As Figure 2.1 demonstrates,
Bohea tea constituted the single most important component of the 
Scandinavian tea cargo. The DAC and SEIC were not unique in this 
respect; all the European companies wanted large quantities of this low
quality black tea. Not only did it have a mass market in Europe, but
also the disproportionately heavy tax on Bohea made it particularly 
profitable to smuggle into Britain during the first half of the eighteenth
century.42 Not surprisingly the main attention of the supercargoes 
was hence directed towards the price of Bohea tea and how it would 
develop. A recurrent theme in the Danish sources are discussions of 
the correlations between the expected arrivals of East Indiamen and
other ships participating in the country trade, and the fluctuation of 
the Bohea price. News of ships being sighted or expected or lists of who
had arrived and were to be found at the Whampoa anchorage, downri-
ver from Canton, were carefully noted down in the Danish protocols.43
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Instructions from Copenhagen underlined the importance of such 
observations.44

The general consensus was that prices rose and supply declined as 
the season progressed, the earlier a ship arrived the more advantageous 
it was.45 But not always. In December 1754, writing the instructions for 
the Danish expedition, Juliana Maria, the director of the DAC claimed 
to have good grounds to believe that fewer ships than usual were 
setting out to Canton that winter. Consequently they instructed the
supercargoes to wait with their Bohea orders, anticipating the prices 
would fall to thirteen or twelve taels per picule in Canton once the 
Chinese merchants caught on.46 One picule equalled 60.5 kg; taels and
mas were used for measuring the payment in silver. The conversion
rate differed depending on the alloy of the silver coins the Europeans 
brought with them; the Danes typically exchanged one piaster for 
0.72 tael or 7.2 mas.47

Arriving in China in mid-August 1755 the Danes found twelve ships
already anchored on the Pearl River and another eleven expected.
Moreover, the price for Bohea was already high, at 18.5 taels per picule
on 14 August.48 Three days later the price had gone down but the Bohea

Figure 2.1 Tea types imported by DAC and SEIC, percentage, selected years
Source: Appendix 1, 1740, 1743, 1745, 1748–1754, 1757–1759, 1762–1765, 1767. Other 
includes Bing, Hyson Skin, Tonkay, Ziou Ziong and diverse teas.
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tea the English had contracted to pay for, priced between 17.5 and 
16.5 taels, was only ‘moderate goods’.49 While still obeying their orders 
the Danish supercargoes got increasingly anxious about continuing to 
delay, and close deals with the Chinese merchants for Bohea tea. With
the arrival of three more ships on 28 August they started debating on
contracting enough Bohea to leave them with at least one layer of tea 
chests, ready to place on top of the porcelain cargo. With no decrease in
price in sight and with the daunting prospect of having large contracts
unfulfilled until possibly November the Danes started to fret. Not only
might they have to pay more for worse tea, but they might also not
be able to set sail at the end of December with a full cargo.50 Finally,
on the 23 of September, with twenty ships destined for Europe in the 
Whampoa anchorage and with no change to the Bohea prices, with the 
highest quality selling at 17.5 taels, the Danish supercargoes decided to
contract for 500 whole chests of Bohea the following day.51

The first supercargo, Jacob Lindberg, was careful to explain his
rational for departing from the express orders of the DAC directors in
the negotiation protocol. Referring to previous experiences Lindberg 
claimed only to recall one successful attempt to buy large quantities of 
tea late in a season: in 1751 two Swedish supercargoes had managed to
order a few hundred chests of Bohea tea. The reason they succeeded was
because two ‘large’ European ships that had been expected failed to turn 
up. However, since the tea they received was of bad quality it had not 
yielded a good return.52 Whether Lindberg was right or wrong is hard 
to tell. What we do know is that the tea trade was growing rapidly and 
the fastest increase took place in the 1740s when it expanded seventy-
eight per cent. At the same time the traffic from Europe was highly
irregular; in 1745 only two thirds or nine out of fourteen anticipated 
European ships arrived in Canton.53 In other words, while the Danish
argued that the best tea deals could be had early in the season nothing 
was a certain.54

The Danish trade with China was also organized in a way that reflected 
the challenges of early-modern long-distance trade. Instructions from
Copenhagen on what types of tea to purchase were rarely exact due 
to a lack of information regarding prices and quantities available in 
Canton for the coming season. The orders contained lists of what to 
buy, calculations that were based on information dating at least two 
years back. This generated orders based on multiple calculations; in the
winter of 1751 for example the Danish supercargoes were told to buy 
more Congou tea than specified if the price did not exceed the Bohea 
prices by more than thirty to forty per cent.55
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It was not only the long distances that posed a challenge; the Canton 
tea trade was also a highly complex business. At first glance lists of 
Bohea prices suggest quite a simple trade; typically the price would
vary, increasing or occasionally decreasing by between two to four taels 
per picule in one season.56 However, as Paul Van Dyke has shown, an 
intricate set of factors not reflected in the price statistics determinedt
what the supercargoes paid per picule of tea. Large tea orders were for 
example regularly made during the off-season, between January and 
March. Burdened with tea the East Indiamen were by then ready to 
leave for Europe, if they had not left already. Ahead of the coming
season the Europeans started to issue advances to the Hong merchants,
who in turn used the capital to secure deliveries from inland produc-
ers. The amounts advanced in the off-season, including promises of 
further instalments made once next years’ expeditions started to arrive,
would be reflected in the prices agreed in the contracts agreed in the
off-season. Higher advances and large instalments meant a lower price 
per picule of Bohea, a correlation that also reflected on the highly 
developed credit market in Macau.57

‘Armenians, Muslims, Parsees, Jews, Portuguese, Spanish, English, 
French, Scots, Dutch, Danes, Norwegians, Swedes, Flemings, Austrians, 
Italians and others’ with capital and connections came to Macau in 
ever-growing numbers over the course of the eighteenth century.58

They invested in the profitable credit market, which offered loans with 
interest rates of up to twenty per cent to those engaged in intra-Asian 
trade, as well as to the Chinese merchants under pressure to expand
their business in the wake of the growing tea trade.59 In 1753 the SEIC 
established a capital fund in Canton which could be used to advance 
and lend money to Chinese merchants.60 The Danish did likewise in
1760, but both companies from the 1740s onwards had to occasionally 
let their supercargoes stay behind in Macau so that they could close
advanced contracts.61

Another circumstance which determined the price of tea was the 
extent to which the Hong merchant had agreed to buy goods brought 
by the East India companies to Canton. In a typical deal the merchant, 
who had been contracted to supply large amounts of tea to a company,
would also agree to buy a proportion of the goods it brought to China. 
Chinese state policy determined that the Europeans needed to bring 
some imports. The import duty on the European goods generated rev-
enues for the Chinese state, and European ships without any goods to 
sell were not allowed up river.62 The Chinese merchants preferred silver, 
however, and if they knew the Europeans were well supplied they could
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refuse to barter. In 1763 the French arriving at Canton ‘made a large 
display with their cash’, bringing the silver up on boats heavily manned
by soldiers. Consequently the local merchants refused to buy the French
‘ginseng, sea coral, ebony wood, drapery, and other wares’.63

The proportion of goods versus silver the European companies brought
to China varied. Between 1710 and 1759 the silver bullion export of the
EIC represented nearly ninety per cent of the total value on average, 
although the period did see a relative rise in merchandise goods arriving
in China on British ships in the 1740s and 1750s. Before the end of the
1750s it rarely surpassed fifteen per cent. However, ther Seven Years’ War 
brought change; in 1759 the British export to China of goods other
than silver constituted almost thirty per cent of the total value.64 It
is also worth noting that some goods were harder to bargain with. In
1763 the English had been ‘burdened with a large quantity of drapery’ 
and the Dutch, who reported on it, claimed it took two years before 
this cloth could be turned into cash.65 In the 1760s, as the EIC’s new 
powers of exerting fiscal income in Bengal became established, silver
from India and opium could be channelled into the China trade.66 The
Dutch Herren XVII had fewer resources to draw on, although from early 
on they were well aware that the Chinese wanted silver.67 A shortage of 
silver was one reason why they had tried to conserve the Chinese junk 
trade with Batavia which had been based on the exchange of pep-
per for tea. Pepper was also an important part of the cargo the Dutch
exported to China between 1734 and 1756. Dutch ships which passed 
by Batavia en route to Canton picked up half a million pounds’ weight 
at the end of the 1730s; by the 1750s three million pounds of pepper 
reached Canton annually on VOC ships.68

Compared with the Dutch the Scandinavian East India companies
exported fewer goods and more silver. Glamann has calculated that on 
average silver constituted ninety-three per cent of the value of the total
export during the first forty years of the DAC (1732–1772). Danish cloth 
was one component of the remaining seven per cent of the export 
cargo, up until 1753 when a large amount of English and French cloth
clogged the Canton market and made the Danish goods hard to offload. 
Danish and Jewish merchants from Copenhagen provided the silver for 
the Danish Asian trade during the first three decades. In the late 1750s
the DAC started to buy silver from Spain.69

The Swedish export of goods and silver to China before 1772 has not
been possible to map. Information on some of the silver cargoes taken 
on board in Cadiz has been collected by Koninckx. A comparison of 
the value of the silver cargoes between 1740 and 1765 suggests that
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there was an 800 per cent increase; however, this rise reflects more
on the increase of the trade than on the relative value of silver versus
other export goods.70 We also know that the Swedish East Indiamen
from Gothenburg stocked up on iron, wood and cloth, including both 
European and Swedish fabrics, before setting out. Some of the Swedish
goods were sold in Cadiz, making it even harder to calculate the pro-
portion of silver in relation to other goods in the Swedish cargo that
reached China.71

What we do know is that significant shares of the Spanish silver picked 
up in Cadiz were financed by subscribers to the Swedish expeditions, 
many with strong links to the Southern Netherlands and the Ostend 
Company. In the 1740s the ship Riddarhuset even stopped by Ostend en 
route to China to pick up forty-four chests of silver.72 One could even 
claim that the Swedish Company inherited some of the connections 
between the Southern Netherlands and the Spanish Empire dating back 
to the sixteenth century. Swedish figures from the period 1772 to 1786
show that the share of the silver cargo varied from ninety-six to seventy 
nine per cent; tin, cloths and raisins made up the rest of the export
cargo.73 However, by this time the SEIC was funding a large share of its 
trade, up to sixty per cent, with bills of exchange obtained on the credit 
market in China.74 Around the same time somewhat smaller amounts,
constituting between a quarter and a third of what the Danish spent in 
Canton, were borrowed by the DAC via bills of exchange.75

The trade during the first four decades of the eighteenth century was
not, however, as heavily influenced by access to credit in Canton. There 
are good grounds to believe that both the SEIC and the DAC stood out 
in that they relied more heavily than the Dutch, but also the EIC, on 
silver to finance their trade. One telling example is from 1747 when the
Chinese merchants rejected Danish cloth on the basis of its dull colours.
In response the Danish supercargoes argued that the Chinese ‘ought’ 
to buy the cloth because ‘the Danish Company in contrast to other 
European nations who bring so many different assortments of goods’ 
generally offered cash aside from the occasional and including the 
aforementioned ‘solitary parcel of cloth’.76 Dutch plans concerning the
possibility of a joint European action, putting all trade on hold to pro-
test against the trading conditions in Canton in 1764, confirm that the 
Scandinavians could take advantage of their ready access to silver. In the 
end the Dutch decided to refrain from interference because they feared 
such actions would ultimately have benefitted the Scandinavians most,
as soon as an embargo was over ‘… the Swedes and the Danes would
start packing, load their empty ships and sail. But we, and also the 
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English and the French (but to much lesser degree than we), who first 
have to sell our cargoes and deliver them, would find it difficult to leave 
that year and in all cases would run into insurmountable obstacles’.77

The Scandinavian supercargoes seemed to have been cash-kings in 
Canton. Without having to barter prices on large amounts of imported
goods they could contract tea more quickly, taking advantage of the 
great need for cash among the Chinese merchants who year after year 
had to increase their tea stocks in order to meet the ever-growing 
demand of European consumers. To trade tea for silver acquired in
Cadiz like the Swedes, or domestically like the Danish, was no doubt 
more expensive than using goods obtained in the intra-Asian trade; if 
not, all the companies would have followed suit. However, while silver
was expensive it came with advantages. Not only did it speed up the 
transactions, but it also helped to secure high quality Bohea tea.

Discussions about the tea market appearing in the protocols from
the Danish trade in Canton in 1755 indicate that the best Bohea tea, 
what the Danish called ‘Thea Toucon’, tended to go first.78 Toucon or 
‘Touchon’ refers to tea from the first harvest of the tea shrubs that pro-
duced Bohea tea.79 What was left after the Chinese merchants had run
out of Touchon might be cheaper, but was often, the Danish claimed, 
‘mediocre’ Bohea.80 Comments by the Swedish supercargo Charles 
Irvine, who spent two years in Canton and Macau between 1744 and
1746, suggest this was a widespread belief. In Canton, writing to his
European contacts, Irvine was very keen to promote the quality of the 
tea he had been instrumental in purchasing for the Swedish Company.
‘Our teas are at least so good, nay I flatter myself, they will be found
better than those of the other ships’, Irvine wrote to a business associate
in Cadiz.81 ‘I played my game most dextrously & favourably’, he wrote
to another contact in London.82 While these statements might reflect
on Irvine’s inability to promote himself and the cargo personally, since 
he stayed behind in China, it is also likely that Irvine wanted to combat 
any rumours that the Swedish ships were returning with a cargo of bad
tea due to their late arrival in Canton in 1744. In a long letter addressed 
to the Swedish directors Colin Campbell and Hindrich König, Irvine
explained how the Swedish procured tea had ‘recovered’; it had become
more ‘fresh’ as it was packed into lead-lined chests. The end result, 
Irvine insisted, was that ‘upon the whole we dare affirm that our two 
cargoes will prove inferior to none’.83

To sum up, competition over Bohea tea, a cheap black tea destined 
for European mass markets, formed the modus operandi of the Canton 
trade in the long term. In order to secure low priced high quality
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Bohea speed was of the essence. The ability to close an early deal did
not only depend on when one arrived in Canton; access to silver helped
secure good deals, especially during the first half of the eighteenth 
century when credit markets in Macau were less developed. Since the 
Scandinavians, as far as it is possible to tell, brought relatively more
silver to Canton in the decades before the Seven Years’ War, they had
an advantage. Irvine’s letters from the mid-1740s, while having a self-
aggrandising function, also point us in two other directions: how was 
tea ‘improved’ in Canton, and how was it packed? As we shall see below 
these aspects can also help explain the successes and failures among 
those participating in the Canton tea trade.

Assessing, negotiating and blending tea like the Swedes

With quality determining prices it was necessary for the Scandinavian
supercargoes to know their tea. Material from the Danish sources indi-
cates a growing understanding of the different types and varieties of tea 
on offer in Canton. It is telling that the instructions for the DAC’s first
expedition to Canton, leaving Copenhagen in 1733, included requests
for 100 picules of ‘Green tea’.84 The often formulaic descriptions of tea
ordered and tea bought, such as ‘first and best sort’, tell us little of how
qualities and types were perceived.85 Warnings from Copenhagen pro-
vide us with some further insights. Typical for example were orders not
to buy Bohea tea with ‘rough’ and ‘wood-like’ leaves, or contaminated
with any ‘oil’ that would give it a ‘sharp’ and ‘rank’ taste.86 Records of 
complaints and contested tea contracts written in the negotiation pro-
tocols are other sources of information. Occasionally whole categories
of tea were rejected due to low quality. In 1752, for example, all Bing 
tea on offer in Canton was regarded as so bad that none was bought.87

In 1755, a season marked by high prices and confusion on the Danish
part, the supercargoes complained to the Chinese merchant they were 
dealing with about the quality of the goods they received. Checking 
a cargo of Bohea tea they had contracted for seventeen taels a picule
they found the tea leaves ‘rough’ and tried consequently to lower the 
price. The merchant in question, Consentia, defended himself, claiming 
that the tea was ‘passable’ and that other ‘Nations’ had packed more
‘mediocre’ tea labelled first sort and at a higher price. Threatening to
exclude Consentia from further contracts the Danish managed to lower
the price to 16.5 taels.88 A similar argument met the Danes from the
merchant Swetia, who also defended himself by referring to how the 
English had agreed to pack the same tea without complaints and ford
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a higher price, 16.5 taels per picule, which was 8 mas more than the 
price agreed with the Danes.89

To claim to be the best at bargaining with the Chinese merchants
was by all accounts a common trope among the Europeans working
in Canton. The Dutch regularly commented on how little the Danes
knew, how careless the English were or how over-cautiously the French
behaved.90 Such statements helped the supercargoes to underline their 
own diligent and competent work, procuring high quality goods on 
behalf of their companies. With ample rumours swirling around about 
fraud amongst both European and Chinese traders one could never 
have too good a reputation.91

Nonetheless the issues of tea quality and which Chinese merchantd
to turn to for the best goods were important and frequently visited 
topics. Debating whether to close contracts with two Hong merchants
exclusively in return for a promise of better priced tea the Danish super-
cargoes asked themselves if it left them more vulnerable, and perhaps
forced them to receive ‘mediocre’ tea which ‘could ruin the market
at home’.92 Giving the company’s cargoes a bad reputation in Europe
was a worry expressed by the Dutch and the English companies too.93

Reversing the argument of the Danes, the Dutch regularly refused to
deal with smaller merchants because it could leave them with a more 
uneven tea cargo. The larger merchants were better at delivering uni-
form goods which had also been selected and packed by the Hong mer-
chants’ staff. Smaller merchants in contrast, the Dutch argued, had to
depend on goods brought to Canton by their countrymen.94

Tasting the tea was an obvious way to determine quality. The Danish
supercargoes were ordered to sample the tea on offer; judging by the
negotiation protocols tea tastings took place regularly.95 There were busi-
ness advantages to be had: if the tea tasted bad, prices could be negoti-
ated down or tea parcels could be replaced after contracts been signed.96

Through negotiations with the Chinese merchants the Danes seemed to 
have learnt more about the shifting tea harvests in China. Negotiating,
if only marginally successfully, with merchant Swetia on the price for his 
Bohea tea, supposedly of the type called Touchon or first class, the Danes
seemed to have accepted Swetia’s explanation: that the rough leaves were 
due to an unusually rainy season preceding the harvest. The claimed
similarities between Swetia’s and other Canton merchants’ tea stocks was
however large enough to produce a discount, which they also received.97

Haggling helped to bring down the price, but in order to improve 
the tea other measures were necessary, such as blending tea from dif-
ferent deliveries to create a uniform and better tasting consignment. 
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Paul Van Dyke refers to Danish tea blending from 1755 and 1764 in 
his study of the Canton merchants.98 The art of blending tea in Canton 
seems to have been a somewhat controversial strategy that evolved
over time. Danish supercargoes were for example regularly instructed 
by Copenhagen to make sure that the tea they bought contained no 
remains from the previous year’s harvest; in other words the tea needed
to be fresh. Moreover, they were to look out for any of the ‘so called 
Wild Cantonean tea’ or other ‘plain’ types making their way into the
Danish chests.99 The Danish contracts also routinely stated that their 
Bohea tea should have no ‘addition of mediocre types’.100 However,
blending with the aim of improving the tea, even if it disturbed the 
integrity of the different Chinese tea qualities, seemed to have been, or 
at least to have become, legitimate over time.

What is more interesting is that the Scandinavian companies were 
very proactive in this development. The first mention of blending in
the Danish sources dates to 1752. That year the supercargoes found that
the 150 chests of Bohea tea packed for them also contained Ankay tea.
Ankay refers to today’s Anxi County in Fujian Province. Anxi County 
is located south of the Wuyi mountains, which also belong to Fujian 
Province. These mountains are where the original Bohea tea was pro-
duced; the name Bohea comes from the local pronunciation of Wuyi.
Confusingly we find references to both ‘Bohea’ and ‘Ankay Bohea’ in 
eighteenth- and nineteenth-century sources; the first refers to Black 
tea of the lowest quality from the Wuyi Mountains, the second to the 
lowest quality black tea from the Anxi County.101 A general feature of 
Ankay tea was that it did not keep as well as Wuyi mountain tea; in that 
sense it was an inferior product.102 Moreover it was weaker; this meant,
for example, that Souchon, a relative high quality type of black tea, 
from the Anxi region, so called Ankay-Souchon, could pass as ‘weak but
still very good Bohea tea’ according to Dutch sources.103

In spite of the bad reputation of Ankay tea the Danish supercargoes 
accepted the mix of Ankay and Bohea tea in 1752 after finding out that 
it produced ‘a rather good type of Bohea tea’.104 In the Danish sources
we can also see how the Danish started to blend greater parts of their
Bohea cargo. Instructing the supercargoes going to Canton for the 1755 
season the Directors of the DAC for example encouraged their staff to 
buy Bohea that was mixed with ‘ordinary good Congo’ since it would
improve the sales.105 The negotiation protocol from the same season
also contains several discussions concerned with blends of Bohea and 
Congou tea. Blending allowed the Danes to fill their cargo with ‘medio-
cre’ but cheaper Bohea tea, which largely seemed to have been what
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remained on the market once the Danes started contracting.106 Starting
in mid-October 1755 two contracts were written stipulating that the 
chests should be filled with a blend of Bohea and second-rate Congou.107

On 21 October these contracts were followed by two others for one hun-
dred chests each, containing one half ‘a reasonable Bohea tea’ and the 
other half ‘2nd rate Congo’. At a price of 15.5 taels per picule this was 
two taels lower than that contracted by the Danes for first-rate Bohea, 
earlier in the season.108 The Danish were careful, however, arguing that 
smaller amounts of blended tea could produce a reasonably good yield,
while larger quantities could flood the market in Europe and lower the 
prices too much.109

The habit of mixing tea was by all accounts not uncontroversial for 
the Chinese merchants either. In 1755, having discovered that a previ-
ously contracted batch of pure Bohea tea contained rough leaves the 
Danish asked the merchant Swetia if he could compensate them by 
mixing some Congou tea into the batch. Swetia responded by saying 
that neither he nor his father had ever allowed for mixing to take place
in ‘their house’ and that they always sold the tea in the same state that
it arrived.110 To what extent the Chinese merchant community was 
divided between those who allowed for mixing tea and those who did
not is hard to say on the basis of only the Danish material; Swetia did,
as we shall see below, agree to blend tea at other times.

However, it is possible to establish that different companies blended 
different teas. In 1755, again responding to a batch of Bohea tea con-
taining leaves which were ‘too rough’, the Danes convinced the mer-
chant Poankeequa to improve it by mixing it with one third second-rate
Congou tea, a type described as ‘not as strong as the first’ but one that 
had ‘a good pleasant scent’ and produced a tea with a ‘green colour’.111

By negotiating this mix the Danish supercargoes were admitting they 
were following in the footsteps of their ‘neighbours, the Swedes’ who for 
the last few years had mixed their Bohea with this quality and propor-
tion of Congou, at a ratio of between one third to one quarter Congou 
and two thirds to three quarters Bohea. Again, the Danes expressed 
some reservations about this approach. Not wanting to take too big risk 
they declined ordering large amounts of the blend.112 A few weeks later, 
however, they tried to contract for another order of mixed Bohea and 
Congou to fill around 200 whole chests. As the first merchant refused 
to comply, they turned to Swetia and Awue for a blend made up of half 
Bohea, one quarter first Congou and one quarter second rate Congou.
The latter agreed to sell the Danes this mix for 15.5 taels per picule, 
1.5 taels cheaper than Swetia.113
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Judging by the Danish material from 1755, what appeared to be 
different ‘national’ blends of Bohea tea concocted in Canton developed
in response to the growing competition in Canton. With a limited 
amount of the best type of Bohea available at prices promising a profit 
in Europe the second best thing to do was to mix second-rate tea of dif-
ferent types, such as Congou and Bohea, with one another, producing 
uniform and better tasting blends without significantly increasing the
price. However, the Chinese tea names were not modified to reflect this 
change; in the Danish catalogue listing the tea chests containing a mix 
of second rate Bohea and Congou the chests are still only labelled Bohea
when they were put up for sale in Copenhagen in 1756.114

Tea mixing was not only the result of limited supplies of high qual-
ity Bohea in Canton. Dutch sources throw further light on how the 
Scandinavians also responded to demands by European consumers. In
December 1762 the Dutch were packing a mix containing one third 
Congou; the remaining two-thirds were made up of seventy-five per
cent Bohea and twenty-five per cent Ankay tea. However, the Ankay tea
was bad and the Dutch wanted it replaced, something Swetia refused to
do. Although disagreeing over how to proceed the Chinese merchant 
and the Dutch agreed that the trade in Ankay tea was regrettable due
to its uneven quality. The three Chinese merchants catering for most of 
the Dutch tea orders would have preferred not to deal with Ankay tea
at all. Moreover ‘they [Swetia and his companions] saw and maintain 
(we think with good reason) that this tea spoils the Bohea tea’.115 The 
problem was that tea drinkers in the ‘fatherland’ wanted Ankay and ‘if 
one wanted to equal the Swedes, one should mix it with Ankay because
this insipid and weak tea mellows the harshness of the Touchon and
makes it more pleasant in one’s mouth’.116

While critical towards the Ankay tea for being weaker and for ‘for
its insipid flavour, bad pouring, and brown leaves mixed in’ the Dutch
confessed that it gave the Bohea ‘a solid taste’.117 Blind tests among the 
Dutch Canton staff ‘who had grown up with tea’ showed they preferred 
tea with Ankay mixed in: ‘Thus we have to keep on accepting this 
Ankay till we have found a better means of satisfying the tea connois-
seurs in the fatherland’.118 This conclusion left them with the problem
of how to secure uniformly high quality Ankay tea. It was, the Dutch
concluded, ‘simply impossible’ to believe that Poankeequa, who sup-
plied the Swedes with large quantities of tea, ‘alone knows the secret to
always obtain the best kind of Ankay. It is truly just a prejudice if one 
maintains that the Swede’s Bohea tea is exceptional and preferable 
to ours’.119
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With little surviving Swedish material it is hard to illuminate how
the SEIC operated from inside and to establish more precisely how the 
Swedes managed to get hold of large quantities of uniform Ankay tea.
A memorandum written by Michael Grubb (1728–1808), who spent 
the first half of the 1760s in Macau and Canton, and who returned 
to become a director of the SEIC in 1766, throws some light on the
Swedish trade. Grubb wrote that the Ankay tea to mix with Bohea tea 
should be ‘Ankay Congo of the best sort, which is twice dried, properly 
roasted, with a scent’.120 Such tea produced a ‘light’ liquid which com-
plemented the ‘strong colour’ of the Bohea tea. By the time Grubb wrote
his memorandum, however, probably in 1767, the trade seemed to have 
moved on. Looking at the sales prices in Europe Grubb suggested steer-
ing the Swedish import towards Congou tea, buying as much as possible 
of the 9,000 to 10,000 picule of ‘Best Bohea Congo’ that reached the 
Canton market, preferably trading with Ang Thequa and Tan Anqua.121

Grubb’s advice corresponds to a change in the tax on Bohea tea in
Britain, making it more profitable to import higher quality black tea 
types, such as Congou and Souchong.122

The emphasis on quality and the art of mixing different types of tea 
to compensate for bad goods and to achieve not only uniformity but 
also blends popular on the European markets have direct consequences
for how we can understand the status of smuggled tea. As we have
learnt above, tea imported by the English East India Company was sold
to wholesalers who blended the tea before they passed it on to their 
retailing agents across the country. As contraband the Scandinavian
tea must have bypassed this blending process. This would explain why 
it needed to be blended in China as it was in this Canton composi-
tion that it arrived to retailers dealing in illicit goods, and sometimes
possibly also to end consumers.

Packing and tracking the cargo

Next to paying attention to the quality of the tea the Danish supercargoes
were ordered to carefully monitor its packing. This involved for example
making sure the goods were dry, in order to avoid them going stale and 
mouldy.123 Rain frequently stopped packing, as did warm weather, as 
the sweat of the workers who packed the tea could contaminate it.124

There are incidents of original Chinese packaging being kept intact as
lots of tea changed hands in Canton.125 In general though the tea was
re-packed; not only to promote the smooth running of the business, but 
also in order to protect the tea from pollution on the long journey ahead. 
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Porcelain was the perfect scent-free companion to tea. Other goods, such
as Chinese star anise, had to be kept away from the tea.126 The supercar-
goes had to employ their noses when planning the packing; for example 
on receiving a batch of Ziou Ziong tea in caddies rather than boxes 
and finding they smelled strongly, the Danish supercargoes decided to 
re-pack the tea into bigger chests that could be sealed.127

A considerable amount of care was spent dictating the chest sizes for 
different tea types. The largest tea chests were used to contain Bohea tea 
usually had the following dimensions: 25 English inches high, 29 wide,
and 33 long.128 Each regularly held a weight of between 275 and 280 
catties, which equals 166–169 kg of tea.129 It is however worth notic-
ing that the chests could vary in size, reflecting the needs dictated by 
the different dimensions of the East Indiamen.130 Made in Canton the 
chests had to be lined with lead; instructions to the Danish supercargoes 
stipulated that the weight of the chest material and the lead, the tara,
should be between 48 and 52 catties or 29.04 and 31.46 kg.131 Smaller
chests were ordered for the more exclusive tea types, although Congou 
tea typically travelled in both large ‘Bohea chests’ as well as in smaller 
ones taking between half and a quarter picule, or between thirty and
fifteen kilograms, each. The most expensive tea, Hyson, was packed in
tubs, carrying fifty taels or just less than two kilograms.132

The attention to size and weight of chests make sense if we consider 
the vast number of chests moving from Canton to Copenhagen and 
Gothenburg. However, it was not only a matter of standardizing the 
packing for the benefit of company, to increase logistical efficiency and 
cut costs on transport. How the tea was packed impacted on the com-
petition between the different companies’ tea too. The Dutch observed 
that the Scandinavian companies packed their Bohea chests to the rim. 
Danish negotiation protocols show that this was a strategy from the 
start; already in 1737 there are orders to avoid two-third-full chests.133

Maximising the weight of the tea chests involved ‘coolies’ compacting
the tea by treading on it. Packing tea in this manner demanded a great 
number of workers: 1,200 were simultaneously employed to pack for 
the Hong merchants in the season of 1764.134 It was hard and badly
paid labour; the ‘coolies’ were regularly abused. In the Dutch sources
they were referred to as the ‘worst scum of common people’. One source
of conflict had to do with the packing: ‘Each nation that is packing 
screams a thousand times a day “Do not grind the tea to dust but stamp
it straight up and down”’.135

Dust was, however, an unavoidable by-product of packing the chests
to the brim, as the Scandinavians did. Their addition of Ankay tea
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also increased the amount of dust; the latter was very ‘friable’ and
could not ‘be packed without badly pulverizing’.136 However, accord-
ing to Dutch sources, before the late 1750s the dusty Scandinavian 
tea had been complementing the VOC tea once it arrived in Europe.
The Scandinavian tea dust had been sifted out of the chests, and
added to the VOC tea, which was traditionally packed ‘very coarsely’ 
and ‘lightly’. The European wholesalers and retailers even argued that
‘the dustiness of the Swedish tea was proof that it was better than the 
Company’s [VOC] tea’.137 Things changed when the Dutch started their
direct trade in 1757. As the now started to pack their chests to the brim 
loud complaints were raised at home by traders who demanded less 
dusty tea from the VOC, as they required coarse tea which they could 
continue to mix with Scandinavian tea dust. Such demand could not be 
met without a loss for the company; the Dutch supercargoes calculated 
that lighter chests, with less dust, would mean a ten per cent loss in 
profit. If four ships carried 300,000 pounds less tea than they optimally
could it would mean losing 150,000 guilders.138

With thousands of tons of Bohea tea needing to be blended, packed
and stamped it is no surprise that the European supercargoes monitored 
each other’s progress and turns in the packing houses.139 As the chests 
were received at the factories in Canton their identity numbers were 
recoreded before they were loaded onto the sampans that trafficked
along the Pearl River down to where the European ships were moored. 
Sometimes Copenhagen would give instructions on where in the ship 
the chests should be stored. The standard practice was of course to
put the porcelain in chests in the bottom and top these with layers of 
Bohea chests. More specific requests were sometimes made; the instruc-
tions to the ships leaving Copenhagen in the winter of 1750–1751 
stated, for example, that the small chests in which the Ziou Ziong was 
to be packed were to be left ‘mid-ship’.140 Which ship to load what cargo
on also mattered; with only a small batch of Bing tea to bring back the
Danish supercargo thought it best to use the newest of their ships, 
the Princess Lovisa, since it could be best ‘conserved’ there.141 The little 
Hysan Skin the Danes were planning to buy the same year was to be
packed onto the ship first leaving China.142

The identity number provided in Canton helped the companies to 
keep track of the tea as it moved from the Canton factory, to the ship, 
across the seas to Europe, and onwards to the warehouses in Copenhagen 
and Stockholm. Number sequences matched different deliveries, and
could be used to indicate what the chests contained, and which Hong 
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merchants had delivered the tea. Numbers could hence be used to detect
fraud; in 1752 the Danish brought a case against the merchant Emanuel
Quiqua for tea bought in 1747. The chests sold by Quiqua contained 
Bohea instead of the Hyson they had contracted for.143

Once in Europe the numbers on the chests were used to sequence the
lots put up for sale at the company auctions; each lot typically con-
tained between two and four chests. The chests’ identity numbers were 
printed in the catalogues next to the lot number, with the sequences 
of chest identity numbers kept intact within and between lots, as they
appeared in the Swedish catalogues. Quality was also registered using
the chest numbers. A Swedish catalogue from 1748 contains handwritten 
notes on the quality of the tea and how much each lot sold for. The
quality of the Bohea tea was summarized for different sequences of 
chests and lots; each sequence contained between 4 and 150 chests. The
highest price, 46.81 ore silver-money per Swedish pound (skålpund),
was paid for tea in the chests numbered 1,446 to 1,545. According to 
the description this sequence contained ‘Rather good Bohea with mostly 
thorn leaves’. The lowest price, 40.33 ore silver-money per pound was
paid for chests 1,575 to 1,584, and was described as ‘Totally  ordinary, 
Bohea worse than all previous’. The average prices for the other
sequences of chests matched the quality assessments, which described 
the tea as either ‘good’, ‘ordinary’, or ‘plain’ containing ‘open’ or ‘closed’
leaves. The difference between the highest and the lowest price was just 
above thirteen per cent.144

Evidence that the contents of individual chests were known to poten-
tial bidders can be found elsewhere. Several surviving Swedish cata-
logues contain handwritten notes in the form of single letters above
each chest. Two surviving catalogues contain keys which explain what 
the letters referred to, for example: ‘P best sort; M second; O common; 
R a little windy; C windy; N musty’.145 In the case of one of these cata-
logues, the quality of only certain chests was indicated in this way, on
the first ten pages; the majority of these chests were bought by two 
merchants named Bagge and Hising.146

The use of letters as keys to indicate the quality of the tea put up 
at public sales was not unique to the SEIC. In an annotated catalogue 
from the Ostend Company ‘B’, ‘b’, ‘c’ and ‘d’ seem to have been used
for the same purpose.147 The few remaining printed Danish catalogues
that survive also have handwritten letters in the margin, for example 
‘aa’, ‘a’, ‘ab’, which presumably indicated quality.148 From Anne
Wegener Sleeswijk’s work we know that key systems were used in the 
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early-modern Dutch wholesale trade in wine. Wholesalers invited 
brokers to taste their supplies before a sale; the latter summarized the
content of different lots of wine casks and kept track of the prices
of lots independently of whether they took part in the bidding or 
not. Such information was used in correspondence with wholesalers
and  producers.149 To what extent information on the quality of the
Scandinavian tea cargoes was widely distributed is hard to say, but some
sharing of information definitely took place. Two copies of a catalogue
from the public sale of the cargoes of the Cron-Printzen Adolph Friedrich
and Calmare in Gothenburg in 1748 contained identical annotations in
the form of  letters (la, b, Lm) seemingly written by the same hand.150

We also know that insiders, such as the supercargoes and some
purchasers of large quantities, who also had close links to the compa-
nies, were very well informed about the content of specific chests and 
sequences of chests.151 However, the identification numbers also helped 
the European companies to keep track of each other’s cargoes and busi-
ness plans. In 1762 the Danes packed 900 whole chests of tea after their
ship had left. Thinking there might be profit in storing tea in Canton in 
advance of the next season the Dutch supercargoes asked their Directors
‘to investigate’ how the ‘chests numbered 1–900’, predicted to arrive in 
Europe on the Koninginne Sophia Magdalena, were going to fare on the
European market the following year.152

The identification numbers were also used in private accounts. 
Correspondence between Charles Irvine and his partners in Amsterdam, 
Rotterdam and Hamburg show that the chest numbers were used in
communications about the status of Irvine’s accounts, as well in dis-
cussion about the trade more generally. Sometimes information about 
which specific East Indiaman had brought the chests to Europe and in 
what year were added.153 It is worth noting that the integrity of the
tea chests by all accounts was kept intact as they moved from Canton
to Gothenburg and onwards to the continent. Irvine’s wholesalers in
Amsterdam drilled a hole in the side of a selected chest to take out 
a sample rather than opening the chest up, to taste the tea they had
received from Sweden.154

In other words, tea chests were not only vessels for loose tea, they 
also provided a means to quantify, organize and compress the tea cargo.
Handbills outlining what the different East India companies put up for
sale listed numbers of chests and tubs; sale catalogues organized the
sales in lots of different sized chests. Chests were used to keep quali-
ties and types apart, and to track purchases and sales as the tea moved 
down the chain, linking Canton merchants to Company auctions 
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and European wholesalers. Moreover, as the discussion of the Dutch
supercargoes illustrates, the effects of different ways of packing the
tea in Canton produced slightly different products, and both business 
advantages and disadvantages.d

Competition and transparency on the 
European tea market

In many ways the competition that marked the Canton tea trade was 
re-enacted in Europe. Correspondence between Charles Irvine, the 
above mentioned supercargo working for the SEIC, and the merchants
he collaborated with on the Continent and in Britain, reveal the extent 
to which the tea cargoes of the different East India companies served 
the same European market.

After returning from Canton in 1747, Irvine spent the rest of his 
life in Sweden and Scotland dealing with East India wholesale goods
for much of his time. Operating from Gothenburg he received regular 
updates on how many ships were expected to arrive in Europe from 
China each year, and the number of tea chests they contained. He was 
also informed of the number of unsold chests in the EIC’s warehouses in
London and unsold chests of French and Danish tea on the Amsterdam 
market.155 The worried remarks from one of Irvine’s Amsterdam con-
tacts, the tea merchants and wholesalers Pye & Cruikshank, clearly
indicate the extent to which the tea cargoes imported by the different 
companies were competing with one another. In July 1755 they wrote 
to Irvine: ‘… now we shall soon have 12 million [lb?] of new Tea in 
Europe’. This was ‘… 12 million too much for we wanted a whole year’s
consumption to take off part of the old stock & to recover that trade’.156

The predictions of the prices the tea would fetch, particularly in the 
1750s, were often quite gloomy.157 George Ouchterlony, Charles Irvine’s 
long-term contact in London, thought the purchasing strategies of the 
EIC, importing ‘a vast quantity of tea, much more than enough for our 
own consumption’, was indicative of an ambition to drive ‘all others 
out of that Trade’.158

All in all these comments suggest a pretty simple calculation: the more
tea that arrived from China the lower the prices the tea would fetch in
Europe. But, as the previous discussion has revealed, the market was not 
only ruled by prices and volumes, but also quality. This conclusion is 
further reinforced by the traces found of different key systems for track-
ing the contents of chests put up for sale in Ostend, Gothenburg and 
Copenhagen. Irvine’s correspondence reveals how much information 
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was diffused through the tea trading networks. Staying over in Canton, 
Irvine provided information about the trade of the different companies, 
including statements about the overall quality of the different European
tea cargoes to his business partners.159 It is in this light that we can under-
stand the many references to the ‘nationalities’ of the tea cargoes arriving
in Europe. Tea was referred to not only as of high or low quality tea of 
different types, but also typically as Swedish, Danish, Dutch, French or 
Emden; it was part of a branding process which we recognize from other
aspects of the early-modern trade in perishable goods sold in bulk.160

Some of the tea cargoes had a generically bad reputation, of which 
the tea imported from China via Batavia by the Dutch is the best exam-
ple. Some of this was tea that had failed to find a buyer in Canton and 
was hence of low quality even before it left on Chinese junks destined 
for Batavia. Moreover, this detour meant that the tea had to endure
longer periods at sea, and had an extra turn of being off- and on-loaded. 
Such tea was also, according to Clifford & Sons, Amsterdam merchant 
bankers and agents to the EIC, not packed in ways which kept types 
and qualities intact. As they explained to Irvine it was as a result unable 
to compete with the tea imported directly from China.161 Irvine knew 
this already. In a letter written a few years earlier to Thomas Wilkieson, 
another tea trader in Amsterdam, Irvine had defended the quality of the
Swedish tea by suggesting that taste in the Dutch Republic had been 
spoiled by the ‘Batavia wretched stuff’.162

Next to the quantities, qualities and reputation of different tea cargoes, 
the price of tea was also influenced by how the European tea season 
unfolded. The wholesale tea market was pan-European; anticipation of 
prices at forthcoming sales in Amsterdam, Middelburg, Rotterdam, Delft,
L’Orient, Copenhagen, Gothenburg and Emden influenced the actions 
of the wholesalers dealing with tea on Irvine’s account. Sometimes every-
body was uncertain about what would happen to the tea prices. John 
Forbes, dealing with tea in Rotterdam, wrote to Irvine in 1753 that it was
‘the Danish Sale which is believed will regulate the Tea market this year,
then ours I fancy will follow, after that yours’.163 The pan-European or
continental character of the wholesale market is also reflected in the geo-
graphical movement of tea traders. Wholesale traders migrated between
the different companies’ sales, often on such a scale they left the day-
to-day wholesale trade, run by merchants such as Forbes in Rotterdam, 
Pye & Cruikshank in Amsterdam, and Metcalf in Hamburg, at a stand-
still.164 In other words, the European tea market had a chronology and
geography of its own, shaped by when different continental companies 
put up their tea for sale.
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Statistics relating to the Scandinavian trade in Chinese tea show that 
the DAC and SEIC imported similar amounts of tea. Appendix 1 provides 
an overview of this importation and its different components between 
1733 and 1767. Not all years are accounted for because some of the
Danish, and even more of the Swedish import figures are unknown. 
However, in the case of eighteen of the years covered in the appendix,
it is possible to establish the total volume of Scandinavian imports.
A comparison of the total amount of tea imported by the SEIC (13,660
tons) and the DAC (12,930 tons) confirms previous studies that have
suggested that the two Scandinavian companies imported similar 
amounts. The Danish and the Swedish tea cargoes also shared a similar-
ity in composition, the great bulk being Bohea tea. The SEIC imported 
a third more Congou however, 1,418 tons compared to 861 tons in the
Danish case; the Swedish Congou cargo was particularly large compared
to the Danish in 1754, 1756, 1761 and 1767.

It becomes obvious by studying changes over time that the total size
of the Scandinavian tea import varied greatly; as Figure 2.2 illustrates, 
in 1754 it was nearly 2,000 tons but in 1757 it was less than 1,000 
tons. Not only did the total Scandinavian tea cargo vary, but also the
amounts brought home by the two companies respectively fluctuated; 
in some years the DAC brought back much larger cargoes than the SEIC 

Figure 2.2 Import of tea by DAC and SEIC, percentage of total Scandinavian
cargo, and total Scandinavian import of tea in tons, selected years
Source: Appendix 1, years 1740, 1743, 1745, 1748–1754, 1757–1759, 1762–1765, 1767.
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did. The big variations reflect the number of ships the Danes and the 
Swedes each sent out, usually between one and three. The geography
and chronology of the continental tea market and the migration of tea 
wholesalers make even more sense in the light of these variations in the
quantities of tea put up for sale only within Scandinavia. The tea market 
was also transparent. Prices for tea were circulated widely. Information 
regarding which prices different types and qualities of tea fetched was
no doubt promoted by how a lot of the tea was sold on, to a large extentw
at public sales orchestrated by the companies or wholesalers.

Sometimes the practice of public sales or auctions was regarded as an 
undesirable way to do business. According to Charles Metcalf, operat-
ing in Hamburg, the ‘continual & frequent public sales’ in combina-
tion with the expectations of the tea quantities on the way to Europe 
had brought prices ‘to very low ebb’.165 The advantages and disadvan-
tages of public versus private sales were in fact often discussed. Irvine
expressed doubts regarding the benefits of public sales of his tea parcels 
sent to the Dutch Republic several times. One of the reasons for doubt 
was that if the tea did not sell, it risked acquiring a bad reputation.166

Pye & Cruikshank seemed in general less inclined to sell tea pub-
licly, preferring to ‘creep out’ the tea stored, particularly if they were 
anticipating a downturn in the price.167 This strategy might also have 
been informed by their clientele; in their letter to Irvine the partners
mentioned providing ‘for the town supply at our shop’.168 They did,
however, appreciate the role of the public sales in testing the market. 
After ‘a trial of some Danish Chests of last sale’ had been put up for sale 
but failed to fetch a good price they recommended that Irvine should 
not to follow suit with his consignment of last year’s Bohea tea of 
a similar quality.169

John Forbes, by contrast, seemed more enthusiastic about dispersing
the tea he was in charge of at public sales. As he explained to Irvine in
a letter written in 1752, if there were enough quantities offered at the
auctions they produced just as high prices as private sales, which were 
‘always tedious’.170 In a follow-up letter, in which Forbes responded to res-
ervations expressed by Irvine against such a categorical approval of public 
sales, Forbes expressed some reservations: other circumstances, such as 
demand and quantity should also be taken into consideration when
deciding on how to sell. However, Forbes also argued, even if a parcel did 
not sell, the public sale helped advertise the available stock to purchasers,
who might then enter into a private sale.171 Both Pye & Cruikshank and 
Irvine agreed that the big advantage of public sales or auctions was that 
they enabled them to get rid of old stocks more quickly.172
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As Wegner Sleeswijk has shown in relation to early-modern wine 
auctions in the Dutch Republic, public sales were ripe with potential
conflicts between sellers and buyers. Brokers were not only intimate 
with the quality of the goods put up for sale, they were also in a good
position to appreciate the supply and demand and could consequently 
advise on potentially profitable deals. Abuse could mean certain mar-
kets, like the Rotterdam wine market in the 1730s, could even fall into 
disrepute, leaving producers to go to Amsterdam instead to sell their
wine.173 Nonetheless public sales helped to make the market more
transparent as quantities put up for sale were advertised in handbills, 
catalogues and posters, and prices were reported in printed lists and in 
merchant correspondence. As Clé Lesger has argued information flow 
made the Dutch Republic, and particularly Amsterdam, a central market 
for so many different types of goods in the early-modern trade.174

The market for smuggled tea in Britain is hard to research due to
the very nature of clandestine trade. Although it is hard to prove it is
likely that the transparency of the Dutch market stimulated the tea
trade in the same way that the increased publicity of the EIC tea prices
sold at the London auctions influenced the trade in Britain. European 
wholesalers drew on imports from across Europe in order to supply 
the clandestine British market and the transparency probably compen-
sated for the irregular size of the tea cargo arriving in Copenhagen and
Gothenburg. Although wholesalers and brokers were unsure about the
amounts of tea arriving in Scandinavia on an annual basis, at least they 
knew the price the goods fetched at the SEIC and DAC auctions soon
enough.

A European taste convergence

We now need to turn to how the Pan-European market for tea worked
more generally. No import of tea would of course have happened with-
out a demand from end-consumers. But did the same types and qualities
of tea sell on all markets? The correspondence of Charles Irvine reveals 
some differences in demand amongst the places to which he provided 
tea. Charles Metcalf in Hamburg bemoaned the fact that the tea trad-
ers there, and ultimately the consumers they bought tea on behalf of, 
were not ‘competent judges’ of the Linchisin tea that Irvine placed 
with him.175 Neither did the type of Pekoe that Irvine left with Metcalf 
go down well with tea traders in Hamburg. Metcalf complained that 
‘They are too fine for this market, our dealers are more accustomed
to the high … Brown Peckoes, & it’s difficult to make sensible of the 
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difference in goodness’.176 Interestingly enough Irvine appears not to
have sent these types of tea to Hamburg by chance. This is revealed in 
a letter from him to his nephew John Irvine, who was about to go out 
to China as a supercargo. Advising him on what to buy as part of his
pacotille, that is goods bought on private account, Irvine senior claimed
that ‘superfine Pecko & a little best Linchisin’ were good investments, 
which together with ‘superfine Souchong’ were ‘wanted at present in
Holland and Hamburg’.177

Pye & Cruikshank considered the quantities of Hysan, a very fine and 
expensive green tea, brought to Europe by the Swedish Company were
‘more than sufficient for the demand from England’ and that it was 
‘nowhere else called for’.178 In general though consumer preferences on 
different markets are generally not mentioned, and there are even fewer
references to different tastes relating to cheaper types of tea. At one time 
Pye & Cruikshank discussed the ability of the British market to absorb 
more Bohea tea, but that was an exception.179 Does this reflect an
unspoken assumption that the Bohea tea imported by the Swedish and 
other companies was largely destined for Britain? There is no doubt that
the British market was significant; as Abercromby stated in 1752 com-
menting on plans to significantly lower the tea duty in Britain and its
possible effects on the tea trade, ‘In that case Holland & Germany will 
be the only market for tea, imported by your company or the Danish, 
French & for the future’.180

If we make the assumption that the agents knew the largest part of 
the black tea crop was for the British market, can we infer anything
about British consumer preferences in discussions concerning the 
Scandinavian Bohea import? In a letter from Charles Irvine to Thomas 
Wilkieson in Amsterdam, Irvine discussed the price and quality of the
Bohea he had placed with Wilkieson. He argued that his tea, being
‘coarser and cheaper’, would sell better than the tea of Mr Abercromby 
and Mr Duff, who also employed Wilkieson to sell their Swedish tea.181

However, in the majority of other instances when Bohea is discussed the 
emphasis is on the better quality. In 1751 Abercromby in London, who 
regularly invested in Swedish tea, wrote to Irvine regarding Bohea tea: 
‘I am very much of your opinion with regard to the quality of the goods 
that in stable commodities the best is always preferable provided they 
do not exceed in price’.182 In 1752 Forbes in Amsterdam wrote ‘the good 
boheas are wanted & I am hopeful yours are of the best quality’.183 In
the reports Irvine received on the sale of Bohea tea in Europe quality is
frequently touched on. Terms such as ‘common’ and ‘good, sound’ were
used when describing and comparing the Swedish cargo to others.184
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In line with the observations from the discussion above this suggests 
that the even quality of Bohea was central in the competition between 
the European companies. As we know, such evenness was the result of 
careful purchasing, attention to the size and roughness of leaves, and 
increasingly over time the blending of higher and lower qualities of 
black tea in Canton.

Although it is hard to find evidence that the supercargoes and directors
of the Scandinavian companies had specific customer groups in mind
when trading tea in China this does not mean that the Scandinavian
trade lacked a check-and-balance on its trade from experts. Just as in the
British system, wholesalers operating on the European market provided 
expert advice, even final judgements, on the cargoes brought home.

Irvine’s correspondence reveals that the expertise of these traders was
drawn upon frequently and at several different points in the process of 
buying and selling the tea. Pye & Cruikshank were for example asked to
evaluate samples of the tea that had arrived in Gothenburg prior to the 
start of public sales. Such exchange of tea samples and information seem 
to have been quite hard to organize for several reasons. One problem
was the short time between arrival of the ship and the sale. Another 
problem was that the samples could get damaged and were as a result
hard to evaluate.185 A third problem was that the samples of different 
tea could contaminate one another. This was an issue in 1756 when 
Pye & Cruikshank’s assessments of the qualities of some of the Swedish 
tea contradicted those of Charles Irvine’s nephew John Irvine, one 
of the supercargoes on the expedition returning that year. Pye &
Cruikshank suggested that contamination might explain the divergent
views. Unfortunately Pye & Cruikshank sent most the results of their
tests to Irvine’s business associate Colin Campbell, making it hard to 
estimate the number of tests they conducted.

John Irvine seems to have been regarded as quite competent at evalu-
ating the tea, at least in performing the first estimation of its  quality.186

Given the active part played by supercargoes in purchasing tea in
Canton this is not surprising.187 Inside information was also generated 
which could be drawn upon when the tea was sold in Europe. In 1751 
Abercromby wrote to Irvine about plans to invest in tea put up for sale 
in Gothenburg, indicating that he preferred to buy tea from the cargo
of the Adolph Friedrich and in this purchase would ‘take George Kitchin’s 
character and remarks preferably to any aboard the two ships’.188 The
supercargoes also had an intimate knowledge of the tea that went into 
their share of the pacotille. Staying behind in Canton in 1744, Irvine
wrote to Campbell advising him, in case he was planning to buy tea, 
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‘I have not an ounce of any goods but best Bohea Tea in my privilege &
very good fine tea in my Cabin all cheap bought’.189

But even if the supercargoes’ experience and inside knowledge played 
a role it was the wholesalers, such as Pye & Cruikshank, that had the
last word on quality.190 Since we can assume that Charles Irvine was 
well placed to buy tea of what he thought was good quality, either by 
drawing on insider information or relying on his own expertise, it is
particularly interesting that Pye & Cruikshank were sometimes less 
than impressed with the qualities of the tea Irvine sent them. In 1749 
they wrote: ‘We have examined the whole chests & we find them good 
Bohea but nothing more’.191 In 1753 they reported that they had exam-
ined ‘several of your low priced & found them but very ordinary’.192

Of course sometimes Irvine got it right; in 1753 Pye & Cruikshank 
concluded: ‘We have tasted the different packings of your tea & we find 
them very good fine Cargoes’.193 High quality did not always render 
high prices for the goods though: ‘Excellent’ tea was sometimes sold 
‘scandalously cheap’.194 Next to Pye & Cruikshank, John Forbes seems 
also to have been regarded competent enough to evaluate the tea placed 
with him, while Metcalf trusted dealers local to Hamburg, although he
did a first assessment of the cargo sold for Irvine.195 Among Irvine’s
tea contacts it is, however, Pye & Cruikshank who comes across as the
most careful assessors of goods. They seemed to have taken a pride in
this, condemning merchants who traded in tea without taking care to
investigate the quality of individual chests.

To conclude this suggests that it was the taste and expertise of the 
wholesalers, who in turn provided smugglers and the next level of 
retailers and consumers in Britain, that defined the qualities of the
Scandinavian tea cargo. Merchants like Pye & Cruikshank, who were
trading in bulk with tea imported by all the different East India compa-
nies (except probably the English), were also very well placed to assess 
the qualities of specific chests and parcels. It is even possible to say that
a taste convergence took place in the Low Countries, which helped to 
standardize the European tea market in a way that was reminiscent
of the British market, where wholesalers too provided a link between 
retailers and the English Company.

On what basis a tea consignment was regarded as of high or low qual-
ity is curiously often left unsaid. Adjectives such as those referred to in 
the key systems discussed above, like ‘murky’ and ‘windy’ or descrip-
tions of the leaves such as ‘open’, ‘closed’ or ‘thorn’ are not generally 
used in the correspondence between Irvine and the tea wholesalers
who conducted their own tests. One exception can be found in an 
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exchange between Irvine and Thomas Wilkieson, when Irvine argued
that if the tea was not ‘well-toasted’ it would ‘be apt to turn musty in 
the voyage’.196 The tea Irvine was selling might have been ‘over toasted’; 
‘a medium here is best upon whole’ he admitted. However Irvine con-
tinued: ‘age will infallibly cure them for that of greenness of the water’. 
With that he meant that tea would be improved by being stored for 
two or three years: ‘if well-kept [it] will drink mellower & pleasanter & 
really be wholesome’.197 The reason why buyers on the Dutch market
failed to understand this was, Irvine believed, because ‘your tastes are
trained from your own Tea, which from China directly are the worst
any Europeans bring & that from Batavia wretched stuff’.198 Judging by
Irvine’s next response to Wilkieson the latter had disagreed with Irvine
about storing as a means to improve the over-toasted tea as well as bad
tasting Dutch tea. Irvine seems to have been at least partially convinced 
by Wilkieson’s arguments since he wrote back: ‘Keeping tea two or 
three years may indeed be too long’, although Irvine still maintained 
that if stored for half that time the tea could be ‘cured’ and acquired a 
‘higher colour’ without losing ‘flavour’. However Irvine was not willing 
to ‘experiment’ with it so he gave his approval to Wilkieson to sell his 
tea at a public sale.199

How to store and transport the tea in order to preserve the quality was
also something that was touched on regularly in correspondence. One 
delivery of tea to Pye & Cruikshank had been damaged en route and the 
two merchants reported back to Irvine about how they proceeded exam-
ining the content of each chest. They also gave advice on the units used 
to store tea, recommending Irvine to avoid chests treated with ‘painter’s
oil’.200 Knowledge regarding the best way to store and transport tea was
by all accounts important since the tea from China had to travel far 
before it was consumed. Yet in spite of Irvine’s belief that storing could 
improve the quality of the tea, all evidence points towards the opposite.
Tea, even cheap black tea, had a ‘best before’ date; it was best consumed 
within a certain time period, something that gave the trade between 
Europe and China its very own rhythm, and the companies with the
fastest turnover an advantage.

Conclusion

The Canton market for Bohea tea was highly competitive, reflecting the 
ever growing European, and particularly British, demands. Early deals 
were often the most advantageous; they allowed for a good share of the 
limited amount of high quality Bohea available. The relatively large 
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silver cargoes of the Scandinavian companies probably gave the Danish
and the Swedish supercargoes an advantage over the Dutch and English 
negotiating tea contracts with the Hong merchants. High quality
Bohea was, however, only one component of the Scandinavian success. 
European consumers wanted their tea to taste ‘mellow’; the first picking 
of Bohea needed Ankay tea, a brittle, weaker tea type, to achieve the
right balance. The Swedes took a lead in promoting such blends, draw-
ing on the supply among their contacts in the Hong merchant group. 
Carefully blending tea in Canton could have enabled the Swedes, as 
well as the other continental companies, to supply the clandestine 
British market with a product more similar to the fair-traded tea coming
out of London. Tea imported by the English East India Company was
sold on to wholesalers who blended the tea before they passed it on to 
their agents who retailed it across the country. Smuggled Scandinavian
tea could in theory bypass this blending process; tea could instead arrive
at British retailers, and sometimes end-consumers, in the composition
dictated by the supercargoes of the DAC and SEIC.

Bohea and Ankay tea filled the Swedish chests to the brim. Packing
the tea densely cut down on transportation costs but also generated a 
dustier tea. Once in Europe the dust was shifted out and added to the
coarser but less compactly packed Dutch tea. While there was a comple-
mentarity between different continental companies’ tea cargoes there 
was also competition; information about prices and qualities circulated
between places and people taking part in the European wholesale mar-
ket circuit, often conducted with the help of public sales. A qualified 
guess is that the transparency of the European wholesale market was
greatly beneficial to the clandestine trade in tea in Britain.

In terms of standards of taste a conversion seems to have taken 
place in the Low Countries, among dealers tasting and trading with tea 
imported by all the continental East India companies. Geographically 
this was also a centre for the smuggled traffic that provided Britain with 
illegal tea as well as other goods such as brandy. It is only in the second 
half of the eighteenth century that direct smuggling out of Gothenburg,
for example, increased significantly, a development that explains refer-
ences such as ‘Gothenburg Congo’. In either case the Scandinavian tea 
trade relied on the role of the Dutch Republic as a central market for tea 
in eighteenth-century Europe. As Lesger argues this role was not associ-
ated with physically storing the goods in question. Samples evaluated by 
brokers were sufficient in establishing value and calculating demands.201

Was Scandinavian tea understood as a distinct sub-category of the
contraband tea before the mid-eighteenth century? The Dutch comments 
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on the dustiness of Scandinavian tea suggest this was the case, although 
the integrity of the Danish and the Swedish tea would have been lost 
once it was mixed with tea arriving on VOC ships. To what extent 
such a mixture was requested by Dutch traders and consumers only, or
if this combination was also desired by consumers in Britain, is hard
to tell. Tea smuggling accounts, often produced by those with vested
interests in the legal trade, do regularly suggest that the goods were 
roughly handled, including journeys on open boats, deposits on shore 
lines and the use of oilskin bags to transport the tea.202 The emphasis 
on blending, avoiding scent pollution and the care taken to pack and
load even the cheapest black tea cargo in Canton which emerge from
the Scandinavian sources provide an alternative account. Supposing
the Scandinavian companies were ruled by economic rationales we 
can only assume that this care corresponded to British demands, and
that hence at least some of the Scandinavian goods kept their integrity, 
foremost perhaps their packaging, as they moved across the North Sea.

The way to accommodate the Scandinavian account with that of 
smuggling is to take the diversity of the eighteenth-century British tea 
market seriously. The Scandinavian Canton blended tea arrived to a 
market where the bulk of the tea, perhaps seventy-five per cent, was
smuggled goods. Aside from the contraband and the EIC import of 
Chinese leaves there were also the leaves made from ash, sloe, elder and
so on manufactured to look like the Chinese product, and the second-
hand and the ‘improved tea’. It is easy to imagine that this generated
a wide range of different preferences based on everyday consumption
among many different social groups. Bohea and Congou and the other
Chinese tea names might in this respect be misleading, suggesting
unchanging categories in what was a much more diversified supply and
stock. What is beyond doubt is that the Scandinavian companies were
central in the development of blends, and consequently also tastes for 
tea in Britain, although only rarely were the goods as clearly labelled, as 
in the case of ‘Gothenburg Congo’.
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Silk and European fashion

Christian Jensen Lintrup (1703–1772) made five journeys to Canton,
rising through the ranks of the Danish Asiatic Company to become
a head supercargo. We shall encounter him later in this chapter as he
contracted for thousands of silk pieces in Canton. Lintrup also traded
extensively on his private account, a business which earnt him the 
nickname the ‘Chinese Merchant’ in Copenhagen. When Lintrup was
ennobled as Lindencrone in 1756 he was a wealthy man. Fittingly
his daughter-in-law, the eighteen-year-old Bolette Maria Haboe, was 
married in an ivory coloured satin woven silk dress embellished with
horizontal and vertical embroideries of flowers and garlands. Most 
(although possibly not all) of the satin fabric was of Chinese origin. 
Today the dress belongs to the collection of the Design Museum in
Copenhagen, but it has a well-travelled history. The outfit moved back 
and forth between China and Denmark before the wedding in 1768;
the skills and prices of embroidery work in Canton made it worth-
while to have the dress embellished by Chinese craftsmen. Judging by 
the thread, some of stitches are made from silk thread, the dress was 
partially sewn in Canton too.1

Sericulture originated in China but travelled westward to the Byzantine 
Empire and onward to Italy and southern France from the eleventh cen-
tury. The new fibre was incorporated into a wide range of products by 
textile manufacturers across Europe. Meanwhile Chinese silks made to fit 
European taste kept arriving, and increasingly so as the direct maritime
trade between Europe and China was established in the late seventeenth
century. These historical connections make it hard to determine the
origin of surviving early-modern silk pieces in Europe. There are clues, 
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however; regular holes in the selvedges and selvedges in contrasting 
colours indicate Chinese origin, as do the bright glossy lustre and the 
‘soft clinging feel’ of Chinese silk. The width of the cloth can also some-
times be used to distinguish between European and Chinese products. 
Eighteenth-century Chinese textiles were typically broader, seventy-two
to seventy-nine centimetres wide, while European looms at the time
tended to produce silk with a width of between fifty-three and fifty-nine 
centimetres. But, as we shall see below, there are many examples of 
narrower Chinese silk pieces too.2

In terms of fashion it is, however, easy to establish the influences 
that shaped the design of Bolette Maria Haboe’s wedding outfit; the 
sack dress is a ‘robe à la française’ with a matching petticoat. While
the rococo style might have been slightly out-of-date in 1768, the neo-
classical-inspired embroideries were the height of fashion.3 The dress
reflects the extent to which trends dictated changes to outfits in the
eighteenth century. This applied not just to the elite, and a growing 
production of accessories and readymade clothes helped expand the
market, democratizating fashion as consumer behaviour changed.4

These changes corresponded with an increase in cotton consumption. 
However, silk textiles ‘led’ fashion for most of the century. It was only
in the 1770s that designs primarily applied to cotton moved to the fore-
front, while another source of design innovation came from embroidery 
work. Such a chronology does not of course take into account how cli-
mate, socio-cultural preferences and specific needs shaped consumption
and trade both regionally and locally.5

The manufacture of the most fashionable silk textiles for clothes in
eighteenth-century Europe was dominated by French and English pro-
ducers. The rhythm of change was partially set by the manufacturers 
themselves; by regularly introducing new patterns and colour schemes 
leading-edge producers kept abreast of the competition from smaller
manufacturers who copied their designs.6 As well as annual and sea-
sonal changes, damask and brocade patterns used in high-fashion silk 
design also changed over the longer term. The import of Asian textiles 
by the East India companies in the late seventeenth and early eight-
eenth centuries influenced European designs, generating what is known
as ‘the bizarre style’, with its Chinoiserie and Japonaiserie influences, 
‘elongated patterns’ and blending of ‘strange and familiar motifs’. By
the 1720s this style was replaced by naturalism, or the rococo style, with
patterns often including images of flowers replicated with botanical 
precision. Neo-classical designs, incorporating stripes and spots, became 
more prominent in the last third of the century.7
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The most fashionable designs for patterned silk were produced in lim-
ited quantities, sometimes of only four pieces per design. Clothes made 
from these pieces were exclusive.8 The case of Bolette Maria Haboe’s
wedding dress illustrates that Chinese wrought silk was used in exclu-
sive top-end garments, although here perhaps the embroideries rather 
than the woven patterns marked out its refinement, something that
we will return to below. There are other examples of how eighteenth-
century Chinese silk was used in luxurious bed hangings, blankets 
and dresses, held by museums across the Western world, many with
elaborate embroideries and woven and painted patterns. However, as
researchers on both early-modern Dutch and the late eighteenth- and 
early nineteenth-century American trade with China have pointed
out, the few surviving artefacts do not represent the great bulk of silk 
imported to the Atlantic world. The thirty-five or so surviving examples 
of elaborately designed clothes and furniture incorporating Chinese silk 
held in Dutch museums, for example, tell us little about the bulk of the 
Chinese silk cargo of the VOC. Christian Jörg has calculated that all in 
all 184,027 Chinese silk pieces, measuring sixteen meters by seventy 
centimetres, were sold at the auctions of the Dutch Company between 
1729 and 1795. Surviving samples of the textiles the VOC traded add a 
visual dimension to this cargo, as it came in a wide assortment of vivid
colours.9

As we shall see below, in terms of size and colour assortment the 
Scandinavian silk cargo in the middle third of the eighteenth century 
was not too different from that of the Dutch. Yet, as is the case for
Dutch history, little attention has been paid to the influx of Chinese
silk on the Scandinavian markets. Aside from what single items like 
Bolette Maria Haboe’s wedding dress, occasional banners and surviving 
quilts can tell us, we know very little about the trade in and consump-
tion of Chinese silk in Scandinavia, as well as elsewhere in Europe and 
America.10

There might be several explanations for this oversight. Silk has been
foremost associated with traditional elite consumption, while cotton 
in an early-modern European context is often made to represent new
consumer habits and markets, and ultimately the coming of industriali-
zation.11 Cotton is also associated with new and colourfast colours and
patterns, something which created disorder in the social and political 
world of early-modern Europe.12 In the Swedish case it has recently
been argued that the wider diffusion of cotton textiles, particularly after 
1790, provided a visual ‘democratization’ process. The extent to which 
this process challenged the social order is detectable in the changing
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meaning of the word ‘motley’ (‘brokig’). From being associated with
aristocratic consumption of multiple coloured silk textiles it became a 
pejorative word associated with unruly behaviour and social disorder.13

In other words, not only is silk foremost associated with an older elite 
consumption and cotton with new mass markets, but also the visual 
dimension has been used to reinforce this dichotomy.

An alternative way to approach the history of silk consumption in 
the eighteenth century is to consider the materials more carefully. As 
Jan de Vries and others have argued, what distinguished many of the 
new consumer goods was their cheapness as well as the brittleness of 
the material from which they were made. Products made of clay, such 
as Chinese porcelain and European pottery, typically replaced tableware 
made from silver (and pewter) in the eighteenth century. The use of 
these cheaper materials, with little intrinsic or recyclable value, enabled
manufacturers to increase the rate of change and reduce the durabil-
ity of their goods. Real costs now lay in the workmanship.14 As a raw
material silk was of course more expensive than cotton, however its 
cost could be reduced. A general trend in European clothing was the 
movement from heavy to lighter fabrics, irrespective of what fibre they 
were made from.15 ‘Populuxe’ is a term Cissie Fairchilds has used to define 
the cheaper versions of luxury items, such as gold watches, umbrellas 
and silk stockings, that made their way into the hands of many of the
poorer inhabitants of Paris during the eighteenth century.16

By employing this notion of ‘populuxe’ goods we can ask ques-
tions about the status of Chinese export silk in eighteenth-century 
Scandinavia, enabling us to draw on the broader context of European 
mass market consumption and fashion. The main object here is not 
to write a rival history to cotton, but to introduce the less well known
story of silk, examining how colourful Chinese silk paved the way for
colourful cotton products. This material-orientated chapter will begin
by exploring the Scandinavian trade in Chinese silk, concentrating on 
the physical characteristics of the silk pieces, and the mundane but 
also complex world of the origins of the raw silk, its widths, lengths,
weights, types of weaves, patterns and price variations. This survey of 
the Scandinavian import of silk will provide a framework for character-
izing and quantifying the cargo. Only when we know the approximate 
dimensions of silk pieces is it meaningful to count the number of 
pieces brought from China to Scandinavia, and analyse how the num-d
bers changed over time. The latter aspect forms the focal point in the 
second part of the chapter, which will deal with the Canton-end of the 
silk trade and the circumstances that determined what was bought. 
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Having established the quantities and variations of the Scandinavian 
silk imports we will turn our attention to the reception of and demand 
for Chinese silk in Sweden and Denmark. The third part of the chap-
ter will trace Chinese silk in the debates on political economy and in
Scandinavian sumptuary legislation. The fourth and fifth parts will 
discuss the extent to which we can trace fashion and trends in the
Scandinavian silk cargo focusing on the colour assortment and changes
over time.

Chinese silk close up

Chinese raw silk usually came from two areas, from around Canton in
the Guangdong province in South China, and from the around the city 
of Nanking (Nanjing) in Jiangsu province, close to the Yangtze River 
in eastern China. Raw silk from the Canton area was considered to be 
of lower quality and hence was sold more cheaply compared with the
Nanking variety. Canton silk however did have one advantage in that
it could be processed with less loss, something which gave it a six per
cent advantage in production over that from Nanking. Sourced close to 
European factories it was also cheaper to transport. As a result Canton 
raw silk was a popular choice for the East India companies.17

The Scandinavian material rarely details whether the wrought silk 
was purchased from Nanking or Canton. Two Danish exceptions are
from 1737 and 1742 when the contracts for silk ordered by the royal
house specified that the pieces should be of ‘the best’ Nanking type.18

The large silk orders made by the DAC in 1756 also stipulated that the
raw material should be Nanking silk, this time of an ‘acceptable’ qual-
ity.19 In 1736 the Swedish Company brought home large amounts of 
textiles they referred to as ‘Nankins’, including 59 pieces of ‘Meuble 
stoffen’ but also 291 other textiles, most of them referred to as ‘Nankins
Stoffen’.20 With the exception of 1736 there are only occasional refer-
ences to Nanking in the Swedish sources.21 It is worth noting that 
the Danes used the term ‘Nanqvins’ to refer both to very expensive
and very cheap piece goods. In 1757 for example they bought twenty 
pieces of ‘Nanqvins Sattyn’ (satin) for 16 taels a piece, as well as 5,480 
‘Nanqvins Estoffer’ which cost a fraction of the price they paid for the
satin (between 2.8 and 4.5 mas a piece).22 In the latter case ‘Nanqvins’ 
probably refer to Nankeen piece goods, traditionally a pale yellow cot-
ton fabric the name of which derived from the city of Nanking. In the 
following all cheap goods referred to as Nanqvins have been ignored 
under the assumption that what is referred to is cotton textiles. More
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expensive piece goods referred to as ‘Nankins’ or ‘Nanqvins’ have, how-
ever, been included under the assumption that they were made from
Nanking silk. More importantly, though, since references to Nanking, 
Nankins or Nanqvins are generally rare, we can assume most wrought 
silk traded by the Scandinavian East India companies was made from
the cheaper and less fine Canton-variety of raw silk.

Determining aspects of materiality on the basis of written sources 
is, as the above discussion illustrates, complicated. This problem also
relates to determining the dimensions of East India company-traded
silk. Silk pieces came in different lengths and widths, thread or yarn 
sizes (determining weight difference) and with a multiplicity of embel-
lishments, such as patterns created in the weave or with paint, or later 
embroidered.23 Exactly what the different textile names referred to is
also a problem. As discussed in more detail later in this chapter, the
popular poisee damask remains an elusive type of fabric, although this
study sheds some new light on it. By combining bits of information, 
like jigsaw pieces, some general inferences can, however, be made.

Discussed below and listed in Appendix 2 are the most common types 
of silk textile bought in Canton and sold in Scandinavia from the early 
1730s to the late 1750s. The Swedish trade is relatively easy to track 
in documents from the middle third of the eighteenth century; it is
also a period characterized by relatively low prices of both raw silk and 
wrought pieces in China. In response to an increase in domestic silk 
prices an export ban was put in place in 1759 restricting the amounts
of both raw and wrought silk allowed to leave the country on the 
European East India companies’ ships. Most of the silk trade discussed
in this chapter, however, took place during a period when the trade in
Canton was relatively unconstrained; the only restriction was an official
ban on the trade in red and yellow coloured silk pieces, colours reserved 
for the emperor and his court, although in fact there was extensive
smuggling in these colours of wrought silk.24

Table 3.1 summarizes the dimensions of representative larger
consignments of different types of silks bought by the Scandinavian
companies. Prices for what the Danish paid per piece in Canton have
been added. The Danes typically exchanged one piaster for 0.72 tael or
7.2 mas silver.25 As was the case with the trade in tea a variety of fac-
tors, including credit arrangements and multiple contracts, influenced
the piece price. Comparisons across companies and over time are hence
not straightforward. The smaller quantities of silk listed with Canton 
prices reflect on how the trade was organized. Typically the Danes, and
very likely the Swedes also, ordered consignments of between fifty and
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a hundred but sometimes even several thousand pieces with the same 
dimensions from the Hong merchants. When sold in Europe parcels 
were divided up into auction lots which typically held between ten and 
fifty pieces. What price the silk pieces were selling for in Gothenburg 
has also been added to the table; equivalent information is not avail-
able in the Danish case. In addition to purchase prices different Swedish
taxes were added on to the price. A stamp fee, 3 öre silver, had to be 
paid per piece. In 1741 a tax of fifteen per cent was introduced on silk 
pieces intended for domestic consumption; in 1747 the tax was raised 
to twenty per cent but these levies are not included in the prices listed
in furthest right column in Table 3.1.26 In Denmark the tax on Chinese 
silk was initially very low: 2.5 per cent on goods destined for the domes-
tic market, and one per cent on goods which were re-exported. After 
1772 rates increased dramatically and within a few years a ban on all 
domestic consumption of Chinese silk was introduced.27

Bed damask

Damask usually refers to a textile with a reversible figured fabric cre-
ated in the weaving process; it is often heavy. Some silk pieces in the
Scandinavian China trade are referred to simply as damask; there are 
also a few pieces labelled ‘Dutch Façon’ and ‘French Façon’ damask but 
they are very rare.28 As the name suggests bed damask (‘meuble dam-
ask’) was used for furnishing purposes, in bed hangings, on walls and 
in upholstery. Table 3.1 lists the biggest separate Danish consignments
of bed damask traded during the middle third of the eighteenth cen-
tury; the parcel was made up of 250 pieces. Bought in Canton in 1755
the pieces were described as having a dimension of thirty-eight by two 
‘cobidos’. An eighteenth-century Canton cobido equalled 35.64 cm, 
which made every piece 13.54 m long and 71 cm wide.29 The weight 
was also specified at forty-two taels or 1.587 kg. While these measure-
ments were standard in the bed damask trade there are many variations. 
The same cargo from 1755 for example also contained fifty pieces of bed
damask which were of an equal width but longer, 16.03 m, and heavier, 
1.7 kg. The DAC paid 12.5 taels per piece for the longer and heavier 
version and 10 taels for the shorter and lighter.30 When put up for sale
in Copenhagen only the length of these bed damask pieces was speci-
fied. As in the Danish case width-information was also regularly lacking 
in the Swedish sales catalogues. Instead the width is often described as 
‘ordinary’, which in this case has been taken to mean two cobidos or
71 cm. Some damasks are described as ‘narrow’ but what this referred to
is also frequently left unspecified.31
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The pieces in the largest single parcel of bed damask, 495 pieces, put
up for sale by the Swedish Company in 1736, were described as ‘of ordi-
nary width’ while the length was 16.60 m. Most lots contained twenty 
pieces, each piece selling for between 54.24 and 60 silver dollars.32 What 
marks out this big Swedish parcel is the fact that pattern numbers are 
provided in the lot descriptions in the printed sales catalogue, all in all
twenty-eight numbers, suggesting a large variation of different woven 
designs. Pattern numbers referring to bed damask pieces were, however, 
frequently absent, both in the sales catalogues advertising the goods in 
Scandinavia, and in material documenting the trade in Canton. There
is also a marked reduction in the variety of patterns in the Swedish sales 
catalogues. For example, in 1748 there were only six different pattern 
numbers listed when 400 bed damask pieces, of standard width and
16.31 cm long, were put up for sale.33 The rare references to patterns 
in the Danish material give us few clues to what the designs actually 
looked like. Some exceptions can be found in the early material: in 
1735, 1737, and 1738 the Danish supercargoes were requested to bring 
home patterned ‘Poisee Meubel’. Moreover, no designs with ‘figures’
were wanted; instead the supercargoes were to choose flowers, the
larger the better.34 A royal order of forty bed damask pieces contracted 
in August 1737 refers to four ‘large’ patterns.35 It is possible, even likely,
that all bed damask had patterns but that these patterns were so non-
descript and static that they failed to register in the trade. One is left 
with the impression that the bed damask was relatively, and increas-
ingly perhaps, uniform.

Poisee damask

What poisee damask refers to is, as discussed in more detail below, not 
clear. What we do know is that it was one of the most common types of 
silk fabric imported by the Scandinavian companies; the SEIC regularly
imported thousands of pieces. The largest single Swedish consignment 
was brought to Gothenburg by the Calmare and put up for sale in 1748; 
it consisted of 4,310 pieces selling for an average of 54.69 silver dollars
per piece. Each piece was of ‘ordinary width’ and 16.31 m long.36 These 
were standard measurements for Swedish poisee damask pieces.37 The
largest single delivery of poisee damask to the Danish factory in Canton
was made in 1755; it contained 500 pieces 16.04 m long and 71 cm
wide, each piece weighing 1.662 kg and costing 10.2 taels. Another
three smaller parcels, containing 240, 150 and 9 pieces respectively, and 
with near identical specifications were also received in 1755, although
the batch of 150 pieces contained slightly lighter fabric, 19 g, and was 
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2 mas cheaper per piece.38 Once in Copenhagen these three different 
consignments were grouped together, and sold under the same heading, 
in lots with ten pieces of different colours in each. In the catalogue all 
the 399 the pieces are described as being between 26 and 26.5 ells long 
and of ordinary width.39 Which pieces were slightly lighter is not indi-
cated in the Danish catalogue; neither is the fact that the silk textiles 
were provided by three different Chinese merchants.40 As in the case of 
the tea trade, intimate knowledge of the quality of different deliveries 
and auction lots must have been a great advantage to those who traded
wholesale. In Gothenburg local merchants complained that the direc-
tors of the SEIC knew which lot contained the most attractive pieces of 
silk textiles, and that they made sure to secure them even in advance
of the auctions.41

Leanne Lee-Whitman has suggested that the term poisee dam-
ask could denote a type of painted or printed satin weave since the 
weight and dimensions are very similar to satins imported by the EIC.
According to this hypothesis ‘poisee’ is the significant component 
of the name, possibly indicating silk textiles decorated with flowers; 
poisee is an old English word for posy or nosegay.42 The interpretation
makes sense if we consider that damask and satin were used as generic
terms for silk textiles in Sweden.43 Some early DAC lists, where poisee 
damask is used as a synonym for ‘ordinary damask’, do suggest a simi-
lar terminological broadness existed in Denmark.44 In the instructions
to supercargoes on the ship Sleswig leaving Copenhagen in early 1739 g
orders were also made for ‘Poisee Satin’ and ‘Poisee meüble’ indicating
that the term poisee was used for describing designs more broadly in
the China trade.45

Poisee damask might in other words have been referring to wrought
silk more generally, possibly with a satin weave and with flower deco-
rations. It is worth noticing that the Danes and the Swedes also used 
words such as ‘bouquets’ or ‘flowering’ to describe patterns on the silk 
they traded, although more often when dealing with more exclusive 
textiles.46 There are, however, few references to flowers, never mind 
designs, in the case of the large Scandinavian poisee damask trade.
In this respect the DAC and SEIC differ from the English Company, 
the ordering lists of which contain many specific requests. EIC’s long 
history of ordering large quantities of textiles from Asia, and their 
well-established routines, might explain this difference. More impor-
tantly, the English orders clearly indicate that poisee damask could 
be used as a label for a wide range of differently embellished textiles.
Aside from ‘plain’ they could be multi-coloured, patterned, flowered,
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striped, striped and flowered, and even, although very rarely, painted.47

Multiple embellishments seem to have been common generally and
they are hence not always a very helpful means by which to differenti-
ate textiles. Worth noticing is that poisee damask pieces were generally
not embroidered. As we shall discuss in more detail below, embroidered 
embellishment tended to raise the price of the piece goods significantly.

The poisee damask cargo was colourful; assortments of twelve or more
colours were standard. There are some examples of striped and multi-
coloured parcels sold by the Swedish Company, although from 1743 
onwards duo-tone goods had to be re-exported as they were not allowed 
onto the Swedish market.48 The general preference in the Swedish trade, 
even before and most definitely after 1743, was for poisee damask with 
a monochrome ground. The same is also true of the Danish trade,
although again there are exceptions. The Danish material can give us 
some more clues about the patterns. One example is from 1754 when
the Danish supercargoes were requested to purchase poisee damask 
with ‘small designs which currently are much wanted’ as well as two-
striped examples of the same, each strip approximately the width of a
hand; and for the next season Copenhagen wanted three-striped poisee
damask.49 At other times, such as in 1755, when the Danes ordered large
amount of silks while biding their time and hoping the Bohea prices
would come down, they seemed to have been offered designs to choose 
from including ones for poisee damask.50 The same thing happened in
1756; summarizing a large order of silk pieces including a parcel of poi-
see damask, the Danish supercargoes stated they had selected designs of 
the ‘best and newest fashion’.51

From whose point of view these designs were ‘new’ is hard to tell; the 
Danish sources contain no references to trends originating in Canton. 
Since references to fashion, never mind new ones, are generally rare it 
seems likely that the designs on the Chinese export silk reflected fashion 
changes originating from Europe. In this respect Canton’s position, as a
supplier of wrought silk for the European market, was similar to those
European producers who predominantly copied designs from Paris and 
London rather than created new ones of their own. It is likely that the 
supercargoes choosing patterns for the Danish Company’s silk cargo
wanted just such designs. In other words, ‘new’ is likely to mean designs 
different from last year, but not novel in relation to the European world
of fashion in silk. Patterns were also made to order. When the Dutch 
ordered wrought silk during the low season in the 1760s they even 
requested samples to be woven of the designs they had in mind before 
signing the contracts.52 However, there are no indications that Canton 
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silk designers were leading developments in European fashion, at least 
not by the mid-third of the eighteenth century. Since the European 
wheel of fashion spun fast and since it took eighteenth months for 
a European expedition to China to return, this is not surprising.

To sum up, there is no conclusive evidence to explain exactly what
poisee damask referred to. The general absence of references to designs
suggests that while it is likely the poisee damask textiles were embel-
lished with some patterns, woven or applied in other ways, these 
were probably of a standardized and discreet character. They are also 
likely to have been copies of European designs. Design descriptions
or pattern numbers were strictly speaking not necessary since buyers 
in Gothenburg and Copenhagen could inspect the goods prior to the 
auctions. While illusive, one is left with the impression that the poisee
damask cargoes were quite standardized, and that the textile was traded 
in large quantities and rarely embellished with expensive embroideries. 
Perhaps the best clue regarding the nature of poisee damask can be had
from a summary of a royal order from 1737 where ‘clothes damask’ is
used as a synonym.53 This suggests that while bed damask was used 
predominantly for furnishing, in bed hangings, for covering wall space
and upholstery, poisee damask referred to textiles mainly used for cloth-
ing, a hypothesis the large assortment of colours on the poisee damask 
cargo also supports. It even seems likely that colours were even more 
important than designs in the case of poisee damask cargoes.

Satin

The numerous museum collections that include dresses made from
printed and painted Chinese silk woven in satin weave are one reason
why Lee-Whitman finds it plausible that poisee damask referred to a
satin weave, particularly since the EIC only imported a plain satin.54

The Scandinavian import of satin was also very small; one of the largest
Danish batch dates back to 1739 when 120 pieces in various colours 
were received by the DAC supercargoes in Canton. They were 16.04 m
long, with a weight of 1.587 kg, costing 7.4 taels per piece. Another
thirty crimson coloured satin pieces of identical dimension were listed
separately costing 8.6 taels, indicating that colour assortments deter-
mined the price too.55 Another large parcel of satin from 1755 had the
same length and here the width is specified as 71 cm; the weight is
however much lighter (1.139 kg).56

Somewhat larger quantities of satin arrived to Gothenburg during 
the first decade of the company’s existence. In 1736, 703 pieces, each
measuring 16.46 m were put up for sale, fetching between 45 and 
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46.16 silver dollars each. After that the Swedish satin-imports declined. 
When satin returned on a bigger scale in the beginning of the 1750s
it had different dimensions, and possibly also use. In 1752 a number 
of batches of shorter pieces labelled ‘lining satin’ were put up for sale.
Between 6.52 and 7.86 m long they sold for 12.10 and 15.8 silver dollars 
each; some were plain, others decorated with flowers.57 What was
labelled satin in the summary of the contents of the cargoes put up for 
sale in the years to follow was listed as ‘pelings’ inside the catalogue.
This is likely to be a version of the term ‘peeling’, or ‘peelon’ referring
to a satin weave.58 The largest single batch was made up of 1,356 pieces, 
in ten colours and with flower designs. Each piece sold for between 
6.1 and 6.15 silver dollars; in other words significantly cheaper than 
any other longer piece goods.59 Lengths and prices varied though, the
second largest batch in 1757, 873 plain peelings, were almost twice as 
long, 12.60 m.60

The Danes also imported peelings, or what they call ‘pillangs’. In 
1755 they bought 250 pieces, 7.66 m long, 35 cm wide, and each piece 
costing 1.55 taels, again a significantly cheaper price than any other 
listed piece goods.61 The price of the peelings suggests that they were 
perhaps used for lining, maybe for clothes made of poisee damask,
whether damask or satin woven. On the other end of the satin spectrum 
we occasional find embroidered satin pieces fetching very high prices.
In 1742, under the heading ‘11 pc. Embroidery’ (‘11 st. Broderien’),
five embellished satin pieces were listed in the Swedish sales catalogue.
Each piece was 16.16 m long, sold on average for 240 silver dollars per 
piece.62 In 1736 eleven pieces of embroidered satin and one lustring
were listed together in the Swedish sale catalogue fetching an average 
price of 267 silver dollars per piece, in this case the dimensions are 
not specified in the catalogue.63 It is not unlikely that Bolette Maria
Haboe’s wedding dress was made from this narrow range of exclusive 
satin piece goods.

One way to sum up the satin cargo is that it was small and very 
diverse. Longer and wider pieces, not too different from poisee damask 
pieces in terms of weight and length, were relatively more common in 
the early trade with China. By the end of the period most textile pieces
described as satin were small and cheap, and probably used mainly for 
lining. The overall picture gives weight to Lee-Whitman’s suggestion 
that the relatively large number of surviving dresses made from Chinese 
silk with a satin weave arrived in Europe under the name poisee damask. 
Distinct from these relatively standardized goods were the odd pieces of 
very expensive embroidered satin.
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Taffeta and pekin

Poisee damask was not the only type of fabric used in making clothes.
Taffeta is commonly understood as a simple silk type with a plain
weave. The EIC sources highlight the importance attached to the gloss or
lustre of the fabric, which was ordered in a range of different patterns,
some of which were woven, others painted or printed. Lee-Whitman 
lists several dresses made from Chinese taffeta in her exploration of the
EIC China trade.64

In the Scandinavian case the Swedish Company imported large
amounts of taffeta while the Danish focused on pekin, a fabric similar to
taffeta.65 How these two terms overlapped can be illustrated with exam-
ples from the early Swedish trade; in 1733 the SEIC put up 812 pieces 
described as ‘Tafften oder Pequins’. The pieces are described as being of 
‘ordinary width’ and 13.94 m long. Selling in lots of thirty, each piece 
fetched a price of between 25.4 and 31 silver dollars.66 After 1733 the 
term pekin more or less disappears from the Swedish sale catalogues; 
however, large quantities of taffeta continued to be traded, particularly 
before the 1750s. The largest single consignment was put up for sale in 
1745; 2,950 pieces were sold for an average price of between 38.24 and 
40 silver dollars per piece. Each piece, 13.94 m long and of ‘ordinary
width’, were sold in lots of fifty. No patterns are mentioned but the 
colour assortment was wide: fourteen different colours are listed but up 
to a third of many lots were made up of black pieces.67

In the Danish case the picture is almost reversed; in only four years, in
1739, 1753, 1754 and 1757, did the DAC order and receive a textile they
labelled taffeta in Canton. All other years they only traded with what 
they call ‘penquin’. The Danish taffeta and pekin had, however, very
similar dimensions. For example the 707 pekin bought in 1745 were 
all of the same length, 13.54 cm, and within the same weight range,
between 1.020 and 1.058 kg per piece, as the taffeta from 1739, a year
when no pekin was bought. Most importantly, large amounts of the 
Danish pekin and taffeta pieces had the same width, 78 cm, which was
also standard for English taffeta cargo.68 According to Lee-Whitman, in
the case of the EIC only the taffeta textiles had this width.69

The best indication that taffeta and pekin referred to comparable 
and possibly identical goods is that they were priced very similarly. Per 
pekin piece the Danes paid 4.8 taels in 1739 and between 5 and 5.6 taels 
in 1745, while the royal taffeta cargo from 1739 was priced between 
6.5 taels and 7.5 taels. The latter lot included painted pieces, while the 
DAC cargo was plain undecorated textiles.70 Similar price differences 
between plain pekin on the one hand and painted and striped pekin 
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on the other can be found for the whole period investigated. Pekin
seemed to have differed from taffeta most clearly in how it was embel-
lished; around a quarter of the pekin pieces were painted, less than a 
tenth were striped, and the rest were plain. All DAC traded taffeta goods 
in contrast were striped, with the exception of one load of seventeen 
pieces with embroidery purchased in 1754.71 More precise information
about how the taffeta or pekin pieces were decorated is largely missing. 
The Swedish catalogues provide some clues. In 1749 one hundred pieces 
of painted taffeta were put up for sale. Some of the white goods are
described as embellished with ‘ink painting’ while others had ‘coloured 
painting’.72 And in 1742 taffeta decorated with a ‘landscape pattern’ 
and with ‘flower pattern’ with different coloured backgrounds (white,
jonquille, sky blue and straw) were put up for sale.73

To sum up, while some taffeta and pekin pieces were embellished
with patterns, most were monochrome. Like poisee damask it arrived in
Scandinavia in a wide assortment of colours, underlining the connec-
tion between colour variety and textiles that were destined to become
clothes. Aside from differences in width and length what separated
taffeta and pekin from poisee damask pieces was the price; they were
cheaper types of textiles.

Lustring, paduasoy and gorgoroon

While poisee damask and bed damask textiles were generally more
expensive than the taffeta and pekin pieces traded in Canton and in 
Gothenburg, they were not the most expensive goods imported in 
larger quantities. Lustring refers to a ‘light crisp silk’; it was a standard
eighteenth-century silk-dress material in Europe but it was also used for 
banners. Some of the most fashionable silks produced in England were 
sold as lustring. The name derives from the ‘process of lustriating’
the warp, which was coated, heated and stretched before the weaving 
started. The finished weave might have been treated in a similar manner 
too.74 Some of the most expensive textiles purchased by the DAC were
lustring; in 1755 the company bought twenty pieces of painted lustring
‘for clothes’ at a price of seventeen taels per piece. They were 15.68 m 
long and 71 cm wide. The largest batch, 250 pieces of plain lustring,
16.4 m by 71 cm, came in an assortment of eleven colours; each piece
cost 9.3 taels, while lustring with embroidery, two designs, and in the 
same dimension cost the company 12.7 taels in 1755.75

Lustring only appears sporadically in the Swedish trade. One exception 
is from 1736 when forty-nine plain lustring pieces, 23.13 m long, were
sold at a price of between 121 and 122 silver dollars in Gothenburg.76
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Lustring with embroidery fetched even higher prices; in 1733 a white
lustring with white embroidery was sold for 241 silver dollars. No 
specification of the sizes of these exclusive pieces are provided in the
catalogues.77 Perhaps the embroidery changed the value of the textile so
radically that the dimensions of the fabric, its width and length, became 
somewhat subordinated?

Paduasoy was a type of satin weave, which had ‘fine cross-ridges’ 
and which sometimes sold for a very high price.78 The standard length 
of the Danish traded paduasoy pieces was 22.1 m, although there are
exceptions with pieces measuring 16.04 m; standard widths were 53 and 
57 cm.79 Many paduasoy batches came in a variety of colours, and some 
were embroidered; prices varied depending on embellishment. In 1757
the Danes paid 17.2 taels for fifty pieces of standard-sized paduasoy 
with embroidery, and 13.2 taels for the plain coloured ones.80 The larg-
est batch of paduasoy traded by the Swedish Company included 750
pieces put up for sale in Gothenburg in 1748. They were significantly
shorter, 16.31 m, and a bit wider than the standard Danish cargo, and 
sold for an average of 60.55 silver dollars per piece.81 Another large
Swedish parcel put up for sale in 1745 did, however, have similar 
lengths to the Danish: 23.13 m by 59 cm and sold for between 75.21 
and 69.24 silver dollars. The colour assortment was limited, and signifi-
cantly more than half of the pieces in every lot of thirty were black, 
which according to Lee-Withman was a standard colour in the EIC 
paduasoy cargo.82 Singular pieces of richly embellished paduasoy could
also sell for very high prices; in 1733 Colin Campbell bought a white 
paduasoy with white embroidery work for 260 silver dollars, the single
highest price paid for any one piece of textile sold in Gothenburg that
year.83 In 1742, we find six embellished paduasoy pieces, selling at an
average of 290 silver dollars. This time the dimensions of the singular 
pieces were specified to between 18.53 and 18.98 m.84 As in the case 
of the embroidered satin and lustring pieces discussed above, it is clear
that embroidered embellishments increased the price of the goods by
several hundred per cent.

Gorgoroon, from which the textile term grogram, derives was a coarse
silk which was sometimes combined with other fibres, such as wool, 
in Asia. Hosea Ballou Morse, an early twentieth-century chronicler of 
the EIC, described it as a ‘stout, corded silk stuff, not very lustrous, and
one of the more durable of silk fabrics’.85 The Danes imported small
quantities of gorgoroon. The largest parcel was from 1739 and contained
140 pieces in various colours; the pieces were 16.04 m long and were 
bought at a price of 6.5 taels per piece. A smaller parcel of forty pieces, 
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with identical dimensions but crimson coloured, was bought for 8.6 
taels a piece.86 No width measurements are provided in the sources but 
in 1745 another 100 gorgoroon pieces were bought of the same length 
and here the width is specified as 71 cm.87 Gorgoroon was far more
popular with the Swedish Company; the largest parcel was imported 
by the first expedition, 1,195 pieces, measuring 16.60 m and with an
assortment of between seven and eight colours per lot. Each piece sold 
for between 34.16 and 42 silver dollars.88 Later parcels suggest Swedish-
imported gorgoroon could be both longer, 23.42 m, and shorter, 13.79 m,
and had different widths, for example 59 cm and 74 cm.89

The cases of lustring and paduasoy in particular help to underline
how diverse the Chinese silk imports were: embroidered pieces of these 
qualities fetched the highest prices both in Canton and in Scandinavia. 
The workmanship needed to embellish these pieces cost money, hence 
the higher prices. In the case of the most expensive pieces the dimen-
sions of the textiles seem almost to have ceased to matter; rather it is as 
if the finished product spoke for itself.

Summarizing a diverse cargo, profits and prices

The Scandinavian silk cargo is, as the discussion above indicates, a 
somewhat problematic label given the diversity of the goods referred 
to. It is however worth underlining that it was a diversity sanctioned
by those engaged in the trade. The DAC silk contracts with the Hong 
merchants regularly and clearly specified widths, lengths, weights and 
colour assortments, specifications that largely seem to have been met by
those sub-contracted to produce the goods. How the Scandinavian trade 
was organized suggests that large parcels contained uniform goods. Take 
for example the big consignment of poisee damask, 4,310 pieces, sold 
in Gothenburg in 1748. In the sales catalogue these pieces were listed
under the same sub-heading as pieces having identical dimensions.
Drawing on what we have learned from the Danish material it is very
likely that several different Chinese silk manufacturers and merchants 
were involved in delivering goods to the Swedes. If the separate outputs 
of the Chinese weavers did not conform to more or less the same stand-
ards it would not have been possible to list the 4,310 pieces under the
same heading once the goods were put for sale.

The extent to which wrought Chinese silk was perceived as a stand-
ardized type of good is also illustrated by the Danish royal orders. King
Christian VI (1699–1746) received, for example, several exclusive sets 
of porcelain from China but also pieces of furniture made from rose
wood decorated with lacquer and mother of pearl. These orders were
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executed by individual supercargoes who billed the king separately and 
privately.90 Such arrangements were common in the China trade, where
supercargoes regularly traded in more exclusive goods for a private 
clientele.91 Trade in two types of goods were, however, left to the staff of 
the DAC collectively to purchase on behalf of the royal household. On
an almost annual basis the company brought home a selection of tea
types, ranging from the cheapest Bohea to the most expensive Hyson, 
and, somewhat less regularly but more important here, a substantial 
amount of silk textiles. The annual royal silk cargoes typically con-
tained around thirty pieces of bed damasks, one hundred pieces of poisee 
damask, and sixty pieces of pekin in a wide assortment of colours. The 
account books of the DAC suggest the royal household received 3,458 
pieces of bed damasks, poisee damask, and pekin between 1734 and
1760, not counting the more irregular shipments of other qualities.92

Given that the Danish royal house had the option to order this silk 
privately, via the supercargoes, we can assume that the textiles they 
did receive, via the company channel, conformed to expectations. In
other words, how the Chinese silk textiles were traded suggests they 
conformed to standards, and that with the exception of perhaps the
embroidered pieces, they were a quite uniform type of good.

If the Scandinavians were able to receive goods which conformed to
their specific requirements, how come there was so much variation? 
Albeit slowly, early-modern long-distance trade did generally promote
the establishment of trade standards, as it helped reduce both risks and 
costs. Standardization meant buyers could more easily secure the goods
they knew there was a market for, and packing and transport became 
cheaper.93 Without studying the Chinese manufacture of export silk it is
hard to draw any conclusions about the variations listed in the previous 
section and the reasons for them. One possibility is that they reflected
on how the trade was organized in Canton. As we shall discuss below
sometimes the Scandinavian companies ordered their pieces long in 
advance from the Chinese merchants, sometimes they bought ready-
made pieces ‘off the shelves’, produced by Chinese silk manufacturers
with, presumably, other European companies in mind. The variations in
dimensions of the goods brought back to Europe might in other words
reflect the diversity of the market for Chinese silk in Europe. In the 
Swedish case variations can also be explained by the fact that some of 
the silk goods listed above had been bought on the private accounts of 
those working for the company.

Any meaningful attempt to quantify the silk textiles imported by 
the Scandinavian companies is of course somewhat impeded by the
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variety of widths, lengths, weights and prices. Figure 3.1 is based on 
the number of pieces traded by the two Scandinavian companies listed 
in Appendix 2. Smaller piece goods, most notably peeling, have been 
excluded, as have silk handkerchiefs and any silk clothes.94 Among
the larger piece goods no concessions have been made to variations in
length, width and weight registered above. Since we do not have com-
plete records of the Scandinavian trade (although more on this below),
the numbers of pieces indicated in the diagram are of limited value.
However, the diagram should reflect relatively accurately the overall
composition of the Scandinavian silk cargo in the middle third of the 
eighteenth century; that is, the proportion of textiles of different types 
the Scandinavian companies traded.

We can hence conclude that little more than half – fifty-six per cent –
of the Scandinavian imported pieces were made up of two categories of 
textiles, both used mainly for clothing. A little more than one quarter
was made up of the relatively cheap types either called taffeta or pekin; 
the second quarter consisted of the somewhat pricier poisee damask 

Figure 3.1 Types of silk textile in the Scandinavian China trade, 1733–1760
Source: Appendix 2.
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type. With a standard width of between 71 and 78 cm the combined
length of these textile types would have been enough to make 306,251
skirts, four meters per skirt, or twice as many long waistcoats, two meters
per waistcoat, a garment typical for the early eighteenth century.95

Some textiles types were more uniform; there seems to have been
little variation between pieces of bed damask. The reduction in the
variety of patterns even suggests that this textile type became more
homogenous over time. Other textile types offered more variations, 
particularly in their colour assortment; once again the poisee damask,
taffeta and pekin part of the cargo stands out. They regularly come in
more than ten colours. In other words, what the Scandinavian com-
panies brought home was a cargo of silk textiles destined to become 
colourful clothes. Pricewise large differences existed between the textile
types; several thousand per cent separated the expensive embroidered 
lustring, paduasoy and satin from the cheap ‘lining satin’. The Chinese 
silk which has survived until today, like Bolette Maria Haboe’s embroi-
dered wedding dress, represents only a very small part of the silk cargo, 
however. Instead populuxe silk, that is silk in monochrome colours with
discrete woven or painted designs, made from the cheaper raw silk local 
to Canton, made up the large bulk of the Scandinavian cargo.

With little information on what the Swedes paid for their silk in
Canton and what the Danes received for their silk cargo in Copenhagen 
it is hard to calculate the DAC and SEIC’s profit margins on the silk trade. 
If we combine Danish purchase prices and Swedish selling prices it is pos-
sible to get a very rough estimation. Two comparable lots of 250 poisee 
damask purchased in Canton by the Danes in 1753, and 327 poisee dam-
ask sold in Gothenburg in 1754 can serve as one example. The textiles 
were of similar lengths (between 16.04 m and 16.31 m) and probably also 
width (71 cm). Both parcels included pieces in a variety of between six
to twelve colours. The Danes paid 9.2 taels per piece in Canton. Using 
Koninckx’s conversion rate of 4.5 (‘minimum’) silver dollars per tael, the 
piece of silk would have cost the equivalent of 36.8 Swedish silver dollars 
per piece in Canton. The similar pieces sold in Gothenburg the following 
year fetched a price of on average 91.8 silver dollars per piece, a profit of 
150 per cent. While transportation and transactions costs have not been 
subtracted it is clear the profit level this year was significantly higher 
than the average 7.5 per cent the VOC made on their silk cargo.96

While potentially very profitable for the DAC and the SEIC, how pricy
was the Chinese silk to a Scandinavian consumer? Using the wholesale 
prices in Gothenburg, without adding on the stamp fee and taxes, we
can calculate that it would have taken an unskilled labourer in Sweden 
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four and half months to earn enough pay for a standard size piece of 
poisee damask in 1754; a little bit more than two weeks would have 
been sufficient to earn enough to pay for the material of a waistcoat.97

It is worth pointing out, however, that the Gothenburg prices in 1754 
were exceptionally high; six years earlier the average price for a similar
size poisee damask piece was 54.69 silver dollars or the equivalent of 
two months and three weeks of work for an unskilled labourer.98 It is
not unlikely the pending Swedish import ban on all Chinese silk raised
the price in 1754, suggesting we should be careful with any general 
inference regarding the 150 per cent profit level noted above.

The extent to which the calculated profit level from 1754 reflects
accurately on the Scandinavian silk is perhaps less important. More
significant is that the silk trade could be profitable, even very profit-
able, and that the goods traded were within economic reach of a broad
group of Scandinavian consumers. This of course raises the question we
shall address in the next section: to what extent was the Chinese silk 
imported by the DAC and SEIC consumed in Scandinavia?

Irregular and diverging

While the diversity of the silk goods is easily lost in any table or dia-
gram aiming to quantify it, a count of the number of silk pieces not
only helps us to outline the proportions of different fabrics imported, 
but also allow us to compare the Danish and the Swedish trade and tod
study how the silk trade changed over time. The more complete Danish 
material summarized in Appendix 2 suggests that all in all around
27,000 pieces were bought in Canton between 1733 and 1759; this fig-
ure includes only larger silk piece goods such as those types discussed 
above, excluding peeling. Royal orders and privately traded goods are 
not included; regarding the latter there is little information in the DAC
account books. Other sources do however suggest that the size of the
supercargoes’ pacotille could be considerable. For example, in 1747 
George Clifford & Sons, agents of the EIC and merchant bankers based
in Amsterdam, but with extensive contacts across the European East
India companies, estimated that the Danish pacotille arriving in Europe 
contained 12,000 pieces, more than twice the amount of the DAC 
cargo that year!99 Other accounts are less specific: a Danish source from 
1737 lists many chests of silk textiles bought separately by captains and
supercargoes in Canton.100 In this light the 120 poisee damask, 58 gor-
goroon and 120 pekin pieces Lintrup, the ‘Chinese merchant’, sold in
Copenhagen in August 1742 seem almost modest; he did however also 
trade in tea and porcelain in large quantities.101
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The Swedish Company sources are patchier than the Danish. Figures
from the incomplete sales records, however, show that the Swedish 
imports between 1733 and 1759 amounted to more than 129,000 pieces
of silk. As with the Danish figures, smaller piece goods and clothes, such 
as handkerchiefs or stockings are excluded. However, included in the 
Swedish numbers are the privately traded wrought silk. The listings in
the sales catalogues often make it hard to separate company goods from 
private cargo. Kristina Söderpalm has, however, calculated that at the
auction in 1733 privately traded textile goods sold for a sum of 132,026 
silver dollars, the equivalent to almost a third of the income from the
company textile trade, although in both cases these figures include 
proceeds from the sale of stockings, handkerchiefs and some items not 
made from silk.102 A ban on private trade was put in place in 1749;
figures from before then suggest that the value of the pacotille trade
represented between 21.5 and 42.2 per cent of the value of every cargo 
imported by the SEIC.103 Not all of this was made up by silk textiles, of 
course; as in the case of Lintrup’s pacotille, tea and porcelain were other 
types of goods frequently traded privately.

Aside from highlighting the differences between the size of the 
Danish and the Swedish silk trade, the figures in Appendix 2, which
form the basis for Figure 3.2, indicate how much the Scandinavian
import of Chinese silk textiles shifted; there was no even supply of 

Figure 3.2 Import of Chinese silks to Scandinavia, 1733–1759
Source: Appendix 2.
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Chinese textiles reaching Scandinavia on an annual basis. The changes
in the size of the Scandinavian silk cargoes varied much more than was 
the case in the tea trade (see Figure 2.2).

Some of these irregularities can be accounted for by what we learnt
in the previous chapter, that the Canton market was highly competi-
tive. The number of ships that arrived from Europe determined prices
and quantities of goods bought. When the supercargoes arrived in
China their first priority was Bohea tea, which accounted for the larg-
est quantities of goods bought. Bohea tea prices determined the size
of the remaining funds that could be used to purchase other goods.
The porcelain trade, which was in terms of volume the second most 
important component of the cargo, was relatively unproblematic. There 
were usually large quantities of cups, plates and tableware awaiting the
supercargoes in Canton, which once purchased were packed and loaded 
to form the protective bottom layer in the ships.104

By contrast, silk textiles needed to be ordered in advance if the super-
cargoes wanted to stock up on those with specific dimensions, colours
and patterns. The Chinese merchants who received the order forwarded 
it to local manufacturers. A piece of silk passed through many hands 
before it was delivered to the European supercargoes. Weavers were 
concerned with making textiles with simple designs; more elaborate 
embellishments were applied by painters and embroiderers.105 As was
the case with the tea cargo the Danish supercargoes were ordered to be 
careful contracting and selecting wrought silk, since low quality goods
could ruin the reputation of the company in Europe.106

Judging by the Danish protocols what hindered the Danish silk 
trade in Canton up until the 1750s was rarely a want of silk textiles 
or their price.107 Rather it was the available funds after the purchase of 
Bohea.108 Another factor was the time it took to receive the silk deliver-
ies the supercargoes ordered.109 Eighty to ninety days was the standard
stipulated time between contract and delivery. Depending on the arrival 
time of the Danish ships this could be extended or shortened. Some 
silk goods were bought late from existing stocks with only ten days or 
twenty days allocated for delivery.110 Less time meant that requests for 
designs from Copenhagen could not be followed.111 The supercargoes 
were often left to make the decisions on whether to order in advance, or 
wait and buy pre-made goods. In either case the DAC instructed them
to pay careful attention to qualities and dimensions, although when 
buying off-the-shelf the choice was more limited.112

The silk cargo was usually the last to be loaded onto the ships,
and the possibility of delay was something that worried the Danish 
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supercargoes.113 Late returns to Europe were costly: in the worst case
scenario the ship would miss the favourable monsoon winds and had 
to wait another year to return. With only small silk orders the risks with 
delays were limited; larger quantities however must have changed the
game. The single largest Danish silk parcel which came to Copenhagen 
in 1757 included 5,000 pieces. It had cost the DAC nearly 53,000 taels, 
or thirty-two per cent of the total investment made in Canton in 1756. 
Only the tea cargo cost more, 94,000 taels or fifty-five per cent of the 
total sum for trading, while the porcelain cargo amounted to seven per
cent, which was similar to the share of the average Dutch porcelain 
cargo departing from Canton in the eighteenth century, which was six 
per cent.114 Similar Swedish numbers are hard to come by but we know
that in 1742 the Swedish porcelain cargo represented nine per cent
of the total investment in Canton, while tea and silk made up sixty and 
twenty-one per cent, respectively.115

The logistics of cargo loading in other words help explain the stable 
share of the total investment in porcelain. Silk was much less bulky and
consequently the size of the silk cargo was not determined by available t
cargo space. Although a significant share of the investment, the low-
volume character of the silk trade can, as Paul Van Dyke argues, explain 
why it has received relatively little attention by those engaged in map-
ping the maritime Eurasian trade.116

In general, the silk trade does not seem to have generated as many 
conflicts as the tea trade, possibly because competition was less severe,
at least for the Danish supercargoes who bought relatively small
amounts of wrought silk on behalf of the DAC. There are exceptions,
however. In November 1751 the Danish supercargoes recorded several 
faulty deliveries; their order for lustring was short of crimson, blue
and black pieces. Moreover some paduasoy and damask pieces were 
substandard. These problems made the Danes change their strategy; 
rather than ordering more silk pieces on short contract and risking the 
receipt of more bad goods, the Danes opted for some last-minute tea
purchases.117 More complaints about quality were raised in 1755, a year
when the DAC also bought large quantities of silk.118 By the mid-1750s
the Danish supercargoes also complained about a general rise in the 
prices of wrought silk; to no avail, as since silk prices increased in the
second half of the eighteenth century.119 Prices shifted earlier too; in a
rare Swedish report from Canton in 1744 Charles Irvine noted to one 
of his business partners: ‘Silks are dearer this year than I ever knew’.120

However, aside from the price rise in the 1750s, the main impetus
shaping the Scandinavian silk trade seems to have originated from
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changes taking place on the European market. This was of course also 
true of the Scandinavian tea trade, where the Commutation Act of 1784 
lowered the British tax so significantly it came to undermine the SEIC,
which almost exclusively traded with Chinese goods, and especially 
tea. With a somewhat more diverse trade the DAC survived until the 
Revolutionary wars in Europe created further obstacles. Changes to con-
ditions that determined the Scandinavian silk trade happened earlier; 
moreover these changes resulted in very different outcomes depending
on whether one looks at the Danish or the Swedish trade.

A total ban on the domestic consumption of Chinese silk was intro-
duced in Sweden in 1754. This was the second attempt at banning
Chinese silk from the domestic market; the first lasted between 1745
and 1747. The effect of the 1754 legislation is clearly visible in Figure 3.2: 
ninety-five per cent, or 122,832 pieces of the total SEIC import between
1733 and 1759 arrived in Gothenburg before 1755. The development
in Denmark followed a reverse pattern; a royal decree from 1753
declared that the only imported silk allowed on the Danish markets
was that imported by the DAC.121 This should explain at least some of 
the increase in the Danish trade. Seventy-one per cent, 19,071 pieces,
of the known DAC cargo imported between 1734 and 1759 arrived in
1753 and after. The 1753 resolution was the second concerned with
DAC imported silk. In 1736 a two year-respite was declared before all 
consumption of imported brocaded silk in Denmark, as well as silk 
which was multi-coloured and flowered, was banned except such goods t
brought from China by the DAC.122

It is possible that the sharp decline in the Swedish trade promoted a
greater Danish trade in Canton. In the 1756 negotiation protocol the 
Danish supercargoes thought the SEIC would buy no wrought silk; with
little French and possibly no Prussian competition that year they specu-
lated that a large Danish silk cargo might sell well in Europe, although
the Canton prices were high.123 Without price figures from the public 
sales in Copenhagen we cannot tell if the textile prices went up in
Denmark as the supply from Gothenburg dried up in the longer term. 
As it happened the Swedes did buy silk in Canton in 1756, although notd
in the same quantities as they had traded in the 1740s. The extent to 
which the DAC and the SEIC supplied the same Scandinavian market, 
something which would have entailed the use of smugglers, is in other
words hard to determine. It is also worth noting that the DAC imported 
substantial numbers of pieces before 1753 too, particularly in 1746, and,
vice versa, the SEIC continued to import silk after 1754. The prospect of 
having, officially at least, to re-export the goods did not deter all trade.
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In the latter case it is worth keeping in mind that the conditions of the
Canton trade in the late 1750s were shaped by the Seven Years’ War 
(1756–1763), and it is possible that the increase in available credit in
Canton explains the growth in the Scandinavian silk trade.

The changing trends in the Scandinavian silk trade provide impor-
tant clues as to where the silk was consumed. Domestic consumption of 
Chinese silk in Denmark is compatible with Glamann’s calculations that 
goods representing thirty-three per cent of the value of DAC imported
China cargo were consumed within the Danish realm between 1734 
and 1752, and nineteen per cent between 1753 and 1770.124 The value 
of the Swedish re-export of East India goods is, however, only known
from 1756 onwards; by then goods worth ten per cent of the total value
or less stayed in Sweden, the rest was re-exported.125 Since the Swedish 
ban on the consumption of Chinese silk was put in place before 1756 
the existing statistics tells us nothing about the extent to which SEIC
imported silk stayed in Sweden prior to 1754.

Some patchy figures can help us at least partially reconstruct the 
relation between import/domestic consumption and re-export for a 
few years of the first charter of the Swedish Company. According to 
Kjellberg the proceedings of the SEIC public sale in 1744, of the cargo
of the Drottningen af Swerige, amounted to 2,228,710 silver dollars.126

For the same year it is reported that Swedish East India goods with a 
value 1,663,787 was re-exported, suggesting that goods equivalent to 
564,023 silver dollars, or a quarter of the total value of the cargo, stayed 
in Sweden.127 Since there could be delays between the end of the public
sales and the date of re-export, one needs to be cautious with such cal-
culations, however; also they do not tell us anything about how many
textiles stayed behind. We know somewhat more about what happened 
to the first silk cargo that reached Sweden. Drawing on Kjellberg’s
excerpts Kristina Söderpalm has calculated that seventy-five per cent of 
all textiles imported in 1733 stayed in Sweden.128 Since the cargo of the 
Fredericus Rex Sueciæ was the first to reach Sweden we can assume that 
there was a great interest in its contents at home. But even if the novelty 
of the goods might have meant a larger proportion stayed in Sweden in 
1733 than later on, the figures do suggest that the Swedish market was 
able to absorb large amounts of silk.

From 1742 onwards we can trace the impact of regulations on the
domestic consumption of multi-coloured silk in the Swedish sales cata-
logues. The silk cargo is listed under two separate headings, one includ-
ing textiles permitted in Sweden and one with goods that had to be 
re-exported. Under the latter heading we find striped pieces or textiles
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with two colours. While the latter goods indicate there was a market
for SEIC imported silk outside Sweden, it is noticeable that the propor-
tion of silk destined to be re-exported never constituted any significant
amount.

The correspondence of Charles Irvine, supercargo and later whole-
saler in East India goods in Gothenburg, suggests that there was a siz-
able Swedish market for Chinese silk. Irvine’s ongoing trade with SEIC
imported silk pieces shows that there was a market outside Sweden,
particularly in the Dutch Republic.129 However, Irvine’s letters also 
confirm that the bulk of it was destined for the domestic market. 
Particularly revealing is a letter Irvine wrote early in September 1747. 
Passing by Dover en route from his very last Canton voyage, Irvine
addressed one of his prime business contacts, George Clifford & Sons in
Amsterdam. Irvine was obviously oblivious to the fact that the 1745-ban
on domestic consumption of Chinese silk in Sweden had been lifted
some three weeks earlier. Anticipating the large SEIC silk cargo would 
end up abroad Irvine informed Clifford & Sons what goods the ship 
Freden was carrying back. He also asked for advice on how to divide the
distribution of silk pieces into lots, suggesting he could influence this 
in such a way that would suit Dutch wholesalers. Questions about qual-
ity were also raised; among other things Irvine wanted to know about 
preferences relating to the ridged structures on the Paduasoy textiles:
‘Do your Buyers love Paduasoy with a large or small Wale’ he asked.130

Arriving in Gothenburg and discovering his mistake Irvine quickly 
wrote back to his silk-dealing contacts: ‘the sale will begin within 
40 days and as all the silks are permitted in the country, they’ll rise too
high for foreigners’.131 In response George Clifford & Sons were inclined 
to agree: ‘we think people are usually bewitched when they get to the 
Goth. [Gothenburg] Sale, for either through envy, or resolution to trade,
at any rate, prices are generally drove too high for foreign markets’.
However this year, Clifford & Sons continued, might be different since 
‘quantities come in your ship, & expected in the other, will be by far
too much for the consumption of Sweden’. If good trading opportuni-
ties arose Irvine was encouraged to invest in silk for the Dutch market, 
including in ‘large wale’-paduasoy which was ‘most esteemed’ in the
Republic.132 No action was taken by Irvine though, something Clifford & 
Sons regretted in a letter from the 25 of November 1747: ‘its pity you
did not resolve to do something, as a proper assortment would have 
done well’.133

The exchange between Clifford & Sons and Irvine suggests that, as 
in the case with tea, the market for silk textiles in Europe was porous.
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However, while the Swedes rejected Chinese tea the correspondence 
suggests that they had a strong thirst for Chinese silk. Only if imported
quantities were large enough would the wrought silk spill over the
Swedish borders. It is worthwhile noticing how much silk the Swedish 
market was able to absorb. The magnitude of the Swedish import is 
best illuminated with the help of a comparison with orders of Chinese 
silk textiles made by London: all in all 193,000 pieces were ordered for 
the European season 1733 to 1753.134 During the same period more 
than 111,000 pieces, or fifty-seven per cent of the EIC orders, arrived
in Sweden. Figures for the VOC suggest that around 139,000 silk pieces 
were put up for sale in the Dutch Republic between 1733 and 1759.135

During the same period 129,000 pieces, only 10,000 pieces less, arrived
in Gothenburg. Although a comparison with VOC and EIC figures
is distorted by the fact that the Swedish silk cargo included privately
traded goods, one can still conclude that the market for Chinese silk in
Sweden was large.

It is notable that the period of the largest Swedish imports corre-
sponded with a period when both raw and wrought silk were relatively 
cheap in Canton; prices increased in the second half of the eighteenth
century.136 As well as reflecting on the effects of the import ban in the 
mid-1750s the decline in the Swedish import might also indicate the 
first signs of these longer term changes. In the Danish case the privi-
leged status of the Chinese silk on the Danish market seemed to have 
overridden the higher prices in Canton. The notable differences between
the Danish and Swedish imports do, however, stand out. One plausible 
explanation for the smaller DAC import is that Danish consumers
already had ready access to a wider variety of East India textiles, includ-
ing not only cotton but also silk textiles from India.137 Another pos-
sibility is that the Danish market was supplied by a large silk pacotille.
Private silk cargoes must have suited the supercargoes, who could often
draw on large funds but had limited private ship space. Not only did the
SEIC trade almost exclusively with China, but also the Swedish popu-
lation was larger than the Danish. In 1770 the population within the 
Swedish realm, which included Finland, amounted to around 3 million; 
by the beginning of the nineteenth century, from when reliable census
figures exist, the population of Denmark, Norway and the duchies of 
Sleswig-Holstein still only amounted to 2.2 million.138

In other words, different import policies in Denmark and Sweden, 
the unknown size of the pacotille trade, and differences in terms of the 
size of the domestic market might explain the discrepancy between the 
Swedish and Danish imports of Chinese wrought silk. Most importantly 
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though, the trends identified in Figure 3.2 – the decline in the SEIC 
imports, and the increase in the Danish trade – suggest large amounts
of Chinese silk imported by the DAC and SEIC were consumed in 
Scandinavia and perhaps particularly in Sweden. Merchant correspond-
ence verifies that this was the case, at least for Sweden. With this in 
mind it is time to turn to the reception and consumption of Chinese 
silk in northern Europe.

Controversial populuxe

The letter from Clifford & Son to Irvine quoted above suggests a Swedish 
market bewitched by silk textiles from China, at least to the extent that 
the prices they fetched eliminated any profitable re-export to the Dutch 
Republic. Unfortunately few sources have survived to help us trace 
the reception and forward movement of the silk pieces that arrived in
Copenhagen and Stockholm. One exception is the debate surrounding 
the Swedish East India Company and the regulations of its trade during 
its first few decades. Paired with a closer look at Scandinavian sumptu-
ary legislation, and some anecdotal evidence from how this legislation
was implemented, we can outline some of the ways that Chinese silk 
made inroads into northern Europe and explain its progress.

The ‘Age of Liberty’, the period between 1719 and 1772, is associated 
with a new and relatively high level of freedom of speech in Sweden.
The end to absolutism and the Great Northern War (1700–1721) saw
a new political economy. The opening of direct trade between China
and Sweden, largely driven by the prosperous market for contraband
tea in Britain, began around the same time as the Swedish state
started to support its domestic textile industry. The aim of the latter, 
typically mercantilist policy was to replace imports from abroad with 
domestically produced textiles, thereby encouraging a positive balance 
of trade. With cheap loans to manufacturers, support for purchases, 
monopolies, and privileges the state encouraged the making of wool-
len, linen, cotton and silk textiles. Judging by import levels of raw silk 
in the years preceding the reforms, silk manufacturing had reached a
low point in Sweden. By the middle of the eighteenth century it had 
expanded sharply, particularly in Stockholm.139 Swedish silk looms
now employed 790 individuals working 183 looms, most of them 
located in the capital.140

A heated contemporary debate arose around the Swedish govern-
ment’s decision to provide the SEIC with a monopoly of trade with Asia, 
and the rights to sell Asian goods, particularly textiles, on the Swedish 
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market. This debate has recently been analysed by Thomas Magnusson. 
Several different standpoints are represented within a framework of 
early-modern political economy. By the mid-1750s those favouring 
the Swedish textile industries won, as the import ban on Chinese silk 
discussed above illustrates. Together with descriptions of the Chinese
silk textiles, and what distinguished these from Swedish and European 
manufactured equivalents, an understanding of the debate leading up
to this change can help us not only map the political response to the 
Chinese import, but also show how it was perceived more generally.

Emanating out of the discussion is a representation of Chinese silk 
as mainly low quality, and more importantly, cheap.141 While this
view was widely shared, antagonists held different opinions about the 
implications. Opponents of the SEIC argued that the cheapness of the
Chinese silk generated waste, as it encouraged people, and particularly 
women, to change their outfits more frequently. Defenders of the SEIC 
argued that the company-traded silk filled a gap in the domestic market 
which the Swedish manufacturers could not fill.142 According to Carl
Carleson, the foremost proponent of the SEIC, the Swedish market
was segmented; common people bought cheap Chinese silk while
wealthy people bought Swedish manufactured silk.143 Moreover, the 
same author claimed that imported French-produced silk textiles, not
Chinese, posed the real threat to Swedish manufacturers but that mat-
tered less to ‘ordinary and less well off people’ who bought the Asian
goods.144 Carleson was not alone in his views: responding to a question-
naire from the Board of Commerce Malmö city officials argued that 
Chinese goods were no longer regarded as a ‘luxury’.145

The Danish state, like the Swedish state, supported the domestic silk 
industry heavily at the beginning of the eighteenth century; by the 
middle of the eighteenth century 463 workers were engaged operating
124 Danish looms.146 Censorship, however, prevented discussion of the 
status and rights of the DAC. By the mid-eighteenth century a liberaliza-
tion had taken place and publications concerned with political economy 
were allowed. In 1757 the first issue of Denmark’s and Norway’s Economic 
Magazine was published.147 The first editor was Erik Pontoppidian
(1698–1764), a political economist, theologian, and pro-chancellor for
Copenhagen University. Pontoppidian openly questioned the future
of domestic silk manufacturing, highlighting the advantages of the
Chinese imports. In 1759, writing about the ‘good share’ of wrought silk 
brought home annually by the DAC, Pontoppidian underlined not only 
its somewhat weak ‘strength and reputation’ but also the fact that its 
price was ‘somewhat lighter’.148
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In other words, an agreement seemed to have existed about the status 
of the Chinese silk in Scandinavia, which very much corresponds with 
the characteristics of populuxe goods. Although some bemoaned the
consumerism that access to Chinese silk generated they agreed that it
was cheap, and some even suggested that it was no longer a luxury for 
those outside the elite. Chinese silk was also understood and evaluated
in the light of the segmentation of the domestic market and the quality
of European silk products; Chinese silk was seen as light and less dura-
ble.149 However, while the produce of the domestic silk industries and the
Chinese silk pieces were juxtaposed by those opposing the SEIC imports,
it also seems to have been the case that the former legitimized the latter.

In Sweden the support of the domestic silk industry was followed 
by a softening of the regulations of who was allowed to wear silk. In 
1736, a new decree stated that a wide range of domestically produced 
silk textiles, ‘plain, stripy or faconnerade’ were legal to wear for women
of all social classes, except for the lowest-level maid. Only hats and 
shawls of silk were permitted for the latter and lowlier placed women.150

Permissions and minor restrictions were added and withdrawn in suc-
cessive decrees; young women and children under thirteen were for 
example excluded from wearing silk in 1746.151

No Swedish decree mentions any exceptions of silk textiles imported
by the SEIC. In fact, anyone unaware of the rights of the SEIC to sell 
Chinese silk on the Swedish market before 1755 could, reading the 
Swedish decrees, easily make the mistake of thinking that all Chinese
silk were banned for domestic use. Evidence from the implementation
of the sumptuary legislation does, however, prove that not only was
Chinese silk accepted in the eyes of the authorities, but also widely 
circulated. One particularly telling example is from the documentation 
connected with adherence to sumptuary legislation in Helsinki in the 
1740s. Clothes made from silk and other material, the use of which 
was restricted, needed to be inspected, registered and stamped by local
authorities. Providing a snapshot of the wardrobes of around three 
hundred individuals (approximately twenty per cent of the population
of Helsinki), the resulting documents contain ample references to dam-
ask textiles from the ‘East Indies’ among private possessions and shop
inventories.152 The ownership of colourful silk clothes from China, as
well as perhaps India, was however largely restricted to the wealthiest
of the Helsinki burghers, while grey and black wool clothes dominated
among the lower classes.153 A list of clothes stamped in Uppsala in 1740
contains a similar mix of colourful silk clothes, with several materials
referred to as ‘East India’ in origin.154
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This official acceptance of silk as part of everyday dressing ended 
after a few decades. In 1766 a new Swedish decree stated that maids in 
general, as well as wives, widows and children of soldiers and other low-
level military personnel were only allowed silk in their caps. A total ban 
was declared for ‘loose women’ and maids under forty years of age with-
out employment. They were barred from using silk in all their clothing, 
including in their hats. Silk and velvet in men’s clothing, including
lining but excluding accessories, were also banned.155 We can read these 
changes made in the 1760s as reflecting the shift of political power. In 
1766 the political party the Hats were replaced by another party, the 
Caps, and the political economy of Sweden changed. Adopting a longer
perspective it is possible to trace the influence of Physiocratism, which 
promoted a change of focus from manufacturing and trade to agricul-
tural production. By 1766 the new regulations of course mattered less 
in the case of the Chinse silk on the Swedish market since it had been
banned in 1755 anyway.

More importantly there is the window of opportunity that opened up
for Chinese silk on the Scandinavian market during the middle third of 
the eighteenth century. The argument here relates to how state support 
for domestic silk manufacturing in Sweden de facto helped to legitimize 
Chinese silk. The general acceptance of silk in the everyday clothing of 
broader segments of the population, reflecting an ambition to support
the domestic textile industry, allowed wrought Chinese silk to enter the 
market. While Chinese silk is not mentioned in the Swedish sumptu-
ary legislation, the regulations of the SEIC clearly sanctioned domestic 
trade and consumption. The legal status of ‘East India’ textiles is also
indicated by how the sumptuary regulations were implemented.

The situation in Denmark was somewhat different; as mentioned in
the previous section Danish sumptuary laws from 1736 and 1753 gave
DAC imported Chinese silk a privileged position on the domestic mar-
ket. Silk, particularly the cheaper sort, like taffeta, was even explicitly 
allowed for common people in the Danish decree from 1736, although 
artisans and people of lower social standing were banned from wear-
ing both silk and silk textiles mixed with other fibres.156 The more
privileged status of the DAC compared with the SEIC might reflect the 
higher rate of domestic investment in the company, including that of 
the Danish Royal family discussed in Chapter 1. Danish silk manu-
facturers did protest; the discussion became heated in the latter part 
of the 1760s and the following decades. By the middle of the 1760s 
the import of Chinese silk rose again after a few quiet years caused 
by Chinese restrictions on export. More importantly the DAC charter
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was up for renewal in 1772. In the new charter the King reserved the
right to raise the customs on silk and coffee. In 1773 a custom charge
of twenty-four per cent was introduced, and in 1774 Chinese silk for 
domestic consumption was banned from the market; a change of policy 
which reflected the ambition to safeguard the domestic silk industry.157

A tightening of the rules for domestic of consumption also took place,
although somewhat later; in 1783 peasants in the Danish realm were
ordered to use only home-made fabrics in their clothing. Silk was only 
allowed in women’s headdress.158

To sum up, the Swedish and Danish debate on the East India trade,
and the status of the domestic silk industries suggest an understanding
of Chinese silk that corresponds with the notion of populuxe goods.
It was cheap and light and less durable than wrought silk manufac-
tured in Europe; to some extent it was not even perceived as a luxury 
good. Although the diffusion and consumption of Chinese silk across 
Scandinavia needs to be further explored evidence from the imple-
mentation of sumptuary legislation support the findings from the 
previous section, that large quantities of textiles were absorbed by the
Scandinavian market. Two independent but simultaneous processes
helped bring Chinese silk populuxe within the reach of consumers in
the North; the opening of direct trade between Scandinavia and China, 
largely driven by the prosperous trade with tea on behalf of British
consumers, and a more inclusive sumptuary regulation, reflecting the 
Scandinavian states’ support for the expansion of domestic silk indus-
tries within their respective realms. In the light of this let us shift the 
focus from the supply to the demand side and return to the material
dimension, to the silk textiles that were arriving in Copenhagen and 
Gothenburg in a great variety of widths, lengths, weights and weaves, 
but most importantly perhaps, in different colours. What do these 
characteristics tell us about fashion, trends and what Scandinavian
consumers wanted?

Colours by name

Silk is not only a fibre with a specific tactile quality, a smoothness, 
but also one that has a lustre that gives it a special shine. The visual
dimension is also a central, albeit largely under-researched, aspect of the
trade in Chinese silk. The description of the silk cargo of the first SEIC 
ship, Fredericus Rex, returning in 1733, included thirty-eight different
colour terms. Although the variation diminished somewhat over time, 
the colour assortment of the large silk cargo of the Cronprintzen from
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1748, included twenty-eight specified tints, and the colour palettes were 
generally very rich.

Anders Berch’s textile collection, held by the Nordic Museum in 
Stockholm, contains sixty-one small pieces of taffeta, gorgoroon, satin 
and damasks and other ‘East-Indian’ textiles, all dating to the eight-
eenth century.159 A few of these samples are reproduced as plates 2–5
in this book, and these images help communicate some of the visual 
impact made by these silk cargoes. A unique collection of textile sam-
ples from the eighteenth-century China trade has been saved in the
VOC archive. Two sheets reproduced in an article by Christian Jörg give 
us some guidance to matching tint to colour name.160

As Table 3.2 illustrates, a comparison of the colour references used
in the SEIC sales catalogues, which for the first decades of the Swedish
trade were published in German, with material generated by the Danish, 
English and Dutch companies, demonstrates that the colour nomen-
clature used in the European trade with Chinese silk was both well-
established and shared. Compared to colour references used in the trade
with Indian cotton, which often only separated tints into basic primary 
colours, the nomenclature of the China silk trade employed a high level
of specification, and many different shades can be distinguished.161

As the list of names in Table 3.2 also suggests, this pan-European 
colour terminology was to no small extent French in origin. The 
French term ‘ponceau’ or poppy was standard when trading in bright 
red silk textiles. ‘Couleur de rose’ and ‘couleur de chair’, or ‘incarnat’
in Swedish, were also used to describe different tones of red and pink.
‘Paille’ was another French term the continental and Scandinavian
companies used, while the EIC used ‘straw’. Another colour term with
a strong French connection that was used across the companies was 
‘turqvin’, which probably refers to a bluish-grey, or slate colour, similar
to the Turqvin marble mined in Italy and France, and used in exquisite
early-modern and eighteenth-century ornamental work.162 ‘Mazarine’ 
was a shade of dark blue which is likely to have received its name from 
Nortense Mancini, Duchesse de Mazarin (1646–1699). The first records
of the appearance of mazarine blue in the English language are from
the 1680s and include a reference to a mazarine coloured blue velvet.163

The first mention of ‘mazareen’ in the EIC order lists is from 1726, in
connection with an order of 200 taffeta pieces. Seven years later the
SEIC brought home pekin pieces, some of which were ‘Mazarin oder 
Dunckelblau’.164 Maybe the clarification was necessary as there seems
to have been some confusion about what mazarine referred to. In 1747, 
hoping that at least some of the Swedish cargo would go cheap enough 
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Table 3.2 Colour nomenclature used in the East India trade with China

English (EIC) German (SEIC) Swedish (SEIC) Danish (DAC) Dutch (VOC)

Ash Asch Askfärgad Aske Graa
Cherry Kirschen Körsbär
Crimson Carmoisin Carmoise Carmoisin Carmosyn

Coul. de chair Coul. de chair
or Incarnat

Inkarnat

Junquille Jonquille Jonqville Jonquille Jonquille 
Citron Citron Citrongohlt Citron Citroen
Mazarine Mazarin blau Mazarinblå

Bleumourant Blomerant Bleumerant Bleumorant
Pearl Perle Perlfärg Perle Perl (or Paarl)

Ponso Ponceau Ponceau Poncon
Purple Purpur Purpur
Pink Coul. de rose Coul. de rose Roesa Rose
Scarlet Scharlaken Skarl.färg
Sky blue Himmel blau Himmelsblå Himelsblauw
Straw Paille Paille Pallie Paila
Turqvin Turquin Blau Turqvinblått Turkin Turku~n or 

Donker blauw

Sources: For colour terms used by the EIC see excel sheet ‘China’ available from http://
www2.warwick.ac.uk/fac/arts/history/ghcc/eac/databases/english/ (accessed 3 July 2015). 
For German, Swedish and Danish colour terms see sources listed in Appendix 2. For terms 
used by the VOC, see Canton 187, Nationaal Archief, The Hague, NAN.

to make it worthwhile to re-export, Clifford & Sons wrote to Charles
Irvine detailing the assortment they wanted, adding: ‘by mazarine
blue, we mean what we call here Turkish Blue’. In addition Irvine
was told that what the Swedes called ‘ponceau’ was called scarlet in
Amsterdam.165

Since France represented the centre for European fashion it is not
surprising that many colour terms derived from French. The French 
dominance over colour terminology is in no respect unique to the
China trade; rather it was standard across Europe, including Sweden.166

Did the Chinese silk trade introduce French colour names that had 
not previously been used in Sweden? One of the most diversified col-
our categories in the China trade was blue: silk pieces in the Swedish
catalogues were described as sky blue, bleumerant, dark blue, mazarine 
blue, middle blue, light blue, millan blue and turqvin. The latter colour
could of course also be labelled grey and be grouped together with silks
dyed pearl grey, ash grey, lead grey, silver and simply grey. Back to blue,
however, there is some overlap with colour references used by Swedish
dyers. Sky blue and bluemerant are listed in Eva Bergström’s study 
of Stockholm dyers in the early-modern period. Mazarine blue and 
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millan blue are not mentioned; however, these colours might have had 
other names. In addition to bluemerant and sky blue, Swedish dyers 
offered ‘lazur blue’, ‘sapphire blue’, ‘porcelain blue’ ‘faience blue’ and 
‘indigo blue’.167 With samples being hard to come by it is impossible to
establish if only the terminology was new, or if the Chinese cargo also 
brought new blue shades to Sweden.

Since most Chinese silk arriving in Europe came from Canton, it
seems reasonable to assume that names were fixed to colours pretty 
rigidly. With the exception of one or two discrepancies, such as those
indicated by Clifford & Sons, it might even have been the case that the
Chinese silk trade harmonized and standardized colour perceptions in
the Western world, or at least in areas with a large influx of Chinese silk 
on the domestic market, such as Scandinavia and the Dutch Republic,
but also perhaps in North America where large amounts of EIC traded
silk ended up.168

The variation in the colour nomenclature provides more clues. While 
the terminology in some cases, as with shades of blue and grey, allowed 
for a careful distinction between different tints, other frequently used 
colour names are surprisingly unspecific. For example there is a strong
absence of names denoting different shades of brown. ‘Brown’ or 
‘Brown various’ was a standard reference in the ordering, contracting
or selling of brown silk in the Swedish and Danish material.169 In the
English order lists for Canton we find requests for ‘Brown dark, Brown, 
Brown light, Brown very light, Brown very, very light’ as well as for
‘various Brown’.170 That the Chinese silk cargo contained a selection of 
different shades of brown can be verified by samples in Anders Berch’s
collection, some of which are reproduced in this volume.171

It is of course possible that a more precise nomenclature for distin-
guishing different shades of brown was missing due to an absence of 
attractive references. In his article ‘Weaving the rainbow: Visions of col-
our in world history’, Robert Finlay lists some early-modern English and 
French colour terms including ‘Horse flesh’, ‘Goose turd’, ‘Rat’s colour’,
‘Peas porridge’, ‘Puke’, ‘Flea’s belly’ and ‘Paris mud’, which were used 
referring to washed-out browns, blues and greys.172 None of these older
terms were however used in the China silk trade, which favoured the
more neutral but unspecific term ‘brown’.

A change to a more exact nomenclature separating and selling brown
textiles can however be detected. The first sale catalogue of the SEIC
listed two pieces of velvet described as ‘chocolate’ and ‘cinnamon’; the
latter selling for 117 silver dollars, a very high price for a piece without 
embroidery.173 Both pieces, listed in the extensive handwritten section
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of the sales catalogue, are likely to have been privately traded goods. 
These are not the only examples; less exclusive goods referred to in a 
similar way kept arriving. The silk cargo put up for sale in Gothenburg
in 1742 contained cinnamon coloured poisee damask pieces, and in
1745 and 1751 there are chocolate and coffee coloured paduasoy pieces 
put up for sale.174 The Danish material contains fewer references to 
specific brown shades but even here we can find requests for cinnamon
brown (‘Caneel brun’) pieces in 1755.175

While this terminology for the colour brown was not unique to the
China trade, it indicates how Asia provided Europeans with more than 
just textiles. Other goods with a distinct Asian origin, such as cinna-
mon and coffee (although its cultivation was rapidly spreading to the 
Atlantic world), were also drawn on to colour code the silk pieces from
China.176 Together with chocolate, another global good, they were used
to help distinguish different types of brown.

It is worth noticing that cinnamon, coffee and chocolate brown were 
terms used in the sales catalogues of the SEIC, where the goods were 
advertised to the wholesalers. It is notable that material relating to silk 
orders in the DAC archives, from both the Canton and Copenhagen 
ends of the trade, contain relatively few colour references. The latter
is surprising since at the auctions potential purchasers were exposed
to hundreds of lots of silk textiles. One would think a more specific 
nomenclature for describing and listing the colours would have been 
called for in Copenhagen even if not in Canton. Maybe the larger size 
of the Swedish cargo generated a richer language, or maybe it reflected 
a specific Swedish strategy?

As the case of the cinnamon and chocolate coloured velvet pieces put 
up for sale in Gothenburg in 1733 suggests, privately-traded silk was 
described with a slightly different and more specific nomenclature. In a 
summary of a private silk order made in Canton in 1745, including four 
chests ‘packed for Doctor Duff’ under Charles Irvine’s supervision, we 
find references to paduasoy pieces coloured ‘dark sky’, ‘light sky’, ‘light
cherry’ and ‘dark cherry’. On another account Irvine bought poisee 
damask pieces coloured ‘French green’.177 None of these colours are used 
in the Swedish Company trade.

Danish supercargoes were regularly encouraged to take into consid-
erations the ‘costumes’ at home and in other European countries when 
ordering silk and to exercise ‘all possible care’ in this business.178 In other 
words, the discretion of supercargoes mattered when selections of what 
to order and purchase were made. It is likely that the supercargoes,
when shopping around, used colour as well as pattern samples they 
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brought with them, or were provided with by the Chinese merchants. 
When the supercargo Lintrup, whose daughter was married in an ivory 
coloured ‘robe à la française’ made of Chinese silk, stayed over in
Canton and Macau in 1741 while seeing to the business of DAC after
one of its ships had been delayed, he ordered silk textiles for the DAC 
at low-season prices. This included amongst others sixty pieces of green
damask, half of which followed the colour sample given by Lintrup to
the merchant.179

Maybe this ‘wordless’ communication can explain why the colour 
nomenclature of the China trade came to incorporate so few terms
referring to Chinese culture or society. It is only among the different
shades of green that we can find one such colour reference. As in the
case of brown, the Swedish catalogues offer only a few examples of more 
specific green shade-names, aside from green, light green or dark green. 
Among the unusual ones, to which ‘grass green’, ‘olive green’, ‘may 
green’, ‘sea green’ and ‘celadon’ belong, we find a shade called ‘man-
darin green’, which might allude to China’s class of scholar-officials.180

Another example, although not used in the Scandinavian trade, is the 
term ‘tea colour’. The colour reference ‘tea brown’ was used in seventeenth-
century handbooks for dying silk in China.181 Paul van Dyke has also
found references to ‘tea colour’ in material relating to smuggling in 
Canton. The use of yellow and red were exclusive to the emperor and
his court, something that necessitated an elaborate system of bribing 
the Chinese inspectors employed to monitor the European companies’ 
trade activities. By labelling the colour of the silk cargo ‘tea’ the traders,
Van Dyke suggests, were hoping to get away with providing the com-
panies with silk coloured in forbidden tints.182 With the exception of 
the late eighteenth- and early nineteenth-century American trade with 
China there is no other evidence for the term being used elsewhere in
the East India trade.183

So while the Chinese terms for different types of tea followed the 
goods to Europe, Chinese colour references did not penetrate the silk 
trade, not even if the colour referred to tea. More importantly, perhaps, 
this might tell us something about the status of Chinese silk in the
Eurasian trade, and on the European market. As we discussed in the
section on poisee damask there are no signs that Canton took a lead in 
introducing novel silk designs. In the case of poisee damask, taffeta and 
pekin the focus seems in fact to have been on the colour of the wrought
silk, often monochrome pieces, rather than on patterns and other 
embellishments. It is in the light of this that I suggest that we should 
view the wide assortment of colours available in Canton. The most 
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efficient way to respond to changing European demands was perhaps to
offer colour variety, rather than to try to follow or initiate trends. This 
raises the question: out of the many colours on offer in Canton, what 
did the Scandinavian market prefer?

Fluctuating colours and fixed assortments

The colour assortment of the wrought Chinese silk varies depending
on which type one looks at; not surprisingly the most ‘colour static’ 
textile was the bed damask. The first two SEIC sales catalogues, from 
1733 and 1736, list bed damask pieces in seven and nine different
colours, but within the next few years three or four colours became
standard. Yellow, crimson, green and sky blue or bluemerant werer
the clear favourites.184 Such a narrow selection is not surprising if we
consider the somewhat limited use of bed damask although, as David
Mitchell has shown, colour schemes in interior designs could change
quite quickly by the early eighteenth century, at least in cosmopolitan
environments.185

What about the types of textiles which were likely to be turned into
clothes, like poisee damask? Poisee damask pieces arrived in Scandinavia 
in a wide assortment of colours. Figure 3.3 shows both the total number 
of pieces imported by the Swedish Company (37,878) and the number 
of colours their largest parcels contained. If we break down the biggest
parcels by colour the following top-ten list emerges for the period 1733 
to 1761: number one was crimson, decorating fourteen per cent of all
pieces; followed by white, eleven per cent; jonquille, eight per cent; sky
blue, seven per cent. Green, black and brown coloured pieces made up 
six per cent each, while five per cent were described as yellow, and four 
per cent ash grey and dark blue, respectively.

To what extent did the colour proportions change over time? By
grouping the colours into seven categories, bringing together different 
shades of red (crimson, poppy, scarlet, incarnat and cherry); blue (dark, 
middle, light, mazarine, millan, bluemerant and sky); yellow (jonquille,
citron, paille and yellow); green (light, dark and celadon), and grey
(pearl, lead and silver) as well as black and white it is possible to visual-
ize some changes in one graph. 

Figure 3.4 illustrates the relative distribution of poisee damask pieces
between the seven broad colour categories. Notable is the strong occur-
rence of black poisee damask pieces in the 1740s. We find a correspond-
ing and even stronger black trend in the trade in other textiles around
the same time. More than half, 1,014 pieces, of the largest batch of 



Figure 3.3 Number of poisee damask pieces imported by SEIC and colour
assortment, 1733–1761
Source: Appendix 2 (Swedish sales catalogues) and Försäljningskatalog for Stockholms Slott 
(1761), Öijareds arkivet, A 406 FIII, 4, 1759–1761, Landsarkivet Göteborg.
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taffeta pieces comprising 1,896 pieces listed in the sales catalogue of 
1742, were black.186 Similar proportions of black can be found in  several 
of the paduasoy and gorgoroon silk parcels put up for sale in the same
year. This marked a change with the past. For example, the pieces 
ordered in 1733 were not as ‘dark’; less than twelve per cent of a collec-
tion of 812 pieces described as ‘Taffeta or Pekin’ were black.187

The general strong black presence in the silk cargo of the Swedish 
Company is hard to explain. Maybe Lintrup was right when in 1741, 
outlining the reasons behind his selection of colours for the silk orders 
he placed on behalf of the DAC for the forthcoming season, he pointed 
out that ‘black … rarely goes out of fashion’.188 Lintrup was probably 
alluding to the use of black textiles during periods of official mourning.
Reducing the demand for almost anything but black clothes during peri-
ods of public mourning could seriously impact upon the European silk 
manufacturers who depended on a regular change of fashion to keep the
production going.189 In Sweden restrictions on the use of black textiles 
in clothes and furnishing and as decorations at funerals were introduced 
in 1735, but the colour was not completely banned.190 It is possible that
the large increase in black piece goods in 1742 and 1743 was in response
to the demand for mourning clothes in Sweden following the death of 
Ulrika Elenora. Born 1688 she was the last member of the Pfalz dynasty 
and the Swedish queen consort by the time of her death in November
1741, after which a two-year period of official mourning was declared.191

The rich colour nomenclature used in the silk trade reflected of 
course a need to distinguish between different shades of one colour.
In this respect Figure 3.4 only tells us that people regularly wore more
red, blue and yellow clothes than green, white, black or grey. In order 
to identify more specific trends we need to study changes over time 
within the broader colour categories, rather than between them. Such 
an approach reveals for example a sharp reduction in the diversity of 
red colours. Crimson dominated the red colour spectrum between 1752
and 1761: between two thirds and nine tenths of all red pieces were 
crimson, and the only other red colour traded in the previous nine years
was poppy red. Crimson was popular earlier in the period too, but less
dominant. Crimson pieces constituted only a quarter of all red pieces in
the largest batch of poisee damasks sold in 1733, while poppy red and 
incarnat account for around a third each. Crimson coloured pieces were
sometimes ordered separately and for a higher price by the Danish in
Canton.192 Assuming the Swedes needed to pay for such hike-ups too
it is reasonable to assume the strong crimson presence in the Swedish 
cargo reflected domestic demand.193
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Among the blue colours we find almost a reversed development. 
Sky blue was by far the most dominant shade at the beginning of the 
period; in 1733 nearly four fifths of all blue pieces were sky blue. Then
a decline took place, although half the blue pieces by 1748 were still
were sky blue. The next year, however, there were no sky blue poisee 
damasks at all in the largest parcel. The new blue on the block, making 
up more than two thirds of the blue pieces in 1749, and more than half 
of them in 1751, was bleumerant, a pale shade of blue.194 Although sky
blue returned, making up more than half of all blue pieces in 1757, 
there are several years, between 1752 and 1755, and in 1758 and 1761, 
when there were no sky blue or bleumerant coloured pieces in the larg-
est parcels. Instead the blue poisee damask cargo was made up of light
blue, millan blue and dark blue in approximately equal proportions.

It could of course be the case that the colours remained the same
while the names changed. Maybe the elusive millan blue was the same
as sky blue? No single batch of poisee damask containing pieces in 
both these two colours has been found. Although yellow and jonquille
yellow made two joint appearances, in 1749 and 1751, in all other years 
either one or the other dominated the yellow group, sometimes making
up nine tenths of all the yellow pieces. Straw yellow was only strong in
one year, 1757, while citron yellow had several strong years, in 1742,
1748 and 1758, when it made up for around two fifths of the yellow 
cargo. Among the grey shades pearl grey was the dominant one: twelve 
per cent of all the pieces in the largest poisee damask parcel in 1754
were labelled pearl grey. Only towards the end of the 1750s did lead grey
and silver grey move onto the scene.

So the proportion of different colours changed, probably in response
to shifting European demands, although we have only scattered evi-
dence for how trends were communicated. The letter Clifford & Son
wrote to Irvine in 1747 stating that ‘the Best Colours in all sorts of East 
India Silk are white, Bleumourant & Crimson’ is one example, which
also quite accurately reflects some of wider trends in the colour assort-
ment of the Swedish poisee damask cargo. However, while proportions
changed few new colours were added to the repertoire.

Popularity was not the only factor determining what the companies 
stocked-up on in Canton. A Danish Chinese silk contract from 1755 
stipulated that the ordered goods were to be made from ‘as good and 
clean colours which here in the land of China can be had’.195 The qual-
ity of the dyes and the results of dyeing mattered. In 1747 the colour 
ash grey seemed for example to have caused problems: forty-nine pieces 
of ash grey damask, gorgoroon, paduasoy and taffeta pieces were sold 
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separately under the heading ‘damaged’.196 Discussing the colour selec-
tion of five silk orders in 1752 the Danish supercargoes argued that they 
could have included poppy coloured pieces since they were ‘sellable in 
Europe’. However, the colour was hard to ‘conserve’ and poppy coloured 
pieces were more expensive than the others, hence they opted not to
buy any.197 Lintrup also listed colours he hesitated to order in 1741, as 
he was signing an advanced contract on behalf of the DAC. Poppy was
not the only risky option; incarnat and jonquille risked spotting.198

A final factor determining the distribution of colours and the extent to
which the Scandinavian trade responded to changing demands relates 
to how the silk goods were sold in Europe, namely in lots containingw
pieces of several colours packed together. In a letter quoted earlier from 
Irvine to Clifford & Sons, written from Dover in 1747, Irvine suggested 
that if his Amsterdam contacts could provide him with information 
on Dutch preferences he could try to influence the lot composition, to 
fit the Dutch market.199 We find evidence from elsewhere that such a
strategy could pay off.

Take for example the 4,310 pieces of poisee damask brought to
Gothenburg on the ship Calmare arriving in 1748.200 They were sold 
in lots containing between twenty-nine and thirty-seven pieces each.
The highest price was paid for the sequence 934 to 964; each of these 
lots contained thirty-one pieces, a record number of sixteen different
colours, and sold for an average price of 55.89 silver dollars per piece.
The lowest price, 44.75 silver dollars per piece, was paid for the last lot, 
which contained thirty-seven pieces in six different colours. In other
words ‘more was more’ in the sense that lots with the largest variation 
of colour attracted the highest bids. Instructions from Copenhagen 
regularly underlined the importance of sticking to the proportions of dif-
ferent colours when buying silk. Orders were often more specific about 
the colour assortment than the total number of pieces bought; the lat-
ter depended more on available funds and ultimately on the Bohea tea
prices anyway. To get the right colour assortment of the silk was, how-
ever, essential and something the directors of the DAC in Copenhagen
regularly tried to control.201

How the textiles were going to be used, quality of dyes and tints, 
prices and lot composition influenced the colour assortments of the silk 
cargo from China, as did funerals and changing fashions in Scandinavia. 
A careful study of the colour composition of one of the most common 
types of silk textiles, poisee damask, reveals shifts that suggest changes
in demand and fashion. The middle third of the eighteenth century
saw a growing demand for crimson red coloured silk clothes, while
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fewer wanted sky blue coloured ones. Jonquille yellow and pearl grey
should, according to their popularity, have been other common col-
ours of Swedish people’s clothes, as also were black and white. While 
the colour ranges of Chinese silk seemed to have been uniform across
the European companies’ cargo, the somewhat static, possibly even 
conservative colour assortments of the Scandinavian trade might have 
suited segments of the domestic consumer market particularly well – 
that is if they were as resistance to new fashions and trends as have 
been suggested.202 Whatever the demands and resistance to change, 
one is left with a strong impression that the Swedish people were quite 
a motley crew, as early as the mid-eighteenth century.

Conclusion

Against the backdrop of the great variety of silk textiles put up for sale
in Canton it is easy to overlook the extent to which wrought Chinese 
silk conformed to standards. Smaller batches of contracted silk tex-
tiles of identical or near identical dimensions formed large parcels 
in Canton. However, once they reached Europe they were yet again 
divided up, this time into lots with colour assortments matching the
demands of the market that they were destined for. Exact numbers for
silk pieces brought to Europe by the Scandinavian companies are impos-
sible to calculate. Aside from patchy sources in the Swedish case we 
know very little about the size of the Danish private trade. The 156,000
pieces reaching Gothenburg and Copenhagen between 1733 and 1759 
accounted for in this chapter and in Appendix 2 do not represent the
whole trade. The numbers do, however, provide enough material for us 
to trace the effects of changing trade conditions. The privileged status 
of Chinese silk on the Danish market and the ban on it in the Swedish 
market created two trends, which converged in the 1750s; namely a 
decline in the large Swedish imports after 1754, and an increase in the
previously smaller imports to Denmark after 1753.

Most silk arriving from China was made from the cheap variety of 
raw silk produced and manufactured around Canton, and not from the 
more expensive, finer Nanking variety. Matching import regulations 
with trade statistics, merchant correspondence, sentiments expressed
in heated debates, and the wording and praxis of sumptuary legislation d
enable us to deduce that Chinese silk was also perceived as a cheaper
type of silk, a populuxe good, in Scandinavia. This cheap Chinese 
silk probably served market segments that the more expensive and 
exclusive French and Scandinavian silk never reached. Domestic silk 
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was important, though; large amounts of the Chinese silk arrived in
northern Europe just as the Danish and the Swedish states began to
invest in their own silk manufactures. As the state sanctioned domestic
silk manufacturing, Asian silk seems to have gained a legitimacy in 
Scandinavia, at least for a few decades.

The colour nomenclature of the silk goods provides clues to the role 
of cheap Chinese silk on the Scandinavian market. Arriving in vast 
quantities this cargo gave new customers visual and material references 
to colours and fashions traditionally associated with France and aris-
tocratic consumption. While varied and rich, at least in the blue and
grey shades, the colour nomenclature was, however, remarkable static.
Few new terms were introduced. In contrast to tea the Chinese origin
of the goods was rarely alluded to in references to colours and names,
something which reflects Canton’s role as a provider of a wide assort-
ment of coloured silk pieces, rather than as a generator of novel trends
in eighteenth-century Europe.

We can assume that the colour assortments of goods that arrived from 
Canton matched demands. Swedish consumers of populuxe silk wanted
crimson and sometimes sky blue coloured clothes, albeit in changing
proportions. Prices for lots of poisee damask pieces, the elusive but pop-
ular type of textile the Swedish Company favoured rose in correspond-
ence with the colour diversity. ‘More was more’ in the sense that lots
with large variation rendered higher price at the public sales. Diffused
in their thousands across Sweden in the first half of the eighteenth cen-
tury these relatively cheap and colourful silks are likely to have paved 
the way for some of the inroads cotton made half a century later. While
monochrome as single pieces, when combined in waistcoats, dresses 
and hats they were also likely to have influenced contemporary notions 
of an emerging ‘motley’ people before cotton arrived. As populuxe arti-
cles these clothes were very different to Bolette Maria Haboe’s embroi-
dered wedding outfit, or other heavily embellished and exclusive silk 
creations that have survived until today. The regular, if not everyday, 
use of Chinese populuxe silk is the likely explanation as to why so few
traces of this large colourful silk import have survived. Although it is 
scattered, the evidence from inventories of local adherence to sumptu-
ary legislations in Helsinki and Uppsala suggests a widespread diffusion 
of Chinese silk by the 1740s.

The cargo of Chinese silks imported by the SEIC was not very differ-
ent to that of the Dutch and the English, neither in terms of types and 
colours of textiles, nor quantities. The size of the Swedish silk import 
can also help us to reconcile different research traditions concerned 
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with the SEIC. Those studying the trade with ‘perishable’ tea have 
placed the company within a transnational and even global history. In
a Scandinavian context the domestic consumption of ‘durable’ Chinese 
goods has been at the forefront, but concentrated mainly on the most 
expensive types, such as exclusive sets of furniture, reversed-painted 
mirrors, armorial porcelain or the occasional dress. This chapter sug-
gests that aside from elite consumption of durable goods, the SEIC
also catered for a broader segment of the population, providing it with
relatively cheap silk goods up until the 1750s. Although we do not 
have much information on the proportions of investments spent on 
tea versus silk in Canton, the large Swedish silk shipments in the 1740s 
must have cost at least as much as the tea cargo, if not more. In other
words, for some years before 1754, tea and silk in sometimes near equal 
measure provided the modus operandi for the SEIC. If we consider the
two cargoes together it might even be possible to say that if the British
had not been so fond of tea drinking the logistical gap would have been 
too wide, for the Swedish at least, to cross and start importing cheap 
silk from China.
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Inventing Canton

Late seventeenth-century accounts originating from the Philippines 
describe the province of Kuang-tung, (today’s Guangdong) as having a
population of four million people and 60,000 looms producing wrought
silk exported across the world.1 What the Europeans called Canton 
(today Guangzhou) is estimated to have had a population of 600,000; 
this large city was feeding off the regional (Guangdong) economy of 
sericulture and silk weaving as well as sugar, tea and tobacco produc-
tion.2 As maritime trade between China and Europe came to converge
in Canton in the first half of the eighteenth century its port became
the staple place gathering all tea, silk and porcelain destined for export 
via European ships. Goods arrived at the tea and porcelain warehouses
from East Central China, carried by human caravans across mountains, 
and along rivers on boats.3 Located in the harbour the warehouses
were one of only a few places the Europeans were allowed to visit. The
walled-in area, foreign quarters, within which Europeans were supposed
to stay, contained the East India companies’ factories. Aside from shops 
and houses kept by the Chinese merchants, who also had dwellings in 
the city, there were workshops where silk, wallpaper, furniture, porce-
lain and other goods were embellished with paint, needle work, mother
of pearl and lacquer.4

Canton became an important reference point in eighteenth-century
Swedish perceptions of China’s economic geography. A ‘model-village’
named Kanton was established near Stockholm on the east coast of 
Sweden. At its height in 1766 its handful of workshops, specializing in 
white-smithery, silk, socks, ribbon and lace manufacturing, employed 
forty people. Experiments in sericulture had started in the 1750s, 
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assisted by a French specialist employed to care for the mulberry plan-
tations. While some raw silk was produced in situ the Kanton manufac-
turers of wrought silk also needed to import material from China and
France.5

Next to Chinese Canton Swedish Kanton shrinks into insignificance. 
However, when considered in a north European context the Swedish 
model-village becomes more prominent. Kanton reflects the wide-
spread early eighteenth-century fascination with China in Europe. 
Chinoiserie was the creation of a European imagination, based on 
idealized and invented notions of life on the other side of the Eurasian 
continent. Like many other large scale forms of Chinoiserie Kanton 
had strong connections with a royal house. Kanton was created next 
to a Chinese pavilion pleasure palace which the queen, Louisa Ulrika 
(1720–1782), had received as a birthday gift in 1753. Both Kanton and 
‘Kina slott’ were located on the royal estate of Drottningholm, also the 
site of Drottningholm’s palace, a royal palace originally built in the 
late sixteenth century. Chinese luxury products, particularly silk, were
of great interest to the queen Louisa Ulrika and her husband Adolf 
Frederick (1710–1771). The same year the queen received her Chinese 
pleasure palace she presented samples of raw silk to the Swedish Royal
Academy of Sciences, produced by worms she had personally nursed.6

To Louisa Ulrika, the sister of the Prussian king Fredrik I, notions of 
Chinese luxury production were also closely connected with silk and 
porcelain manufacturing in German lands, often established within 
micro-economies on estates owned by the many principalities that
governed the area.7 But, as Arnold Barton has pointed out, Kanton 
was also a typical mid-eighteenth-century Swedish economic project,
similarly organized and funded as many other workshops dedicated to 
producing goods, which otherwise would have needed to be imported
from abroad. These workshops, often run with the help of expertise
from abroad, operated outside the control of guilds but received 
grants, privileges and monopolies from the state, which also regu-
lated them. Not all workshops were concerned with textiles. Tobacco, 
paper, marble, porcelain and glass production were also protected and
supported. While the weaving capacity of Kanton, which operated 
eight looms, was minuscule compared with the region within which 
its namesake in China was situated, it was the same size as Turku
(Åbo), the biggest town in Finland, situated in the eastern part of the 
Swedish realm.8

Due to both royal patronage and governmental support Kanton flour-
ished for a few years. Its downturn corresponded with a general shift in 
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political power and political economic thinking, which came to affect 
state-subsidised production across Sweden, including the more famous
Alingsås workshop. Established in western Sweden by 1724, this became
one of the first centres for early eighteenth century cotton-printing, as
well as many other lines of production. Jonas Alströmer (1685–1761), 
the founder of the works, was well connected to the political elite of 
the time and received substantial financial support for the business,
in spite of consistently poor results.9 Sweden was run by either of 
two semi-political parties, the Caps and the Hats, during much of the
period between 1719 and 1772. The latter were keen supporters of state
subsidized industries. After they gained power in 1738 Alingsås and 
other workshops expanded greatly. But just as production capacity in
Kanton peaked, in 1766, Sweden experienced an economic crisis. A diet 
was also meeting in Stockholm, as it was ending a new party came to 
govern Sweden, the Caps, and with it came a radical shift in economic 
politics.10

While Alingsås and Kanton rapidly declined after 1766, other early-
modern European industries producing textiles made to substitute
Asian goods were more successful. The ban on the import of printed and
painted cotton textiles from India in early-eighteenth-century Britain 
is perhaps the most famous example of this type of successful import 
substitution. Technologies instrumental in establishing a British cotton
production evolved out of it, paving the way for the industry to take a
centre place in the global economy of the nineteenth century.

The British calico-ban, as well as the 1754 ban on Chinese silk con-
sumption in Sweden discussed in the previous chapter, both rested on 
early-modern economic theory that argued for surplus in foreign trade
and self-reliance. The goal of a state was therefore to export as much
as possible, and to provide for the population with domestic resources.
Inter-state trade was regarded as a zero-sum game; a national economy
could only grow by taking over other states’ markets or by colonizing
new areas. In Sweden these ideas, often collectively referred to as mer-
cantilism, replaced earlier economic policies which encouraged import
and discouraged export; the aim was to secure the provision of goods 
essential to the state and its subjects.11

The history of ‘mercantilism’, a late eighteenth-century label for 
early-modern ideas used by Adam Smith and other critically-minded
economic thinkers, is full of examples drawn from British and French 
experience. It also reflects an historical reality, the English political
economy and how it was expressed in institutions and legislation, pro-
viding one prototype on which Scandinavian policies were modelled. 
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The English Navigation Acts, dating back to the second half of the 
seventeenth century, restructured the Atlantic maritime trade by stipu-
lating among other things that only ships and crew that were English,
including subjects living in America, were allowed to engage in trade 
bringing goods between, and to, parts of the English realm. The Acts,
which hit the Dutch Atlantic trade particularly badly, were copied in
Denmark and Sweden, most notably in the Swedish ‘Produktplakatet’
from 1724.12

The experiences of other continental states and economies also influ-
enced the Scandinavian political economy. Cameralism, while part of 
the broad school of mercantilism, also incorporated viewpoints col-
oured by the experience of landlocked states and became an important
reference point. One backdrop to cameralism was the struggle of small
German speaking states to compete with expansive seaborne ones,
such as the Dutch Republic, France and Great Britain. Cameralism, 
a name deriving from ‘camera’ as in treasure chamber, indicating its 
connections to German fiscal theory, was central in the promotion of 
domestic inventories with the aim of exploring natural wealth at home.
One early impetus was the notion of the great silver resources of Latin 
America and the idea that divine providence would not have allowed 
for an asymmetrical global distribution of wealth. Out of this evolved a
more acute interest in mining and mineralogy in Central Europe. The
latter subject was only one of the branches of natural history employed 
in cameralist projects. Early-modern European medicine suggested, for
example, that domestically sourced medicinal ingredients, rather than
exotic ones imported from abroad, provided the best cures. It only
needed botanists to find them.13

Early-modern natural historians from Europe did not restrict their
search for useful and lucrative plants to domestic territories, however;
the same knowhow could be used for exploring resources abroad and
overseas, as European influence expanded. Such exploration could of 
course also be legitimized from the point of view of the home state,
as plants or animals could be brought back to Europe, or to overseas 
colonies, and in different ways be used to enrich the economy of the
motherland. The early-modern period is full of examples of plant trans-
fers, some of which came to have significant global effects.14 Both coffee 
and sugar originated in Asia but did not stay there; plants of both spe-
cies made their way to the Atlantic world where together with tobacco
they provided the backbone of the slave economies in the Caribbean 
and American colonies. While the early-modern diffusion of some 
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plants and crops reflects on unintentional, or only partly intended, eco-
logical exchanges, other relocations, especially in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth centuries, mirrored articulated political plans and projects.
As relocation and acclimatization experts, natural historians came to
engage both in the practical work of transporting and nursing plants, 
and the economic discourse surrounding it.15

The focal points in this chapter are political economy and natural 
history, import substitution and plant transfer. We shall return to hot
drinks and the visual impact of Asian textiles, which provide a parallel
history to the Scandinavian import, re-export and domestic consump-
tion of tea and silk. The histories of tea drinking and textile dyeing will 
not only provide an alternative history about the effect of the trade
between China and Scandinavia, but also allow us to move outside the 
framework of the middle third of the eighteenth century, enabling us 
to follow different chronologies and geographies than have hitherto 
been explored. In the same way the comparison of eighteenth-century 
Guangzhou in China with Kanton in Sweden has helped us measure 
the differences in scale across the globe; these histories will help us see
global change across time.

The first section of this chapter is not only focused on how the Asian 
trade impacted upon natural history, through attempts to transfer tea 
bushes from China to Sweden, but also on its legacy: how this project
linked up with scholarly developments in Europe and worldwide. The
second part is concerned with the sourcing of dye material in the north-
erly Scandinavian landscape, dyes which helped replicate the colours on 
imported textiles from Asia and elsewhere. In both cases the main focus 
of attention is on developments in Sweden, which was a hot house 
for natural history in the eighteenth century. The scholarly culture to
which natural history belonged was, however, geographically dispersed 
around the Baltic Sea. In this respect some of the conclusions made 
below are relevant for northern Europe more generally.16

Kings tea and Cape tea

The thousands of tons of tea imported by the Danish and the Swedish
East India companies reflect a fundamental change in European con-
sumption. Chinese tea, originally thought of as medicinal, became an 
everyday beverage to millions of Europeans in the eighteenth century. 
Tea was of course only one among several new exotic drinks; hot choco-
late and coffee were the two other major additions to the early-modern
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non-alcoholic range of refreshing drinks. What singled out tea and 
coffee particularly was the high caffeine content; to those celebrating 
the enlightenment ideal of rational discussion tea and coffee became 
the preferred choice. But this was not the only appeal; served together
with sugar from the West Indies, the new hot drinks came to replace 
traditional beverages, such as ale, among large sections of the European
population, particularly in the Low Countries and in Britain.17

In terms of trade, the main distinction between coffee and tea was
how they were sourced. The tea the Europeans drank came exclu-
sively from China. Cultivated coffee bushes in contrast had, by the
seventeenth century, made their way away from North Africa and the 
Middle East. Production spread both eastwards and westwards to Java,
the West Indies and elsewhere in the eighteenth century. The success of 
the transfer of coffee plants and production was an important reference
point for the Swedish naturalist Carolus Linnaeus as he schemed to 
bring the Chinese tea plant to Sweden with the aim of starting domes-
tic cultivation. It was the experiments of the mayor of Amsterdam, 
Witzen, that had been instrumental in transferring the coffee plant
from the East to the West Indies, Linnaeus argued. Thus the previously
‘happy’ people of ‘Arabia Felix’ had lost their monopoly. Something
similar could happen with tea, Linnaeus proposed: China could ‘follow 
in the footsteps of Arabia’ and ‘leave Sweden not a small amount of its
fortune and luck’.18

Before we look at the schemes directed at tea, Linnaeus needs a short 
introduction. Today he is best known for his taxonomic innovations, 
foremost of which was his modernization of scientific nomenclature.
Linnaeus’s Species plantarum, published in 1753, is often referred to as
marking the birth of modern botany. With it he launched his new two-
part name system to an international audience. The nomenclature, which 
is still in use, is comprised of names consisting of two parts: a generic 
name, indicating a species’ genus, and a specifis  c epithetfi  separating it fromt
other members of the same genus. Thea was for example a generic name
and bohea a specific epithet; together they made up the scientific name 
for one of what Linnaeus, among others, believed were two species used
by the Chinese to produce tea: Thea bohea and Thea viridis.19

Linnaeus’ new name system was relatively stable and easy to remember; 
it was successful because it facilitated communication between naturalists
engaged in mapping and moving flora and fauna across the globe.20 The 
system was, however, not static. For example, when European naturalists 
at the beginning of the nineteenth century became convinced that black 
and green tea originated from the same plant, what had been formerly 
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known as two species became one. Its new scientific name, Camelia 
sinensis, reflected the position of the tea plant within the Camelia genus
and its Chinese connections, sinensis being Latin for Chinese.

That Linnaeus assumed green and black tea were the product of two 
different species, and the fact that he used the specific epithet bohea,
which of course referred to the most popular of the black tea types,
are indicative of the extent to which natural history followed trade in 
the early-modern period. It is a link Harold Cook has studied, focusing 
particularly on the Dutch Republic in the sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries. Exploring the connection between empiricism and grow-
ing commerce Cook discusses how the overseas trade promoted exact
descriptions of objects, a language that left imprints in early-modern 
scholarship, particularly within the all-encompassing field of natu-
ral history. In addition, overlapping notions of taste, of knowing or 
‘kennen’ in a connoisseur sense of the word, connected the world 
of scholarship and the world of trade.21 Linnaeus’s exact taxonomic
language, which like his nomenclature became a standard, represents
a perfection of this tradition, and although Linnaeus was wrong in 
distinguishing two species of tea, his reasons for doing so were based 
on very specific, albeit incorrect, observations of shapes and numbers 
of leaves and petals.22

But natural history was also connected to political economy. In one 
of the more recent studies of Linnaeus, Lisbet Koerner has classified
the Swedish naturalist as a cameralist.23 One of the projects Koerner
focuses on is Linnaeus’s plans to cultivate tea in Sweden. Linnaeus’s 
many attempts to get his hands on a living tea plant from China are 
quite well known; they involved a long series of misfortunes, including 
tea plants falling overboard en route back from China, being eaten by
rats, perishing on the very last lap of the journey, or surviving only to
be identified as another member of the Camelia genus. In 1763, after 
more than two decades of trying, Linnaeus was finally able to welcome
live tea plants to his botanical garden in Uppsala. However, within two
years all but two had died. Only one plant outlived Linnaeus; the last 
reference to it dates back to 1781, three years after Linnaeus had passed 
away himself.24

That tea plants need tropical and subtropical climates, substantial 
rainfall and, preferably, to be planted at high altitudes was not clear to
Linnaeus or his contemporaries; it only slowly dawned on European 
naturalists as plant geography evolved in the late eighteenth and early 
nineteenth century in the wake of Alexander von Humboldt’s work. 
Linnaeus did not, however, rely on Chinese tea alone, as he also tried 
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to substitute Chinese tea with home-grown herbs. For example he sug-
gested that oregano (Origanum vulgare) and twinflower (Linnaea borealis(( ) 
could be used for this purpose. Linnaeus, who claimed to have tasted
‘a lot of tea made imitating the Chinese’, was particularly impressed
by the former, which Dean Walborg had prepared for him by rolling 
up the leaves in such a way as to imitate the finished Chinese product. 
This tea was so similar to Bohea in terms of ‘size, scent and taste’ argued 
Linnaeus, that all, except those ‘particularly knowledgeable about tea’, 
would ‘not easily notice any difference, not at least as soon he got used
to it, after which he would happily drink it like the Chinese’. To hon-
our Walborg Linnaeus gave Origanum vulgare a synonym name, Theæ 
suceedaneum Wahlborgii.25

The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences and Linnaeus were fre-
quently engaged in investigating samples of surrogate tea proposed
by the broader public. It is also easy to imagine that Linnaeus had a 
hand in The Royal Collegium Medici’s Announcement on the Abuse and 
Abundance Tea and Coffee Drinking Are Subjected To, and Instructions on
Swedish Herbs To Use Instead of Tea, published anonymously in 1746.
One of its starting points was the argument that ‘domestic spices’ best 
agreed with ‘Swedish bowels’, and domestic herbs best cured ‘Nordic’ 
illnesses. But it was not only the subjects’ health but also the land’s 
œconomia that the author argued would benefit from a shift in con-
sumption towards domestic produce. Admittedly the taste of Chinese
tea was hard to replicate, since it was argued God had given every 
plant their unique taste. A moderate consumption of imported tea and 
coffee was also not necessarily detrimental to the health of either the 
person or the economy. What encouraged both abusive and prodigal 
consumption was fashion. Consequently the author of the pamphlet 
concludes that only new trends could drive the old one away: ‘That
was the case with clothes and likewise with beverages drunk by habit
and for peace’.

While coffee was regarded as too much of a challenge to try to replace
with nuts, grains and berries, the pamphlet did propose making tea by 
infusing some thirty-three wild domestic plants and five garden herbs,
in addition to a number of blends that it saw as particularly suitable
for people suffering from scurvy, gout, and colic, among other things. 
Authority is lent to the list with references to how it had been assem-
bled, with the help of provincial physicians who had answered the 
call from the Collegium medicum; and the use of both vernacular and 
scientific names in the composition of the plant list.26
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Linnaeus and other naturalists had a keen interest in vernacular
names for domestic herbs which could be used to substitute tea from
China. The second edition of Flora Svecica published in 1755 contains 
no fewer than seven regional names by which twinflower was known 
in eighteenth-century Sweden, aside from the one most reminiscent of 
its modern Swedish name, ‘Linnæi ört’ or Linnaeus’s herb.27 Neither
scientific nor vernacular names seemed however sufficient in order to 
successfully promote new hot domestic infusions. Even Linneaus’s use 
of alternative names alluding to the exotic origin of tea consumption,
such as ‘Kings tea’ or ‘Cape tea’ for a brew of oregano and twinflower 
failed to tempt the Swedish consumers. The latter Linnaeus had hoped 
would become a popular alternative to Chinese ‘Emperor’s tea’, while 
reference to the Cape of Good Hope, which all East Indiamen rounded,
gave the home-grown alternative a more exotic aura.28

The discussion above illustrates the extent to which Linnaeus and
other naturalists linked taste to taxonomic knowledge in the search 
for alternatives to Chinese tea. The emphasis was, seemingly at least,
on the legitimate business of replacing Chinese tea by appealing to 
Swedish consumers’ taste for novelty. It was not just the taste that was
important; any visual resemblance between the domestic product and 
Chinese tea was a bonus, as Dean Walborg’s tea illustrates. The pam-
phlet from the Collegium medicum also suggested a preparation process 
involving carefully selecting the leaves and roasting them at different 
intervals in the drying process, not only to take the edge off the grass 
taste but also to make the product look ‘less green’.29

The advice does suggest a level of innocence; perhaps the absence of 
a fraudulent dimension to the process of preparing domestic produce 
to look like Chinese goods tells us something about how relatively little 
tea was consumed in Sweden. As we learnt from Chapter 2 the cheap
black tea served up in Britain was not always, perhaps not even most of 
the time, a pure Bohea, Wuyi Mountain, product. Not only was Bohea
tea regularly mixed with tea of other origins and types in Canton, dried, 
roasted and even painted leaves from plants domestic to Europe were
regularly mixed into the Chinese cargo as well as recycled tea leaves,
before the end consumer received the goods. Exactly where the line
between fraud and more legitimate tea blending was is not always easy 
to tell. It is possible that British consumers developed a taste for tea that
made them prefer blends offered at the end of the wholesale, clandestined
and retail chain rather than the pure product that perhaps could be had 
at the beginning, in Canton or on the Wuyi Mountains.
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Innocent or not, tea fraud did take place in Sweden. In a letter to his 
closest friend Abraham Bäck (1713–1795), president of the Collegium 
medicum, Linnaeus describes how a merchant had presented him with
a sample of tea from a larger batch he had purchased for a good price. 
Wrapped in a ‘large Chinese paper with necromancy letters all around’
Linnaeus discovered that it contained a blend of proper tea and leaves 
from sloe bushes.30 In other words, the business of tea offered the natu-
ralists many opportunities to apply their knowledge.

Linnaeus’s tea import substitution plans might at first instance appear 
somewhat naïve, or at least detached from everyday tea consumption. 
However, it is worth underlining that although the physical effects of 
tea and coffee consumption were registered from the very beginning 
by the medical corpus of Europe – Linnaeus himself listed tea as a rem-
edy against sleepiness – it was only at the beginning of the nineteenth
century that caffeine was identified as an active ingredient exclusive 
only to a few plants. It is also worth noticing that Linnaeus was well 
aware of other European and Atlantic substitutes for tea, although he
acknowledged that no one yet had managed to outperform tea from 
China. ‘Whether one wants it or not, one has to acknowledge, that
of all hitherto discovered substitute plants no one exceeds tea’.31 In 
other words, to search for domestic substitutes was neither irrational
nor unique to Linnaeus. In the light of Linnaeus’s failed attempts to 
substitute tea from China with rebranded domestic produce it is some-
what ironic that Linnaeus ordered porcelain from China, decorated
with images of twinflower, the species he made into his signature plant. 
Although the public at large rejected his Cape tea, at least Linnaeus
drank from vessels decorated with it!

From China to India, via Sweden

To Lisbeth Koerner, Linnaeus’s tea projects represent a failed attempt 
to create a ‘local modernity’ in order ‘to short circuit the economic 
improvements achieved by Holland and England through their interna-
tional trade’.32 Koerner’s emphasis on the failure of Linnaeus’s cameral-
ist project in a Swedish setting does however mean that the European 
context in which Linnaeus’s project evolved is somewhat lost. It is 
also the latter that is at the forefront in this section because although 
Linnaeus failed to grow tea in Sweden, he did contribute to a more long-
term project that ultimately was successful although it came to fruition 
later on and in a different economic system than the one Linnaeus had 
in mind.
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The European framework within which Linnaeus operated can be
traced in several different contexts. It is, for example, the European East 
India trade more generally that Linnaeus referred to when he wrote in 
1765 that: ‘It is amusing to note that the Europeans, the wisest of all, 
conquer the most distant regions of America, and there with the greatest 
difficulty excavates precious silver, and with greatest danger repatriates
it to Europe, in order to, with no less danger, carry it to another part of 
earth, to the East Indies, only to exchange it for the leaves of a certain
shrub’.33

Since Sweden was only a small consumer of tea it is in fact only in a 
European context that Linnaeus’s thoughts on tea make sense. Linnaeus
might of course not have been up to date about the extent to which
Copenhagen and Gothenburg were only the first landing points for tea 
largely destined for the more prolific tea drinking nations of Europe.
But it is worthwhile pointing out that Linnaeus worked in Hartekamp
in the Dutch Republic, as the in-house naturalist to George Clifford III 
(1685–1760), between 1736 and 1738. Clifford, also mentioned in 
Chapters 2 and 3, was heavily involved in the European East India trade 
as a merchant banker and agent to the EIC. As Clifford’s correspondence 
with Charles Irvine reveals, he was well informed about the European 
market for tea and other Asian goods.

What the Irvine correspondence does not reveal is that Clifford was 
keen on exotic gardens and natural history. His private garden at the 
Hartekamp where Linnaeus worked was greatly expanded; by 1737 it
had a menagerie, an orangery and four tropical houses. In addition 
the estate hosted a large collection of specimens, some of which dated 
back to the 1720s, even possibly to the 1710s, and were assembled by 
Clifford himself.34

Although Linnaeus might not have learnt about the inner workings
of the East India trade from his patron, it should be noted that his 
work for Clifford coincided with the first turbulent period of the SEIC.
Moreover, it was as an employee of Clifford that Linnaeus first started 
planning for the cultivation of tea in Europe. In his Hortus Cliffordianus 
published in 1737 Linnaeus wrote that ‘Seven times within a few years
have seeds been brought to this garden’. Although, judging by the writ-
ing, Linnaeus might have been absent when these deliveries arrived, he
clearly knew from other accounts that tea seed germination was a risky 
business; the amount of oil in the seeds made it prone to go rancid.
Linnaeus thought he had a solution, however; his suggestion was to 
encapsulate the seeds in saltpetre for the duration of the journey from 
China to Europe.35
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While Clifford enlarged his fortune via the European trade in Chinese
tea, his in-house naturalist was busy scheming to cultivate tea in Europe. 
We know this because Linnaeus published his plans, albeit in Latin,
and only to the exclusive group that could get their hands on Hortus 
Cliffordianus, the first copies which were given away rather than sold.36

We will return to the public nature of Linnaeus’s plans and the problem
of rancid tea seeds. The conclusion for now is that the birth of Linnaeus’s
tea transplant plans took place in a European rather than Swedish con-
text and in a setting created by fortunes made, at least in parts, from the
European East India trade in tea.

The European context was also an important reference point for 
Linnaeus in his writing on health and tea. It was the wider continental
consumption of tea that he drew on when he wrote about the hazards 
of over-indulgence. He observed that well-off women in larger cities, 
like Hamburg and Amsterdam, drank tea all day, leaving them ‘white’
and ‘bloated’.37 He contrasted these descriptions of the ‘white flesh’ of 
idle tea and coffee drinking Dutch and German women found in his
work on diets with the healthy cold water drinking working wives of 
Swedish peasants.38

However, not all SEIC tea was re-exported; Swedish men and women 
were also prey to the ill-effects Linnaeus wrote of. The Collegium 
medicum pamphlet, printed in 1746, stated that while tea had been 
consumed in Europe for one hundred years, over the last ‘twenty years’
it had also started to make its way into ‘more humble houses across 
Sweden’.39 However, as discussed in the Introduction, there is in fact 
little evidence of widespread tea consumption in eighteenth-century 
Sweden, although the elite, to which Linnaeus belonged, did drink 
tea. In the light of this, we should perhaps understand Linnaeus’s tea
projects as being built on an anticipation of a much larger consump-
tion of tea in Sweden in the future, similar in scope to the Dutch. Or 
perhaps Linnaeus hoped that Sweden could continue to provide the
European market with tea, although with home grown rather than 
that re-exported by the SEIC, thereby gaining some of the silver, or as
Linnaeus put it ‘fortune’ and ‘luck’, that had been previously enjoyed 
by China alone.40

Linnaeus was not alone in highlighting the effect the China trade 
had on draining the European silver reserve. This was a common 
trope in many early-modern economic debates. Like others Linnaeus
hoped that this trade would soon end, and noted signs of progress. 
Not only can we trace Linnaeus’s pan-European perspective on the
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tea trade in this optimistic discourse, but also a chronology or his-
toriography of how the trade with China was promoting European
developments:

in recent years the planting of mulberry trees and the production
of silk in southern Europe have made so much progress that a time 
will come when we no longer need to fetch silk from China. The art 
of making porcelain vessels has recently been perfected in Saxony,
Prussia, France, and our motherland, these vessels in form and colour
outperform the Chinese. Only tea remains the sole province of the 
Chinese.41

Like any prominent European scholar Linnaeus corresponded exten-
sively with naturalists across Europe. As Bettina Dietz has shown
Linnaeus’s publications were in many respects co-productions, often 
involving naturalists from across Sweden and Europe. Linnaeus’s many 
books, most prominently his Systema natura and Species plantarum,
incorporated the results of other naturalists who communicated addi-
tions and corrections to Linnaeus, which he in turn included in the 
new editions he regularly put together.42 The issue of tea was similarly
approached collectively, although in this case it became more of an
Anglo-Swedish pact than a pan-European collaboration. The main British 
correspondent with whom Linnaeus exchanged thoughts on tea was
John Ellis (1710–1776), who had been made wealthy by his involve-
ment in the Irish textile trade and was therefore able to pursue the 
study of natural history, before he fell on harder times. He wrote several 
scholarly texts and was made a Fellow of the Royal Society in 1754.
Following his bankruptcy Ellis worked as a gardener in Surrey, and also 
held several positions relating to colonial affairs in both America and
in London.43

Ellis and Linnaeus’ correspondence dates back to the mid-1750s.44

Over the course of a decade and a half they touched on many subjects; 
one of the re-occurring themes, however, was tea, and particularly how 
to transfer tea seeds and seedlings from China to Europe. While Ellis
called Linnaeus ‘the great ornament of science’, acknowledging his
scholarly superiority, their relationship became more equal, not least 
after Ellis’s method of embedding tea seeds in wax proved successful 
in spite of Linnaeus’s initial scepticism.45 Linnaeus claimed that the 
‘best method of procuring plants from China’ was by sowing them in
pots ‘the day the ships leave Canton’, with germination happening on
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route.46 Although Linnaeus was the taxonomic authority of Europe, 
in terms of hands-on experience of relocating plants and seeds, he had 
many equals, including Ellis, who could draw on his experiences as a 
gardener as well as from colonial contexts. Linnaeus also respected the 
abilities of the English, telling Ellis in his characteristically flattering
style that: ‘Surely if your countrymen, who can accomplish anything
within the bounds of possibility, are not able to bring the Tea alive to
Europe, it will never be done’.47

The focus on the logistics of plant transfer is one of the dominating 
themes in the correspondence between Ellis and Linnaeus, for multiple 
reasons including personal profit. For example, on Linnaeus’s request
Ellis probed interest among his country’s ‘Nobility’ and ‘Magnates’ to 
find a buyer for the tea plants, which Linnaeus, after so much trouble,
had managed to procure.48 The question was how much would they pay
for them? Since Linnaeus claimed he was the first to own a tea plant 
in Europe we can assume they would not be cheap. The sale of exotic
plants was big business in eighteenth-century London.49 For whatever
reason no transaction seems to have taken place; maybe Linnaeus was
too slow to respond to what by all accounts were fast-changing market
conditions? In 1770, five years after the tea-plant business idea was
floated, Ellis reported that there were nearly a hundred tea plants in 
England.50 Nonetheless, it is an illustrative example of the different
economies at play. While Linnaeus understood the tea trade from the
point of view of early-modern political economy, according to which 
the mass consumption of tea leaves from China triggered a silver drain 
in Europe, he and Ellis were also prospectors who could trade in tea
plants in order to profit personally.

The focus on personal profit and plant transfer by seed germination
did not mean that Ellis or Linnaeus were unaware of the implications
of their project, had it succeeded. A few years into their correspond-d
ence Linnaeus predicted that ‘… we may, before long, see Tea growing
in Europe’, convincing Ellis that tea bushes were ‘hardy’ enough to
‘bear the cold even of Sweden’.51 Ellis too saw further ahead as he, in 
conjunction with the Society for the Encouragement of Arts, Sciences 
and Commerce in London, distributed tea seeds enclosed in wax ‘to 
each of our governors of provinces, from New England to Georgia’ 
with the aim of ‘establish[ing] Tea in America’.52 The regular comments
on rumours of successful attempts to grow tea in America and Europe 
in their correspondence also suggests that they were very aware, even
wary, of developments elsewhere. ‘I learn from the newspapers that Tea
is already planted in Carolina. Is this true?’ wrote Linnaeus to Ellis, and 
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continued by reassuring him that rumours of tea plants flowering and 
bearing seeds in Denmark were false. A friend of Linnaeus had ‘proved’ 
the plant was ‘nothing but Veronica maritime’.53 Ellis likewise confirmed
that the news from America was ‘false’.54

A parallel and complex topic was the health and progress of their
individual tea experiments. ‘Tell me whether your Tea seeds have veg-
etated’ wrote Linnaeus to Ellis in April 1761.55 ‘My tea plant is still in
health, but has not yet flowered’ Linnaeus reported four years later.56

Six months on he wrote again: ‘Thriving but still without flowers’. As
if it might explain the lack of blossom Ellis reassured Linnaeus that he 
was ‘much in the right to protect it from severe weather’.57 When Ellis
succeeded in raising tea plants of his own their progress was a topic
regularly touched upon in letters to and from Linnaeus.58 Although 
somewhat comical, the great concern for each other’s potted plants does 
make sense if we take into account the grander scheme of breaking the 
Chinese monopoly on tea.

To Linnaeus and Ellis success depended on the viability of the delicate 
individual seeds and seedlings in their care. They were sourced with the 
help of the East India companies operating from Britain and Sweden. 
The connection between Linnaeus, the Swedish Royal Academy of 
Sciences and the Swedish East India Company is visible in several dif-
ferent contexts. Supercargoes and captains working for the SEIC were 
regularly made fellows of the Academy, and published on different 
aspects of Chinese culture and technology. Linnaeus frequently drew
on this connection to find positions for his students as chaplains and 
ships’ surgeons on the East Indiamen departing from Gothenburg; the 
students in return reported back to their teacher, providing him with 
information and material. To some, like Pehr Osbeck (1723–1805),
who departed from Gothenburg in 1750 on the Prins Carl, their time 
on board ship became the starting point an exploration of Asian and
Swedish nature, under the tutelage of Linnaeus, who incorporated many 
of Osbeck’s findings in the first edition of the Species plantarum. Osbeck 
had collected more than 900 different plant species on this trip.59

In his correspondence with Ellis, Linnaeus refers to Osbeck and his 
SEIC contacts who attempted and frequently failed, to bring him tea 
seedlings.60 Ellis likewise refers to his EIC network, which included 
‘Mr Fitzhugh’, who had years of experiences working in Canton. It was
the latter who enabled Ellis to ‘minutely’ study a ‘Tea-tree’ in London 
for the first time in 1768, accompanied by Daniel Solander (1733–1782), 
a student of Linnaeus who had been resident in London since 1760.61

Another ‘friend’, just returned from China, brought tea flowers to Ellis 
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so that they could be examined by him in London and then forwarded
to Linnaeus. Linnaean taxonomy, the Sexual System, implied that 
particular attention should be paid to the flower and the reproductive
organs of plants.62

The openness with which Linnaeus and Ellis shared material and 
information, as well as the relative willingness of the Swedish Company 
to accommodate Linnaeus’s students is noteworthy. Their work, at
least in theory, threatened to undermine the whole business idea of 
the company. As Koen Vermeir has discussed, the relationship between 
secret and public knowledge in early-modern European scholarship was 
often complex, with no absolute divisions. By writing in Latin readers 
could both be included and excluded; using correspondence and other
handwritten material rather than print meant that information could
be contained within a small circle. Strategies could change. A shift from
handwritten to published format could mean a critical point in the
dissemination of information had been reached. As handwritten manu-
scripts and letters were copied and diffused beyond the small network of 
a single author, the latter could regain control over some of the content 
of his or her work by printing it.63 Perhaps the pan-European nature
of the tea trade, and the openness with which news of the prices and 
quantities of tea imported and sold was circulated, had rubbed off on
Linnaeus and Ellis? Their letters communicate no sense of secrecy; but
an urgency and an ambition to be the first to cultivate tea in Europe 
or the Atlantic world. The sharing of information was of course also 
a strong ideal in the Republic of Letters; even if the scholars were 
citizens or subjects of states at war with one another.64

To sum up, there are several frameworks within which Linnaeus’s 
plans for tea cultivation evolved. In addition to a Swedish and local 
context there was a European and transnational setting. While the local
context led to futile attempts by Linnaeus to replace Chinese tea with 
home grown substitutes, the transnational European project followed 
a different trajectory.

Shifting the focus to a transnational European, and specifically an
Anglo-Swedish context, enables us to connect Linnaeus’s failed project 
with another British attempt to restructure the tea trade. In 1788, ten 
years after Linnaeus had died, Joseph Banks (1743–1820), President 
of the Royal Society and a keen naturalist, turned to the English East
India Company with a modified version of Linnaeus’s original idea, 
proposing to transplant tea from China to north-east India.65

Banks was heavily indebted to Linnaeus in several respects. Like 
Linnaeus, Banks understood natural history in an economic sense,
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one purpose of which was to aid mankind in its exploitation of 
nature.66 Early on Banks had recognized the significance of Linnaeus’s
modernization of European taxonomy and nomenclature, and how 
it helped natural history aid European exploration. Banks employed
several of Linnaeus’s former students, including the above-mentioned 
Solander, in different capacities in London and across the globe to 
assist in the building and reforming of natural history collections.67 In
his report to the EIC outlying his plan to grow tea in India, Banks used
Osbeck’s travel account, which had been translated and published in 
English in 1771.68 However, in contrast to Linnaeus, who had care-
fully guarded his only surviving tea plant, Banks was able to draw on
botanical gardens across Asia and the Atlantic world in his schemes 
to move plants and  production. Banks corresponded regularly with 
Robert Kyd (1746–1793), who was instrumental in setting up the 
Botanical Gardens in Calcutta, and later on with William Roxburgh 
(1751–1815), who  preceded Kyd, on the possibilities of growing tea 
in India.69

One issue was where to start; like Linnaeus, Banks discussed exten-
sively the latitudes at which tea could be successfully cultivated. 
Although Banks suggested black tea was best produced from plants 
grown between the 25th and the 30th latitude, and green tea between
the 30th and 34th latitude, like Linnaeus he expressed doubts that 
green and black tea originated from different species.70 Where the two 
naturalists differed was in relation to how to proceed. A central feature 
of the plan Banks presented to the board of the EIC was to contract 
Chinese people with experience of growing tea to assist in establishing 
tea cultivation and manufacturing in India. Banks laid out a plan that
involved the migration of plants, tools and knowhow, in the form of 
Chinese individuals, from the Canton area to the Botanical garden in
Calcutta. Banks promised twenty acres to use for experimenting with 
tea cultivation and production.71

The need for Chinese knowhow is further underlined elsewhere in
Banks’s correspondence with other people. Writing to Charles Jenkinson 
(1729–1808), 1st Baron Hawkesbury and 1st Earl of Liverpool, a key 
political figure in late eighteenth-century Britain and one of Banks’s 
most prominent allies, Banks described how no one in England had suc-
ceeded in producing anything but a ‘harsh & very disagreeable’ tasting
liquor from home grown tea bushes that now ‘few Curious Gardens are 
without’.72 In a letter to George Macartney (1737–1806), who headed 
the embassy visiting China in the 1790s, Banks wrote about the chemi-
cal process used in Chinese tea manufacturing, which ‘we are unable to
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imitate’ but which produced a beverage with a flavour ‘agreeable to all
Palates’, and ‘the most Exhilarating medicine we possess’.73

Banks’s plans differed from those of Linnaeus in other respects too; 
in contrast to the Swede Banks took into account how the European 
and particularly the British market for tea was segmented. We learn 
from his correspondence that Banks and his wife had an elaborate taste
in tea, preferring exclusive sorts such as ‘Chulan’ and ‘Pouchong’.74

Such preferences did not however influence Banks’s thoughts on the
most profitable way to proceed. In his plans to the EIC from 1788
Banks argued that,

All undertakings of new manufacture should commence with articles 
of inferior quality; they being less difficult in preparation, and more
certain (as they fall into the hands of the lower orders of people) of 
being admitted into the immediate use than higher prized commodi-
ties intended for the consumption of those who have more distinguish-
ing palates, & fewer reasons for being economical in their purchases.75

In other words, Banks wanted to cater for a mass market of black tea 
drinkers used to low quality Bohea tea. According to Banks, this type of 
tea was frequently landed in Britain due to the lack of diligence among 
the British supercargoes and the fraudulent Chinese tea dealers. This 
view probably reflected Banks’s discontent with the poor assistance he 
had had from employees of the EIC stationed in Canton who feared they 
would lose out if Indian tea began to compete with that from China.76

Banks differed from Linnaeus not only in terms of his access to tea
plants and his understanding of how the tea market and the EIC worked, 
but also and more significantly in his thoughts on who was going to 
harvest and manufacture the tea. The Indian workforce, comprised of 
‘frugal industrious & intelligent natives, accustomed to labour for lower
wages possibly than any other set of men’, would be an optimal source 
of labour he wrote in his report to the EIC.77 This argument can be traced
back to correspondence which predated the report. Responding to a let-
ter by Charles Jenkinson, Banks expanded on ‘the mode of Preparing 
the Tea leaves’, something which involved ‘considerable labour’ not 
least in green tea production, which was ‘Tedious & expensive’ as every 
leaf needed to be rolled ‘by hand into the Form in which we receive it’.
Affordable workers could be found neither in the ‘Colonies’ (and here 
Banks presumably refers to Britain’s Atlantic holdings), nor in England.
It was in the light of this that India stood out; here ‘Labour appears to be
as cheap as in China’, Banks argued.78 Similar arguments were made by 
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others, like the cartographer James Rennell (1742–1830), active in map-
ping the Indian continent. He wrote to Banks that tea production ‘would 
suit the Hindoos most perfectly. Their patient industry, & pliable fingers, 
would manage the whole business to great advantage’.79

So while Linnaeus with his early-modern economic framework took 
the movement of silver from the Atlantic world to the Asian as his
cue, attempting to replace Chinese tea with Swedish cultivated substi-
tutes, Banks looked at price and access to labour within the realms of 
the expanding British Empire. There was also a political dimension to 
Banks’s argument. With sugar, coffee and tobacco forming the corner-
stone of the Atlantic trade, tea production in India offered the EIC the
opportunity to create closer links between the ‘Motherland’ and her 
colony, without intruding on the trade of other parts of the empire.80

For all the ways in which Banks and Linnaeus perceived tea cultiva-
tion and consumption differently, they also held much in common.
As Albritton Jonsson has pointed out, Linnaeus and Banks shared 
a distinctive approach to how to govern nature that continued to rep-
resent an alternative to a liberal understanding of nature, which lasted 
into the nineteenth century and beyond. While Adam Smith ultimately 
thought the market would help resolve ecological imbalances, Linnaeus 
and Banks both ascribed greater weight to the intervention of natural-
ists operating either within a state-centred cameralist framework, or an r
imperial economy.81

The reasons Banks’s plans were delayed in being realized is part of 
a different history from the one told here, but it took another half a 
century before tea production outside China and Japan started. While 
India lost its cotton textile trade to the north-west of England it gained 
tea cultivation. Infamous for its harsh and slave-like working condi-
tions it came to employ millions of people in Assam, Darjeeling and 
Sri Lanka (then known as Ceylon). In the twentieth century tea produc-
tion moved into Kenya in Africa. China lost its near global monopoly, 
although Chinese tea continued to be produced, both for domestic con-
sumption and for export. In other words, and ironically perhaps, only 
a few decades after Camelia sinensis replaced Linnaeus’s species names
Thea bohea and Thea viridis, a reform which reflected a more compre-
hensive European understanding of the origin and manufacturing of tea 
in China, tea production took off outside China. This was a shift that 
also corresponded with the end of the chartered companies working 
along mercantilist lines, and the beginning of an imperial economy, 
in which the British drew on cheap labour, taking control over tea 
production in Asia and later on in Africa.
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Global dyes and local colours

Next to tea textiles were the single most important type of goods 
imported from Asia on East India ships. From the late seventeenth
century on Asian textiles generated fundamental changes to European 
fashion and interior design. The most well-known example is the 
importation of cotton textiles from India. Chintz and calicoes, printed 
or painted with attractive colourfast dyes, became everyday objects in 
some parts of Europe. One conclusion from this study is that Chinese 
silks, populuxe poisee damask, taffeta and pekin, which arrived in a
great variety of colours, also played an important role, particularly dur-
ing the first half of the eighteenth century, and in places like Sweden,
which had little access to the Indian market.

The production of colours and dyes was not of course exclusive to
Asia. The rich French nomenclature applied in the Chinese silk trade,
is in itself indicative of what a dynamic field colours were in eighteenth-
century Europe. Colours went in and out of fashion; new shades and
combinations of tints created new trends, some of which have been 
described in the previous chapters on the study of the colour assortment
of the SEIC silk cargoes. There were several other processes at work too. 
One relates to the provision of different dye matter. As Alexander Engel 
has shown in the case of Britain, the market share of non-European
dyestuff, including indigo, cochineal, logwood and other dyewoods, 
made up between sixty-five and ninety per cent of the value of all 
dyestuff used in eighteenth-century Britain. Drawing on early-modern 
dye recipe books, Engel also estimates how effective the different dye
materials were, calculating that between eighty and ninety per cent of 
all dyed textiles in eighteenth-century Britain received their colour from
non-European dyestuff.82

The changing use of different fibres and the prices of different dye-
stuffs also influenced colour schemes. Engel links the drop in cochineal
consumption, a dyestuff used to produce red, to the increase in con-
sumption of cotton. Cochineal did not perform well on cotton, hence
its decline. What did work was a dye originating from Asia and based
on madder, which, at the end of a complex dyeing process, produced a 
high quality red called ‘Turkey red’.Only by the mid-eighteenth century
were Europeans able to replicate this dyeing process and produce red 
of a good quality on cotton textiles.83 The growing popularity of black 
in the beginning of the nineteenth-century follows the discovery that 
solid black colours could be produced with the help of logwood, a much 
cheaper dye material than the blend of dark indigo blue and intense
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madder used before. Darker colours on textiles were generally more 
expensive to produce than lighter ones in the early-modern period.84

Traditionally European dyers were divided into different groups.
Early-modern German tradesmen usually belonged to one of the two 
branches ‘Schwartzfärber’ (or ‘Schlechtfärber’, the prefix schlecht heret
meaning simple rather than alluding to the negative modern mean-
ing of the word) and ‘Schönfärber’. The former produced black, brown 
and dark blue colours on linen and wool textiles, while the latter
experimented with a wider range of colours on lighter material. Neither
category was absolute; in fact regional changes and changes over time
reflect the diversification of material, the development of new products 
and changing consumer patterns.85 French dyers were similarly divided 
between ‘teinturiers en grand et bon teint’, who worked with more 
colour-fast dyes on more traditional material, and ‘teinturiers en petit 
teint’, whose products tended to be more vivid although not as durable.
The French division was in part a result of the legislation initiated 
by Jean Baptise Colbert, Louis XIV’s minister. The regulation of dyeing 
practices in France also led to a temporary decline in experimentation 
and variation. In 1667 the number of officially sanctioned colours
allowed was fixed at 120, although another 100 were permitted in 1730;
the aim was to reduce imports of expensive dyestuffs, thereby contribut-
ing towards the all-important positive balance of trade.86

Eighteenth-century Swedish regulations were different in the sense 
that dyers were divided up in accordance with the textile fibres they 
were colouring. Wool, silk, linen and cotton dyers in Stockholm could
use any of the available dyes, although they had to use and follow
prescribed ingredients and methods. Dyers who mislabelled their tints, 
falsely claiming they were made with dyes associated with durable and 
colour-fast colours, could be punished. The shades produced also had 
to conform to set colour standards. Evenness and lustre were other
qualities considered when judging the output of the Stockholm dyers.87

Dyeing was also a household activity in the eighteenth century. Yarn
and smaller pieces of textiles were usually dyed at home while dyers 
in towns were employed to colour larger piece goods in blue, red and 
green. The latter colours often required imported dyestuff; it was also
hard to achieve a uniform shade on larger pieces, a process which 
demanded large vessels or vats.88

Although tradesmen were restricted to the production of colours;
they contributed to colour ideas. The early-modern period, and particu-
larly the eighteenth century, saw an expansion of both colour theories 
and dye matters used. As Sara Lowengard has discussed, colour was an 
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area in which science and craft met. Natural philosophers such as Isaac 
Newton used prisms to explore the nature and number of colours while 
more philosophically-minded tradesmen tried to establish colour orders
by separating tints into different primary and secondary categories,
pinning them to different dyestuffs or their combinations. Chemistry, 
which evolved out of mineralogy, provided a framework within which
new synthetic pigments, such as Prussian blue, evolved in the early 
eighteenth century.89 These changes also generated new supply systems
involving specialist traders who could offer new and different shades.90

We can see this as part of a broader structural change over the course of 
the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. As Engel explains: ‘When the 
power to define dyestuffs changed from the demand side to the supply 
side of the market, their character as trade goods altered: they turned 
from commodities into specialities’.91

This defining power also rested, however, with those involved in sub-
stituting imported dyes ffor domestic ones. The value of non-European 
dye material constituted a significant share of the total value of exotic
goods imported into Sweden. Surviving statistics from 1769–1771 sug-
gest that only sugar (its value was roughly a third of the total) was more 
important. The value of indigo, cochineal and other non-European dye-
stuffs represented more than a fifth of the total, with tobacco account-
ing for sixteen per cent, and coffee for fourteen per cent.92 In the light
of this, it is not surprising that the cameralist-minded Swedish natural-
ists turned to the domestic landscape in order to find substitutes with
which to imitate colours made from expensive imported dyes.

These naturalists conformed to a broader movement; the eighteenth
century saw a range of new technologies designed to manipulate sur-
faces to look more exclusive, by staining, varnishing, plastering and
gilding them.93 Colours, as Newton established in 1671, depended 
on different wavelengths of light, and are in a sense immaterial, ena-
bling imitation in many different ways. One of the most significant 
early Swedish contributions to the art of imitating colours and substi-
tuting dyes was the work of Johan Linder (1678–1724), who was later
ennobled (Lindestolpe). Linder was a physician with a keen interest
in natural history and dyes, as is demonstrated in his Swedish Art of 
Dyeing. With Domestic Herbs, Gras, Flower, Leaves, Barks, Rots, Plants, and 
Minerals, the first edition of which was published in 1720.94 Although
he was writing in Swedish, Linder’s approach was global. After discuss-
ing the historical use of colours by drawing on ancient writers and
the Bible, genres with a distinct European and Christian scope, Linder
moved on to trade and manufacturing in a discussion that spans the 
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globe. Under the subheading ‘On Blue Colour’ we learn the vernacular 
Philippine, Indian, Chinese and Mexican names for indigo, as well the 
six different types of indigo from the East Indies, and high and low 
quality indigo from the West Indies.95

From globally sourced raw material to Parisian dye works Linder links 
plants, insects and minerals to a rich colour nomenclature that reflects 
his personal intimacy with the material culture of cosmopolitan Europe;
Linder had spent a considerable amount of time studying on the 
Continent. Some names we recognize from the East India trade, such 
as crimson, incarnat, ponceau, sky blue, turquin blue and bleumerant,
but there are many more that by all accounts never entered the China 
trade.96 This rich colour backdrop forms the starting point for what is
the main purpose of Linder’s book, to promote the use of dyes made
of domestic material. Following his historical and global introduction 
to the colour red, which includes a section on where to source the 
best Brazilwood, in the region of Fernambuco, Brazil, and how it was 
processed in dye works in Amsterdam, Linder concludes: ‘This said on 
foreign red colours. Let us now see if also in our country there is some-
thing to be used to the same effect’.97

Blueberries, juniper berries, elderberries, cherries and plums, as well as 
moss, nettles and black alder were some of the ingredients listed as alter-
natives to the goods from Asia and the Atlantic world.98 Linder displays
a familiarity with the North European landscape, including bio-topical 
information; the source of ‘high red’ could be found ‘under hassle trees,
in the shadow’ where True Lover’s Knot (‘Trollbär’) or ‘Herba Paris’
grew.99 Drawing on his knowledge of natural history, a core subject in an
early-modern medical education, Linder identifies materials with both
a scientific and a vernacular nomenclature. He also outlines methods 
and recipes for producing dyes suitable for different mediums; however, 
here he becomes much more general. Linder’s Swedish recipes produced
shades of colour that are commonly referred to as simply blue, yellow 
and red, sometimes ‘high red’ and ‘pale red’.100

The anonymized colours in Linder’s account do not necessarily mean
that there were no variations, intended or unintended. What was lack-
ing was a language connecting the local resources and knowledge that 
Linder drew on to the world of eighteenth-century cosmopolitan con-
sumption, fashion and science. There are some exceptions, and they 
are telling. For example, among the red colours that domestic dyestuff 
could generate Linder lists ‘Couleur de Chair’ and ‘Couleur de Rose’.101

As we learned in the last chapter both references were frequently used 
to describe silk textiles imported from China to Europe in the eighteenth 
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century. If we consider that these colours were the results of using
Safflower, Carthamus tinctorius or ‘safflor’ in Swedish, as the active
ingredient it becomes less of an anomaly. Safflower has a long history 
as a raw material in dyeing red and yellow on the Eurasian continent. 
The link to a well-known active dye ingredient did in other words help
identify the shade of red in question, something that also explains
Linder’s colour vagueness when discussing dye ingredients not used int
cosmopolitan Europe.

Another striking aspect in Linder’s account is the limited media used;
the fibres Linder advises on how to dye are almost exclusively made
from wool and flax in the form of piece goods and yarn. If we include 
Linder’s section on how to remove stains there are only two references
to silk in the whole book.102 In other words, the globally produced, and
continentally fashioned colour scheme Linder sought to replicate with
home sourced products in the 1720s did not only lack in variation and
differentiation, but also the media onto which they were to be applied 
was limited to the most common fibres known in early eighteenth-
century Swedish households.

Linder was aware of the shortcomings of his project in terms of 
providing colour variation, but he suggests his colours would do ‘for
those who live on the countryside’.103 He also envisioned improved
results, a more complete world of colour with time and if enough inter-
est was redirected from ‘foreign things’ to ‘Swedish grass and herbs’.
His neglect of materials other than those ‘made by Swedish wool and
Swedish linen, spun by our women’ was by all accounts more deliberate.
They represented materials he preferred to those ‘spun by silk worms’ 
originating in ‘India, Persia, Turkey, Spain, France, Germany, England, 
Holland’.104 Linder’s message was economic: his colours were perhaps 
not perfect, but they were good enough for a European periphery, who
could ill afford either exotic dyestuffs or exotic fibre.

Most other books on dyeing published in Sweden throughout the 
eighteenth century were geographically and politically more vague. To
an extent this was determined by the market for this type of literature: 
advice books on dyeing were regularly translated from English or French 
into Swedish.105 Many of the same ingredients, like for example pot ash 
and fortified water, were used across Europe. Likewise the habitats of 
many plants and insects used to produce dye crossed national bounda-
ries. For these reasons and the more general access to globally sourced
dye goods brought to Amsterdam and London, and then re-exported
across the Continent, it is not surprising that the advice literature on 
dyeing was partly a transnational discourse.
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Linder’s distinct Swedish approach, emanating from an inventory of 
Nordic flora and fauna, was, however, and not surprisingly, replicated in 
the writings of Linnaeus and his students. Linnaeus took a keen interest 
in the source of colours; on his journeys across Sweden he noted down 
the use of domestic plants for colour production, as did many of his
students, including for example Pehr Kalm, (1716–1779), more famous 
for his journey to North America in the late 1740s. Linnaeus and Kalm 
both published extracts from their observations in the periodical of the
Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences (‘Handlingar’). In 1745, two years 
before he set out west, Kalm published a list of methods and plants used 
in dyeing, including the use of blueberries to dye socks violet, which he 
encountered on a domestic journey.106 Introducing the topic Kalm refers
to both Linder and Linnaeus. The latter had only a few years earlier pub-
lished his own inventory of plants used on the Baltic islands Gotland 
and Öland with the aim of improving the methods of ‘the uneducated 
peasantry’.107 Notable in both Kalm and Linnaeus’s accounts is the con-
tinued exclusive focus on dyes for yarn and piece goods made from linen
and wool. Another similarity with Linder’s work is the colour vagueness; 
the shades the different dyes created are described in an undifferentiated 
manner, as red, blue, green – although there are exceptions. For exam-
ple, the bark of apple trees grown on Öland produced ‘a rather beautiful 
Citron yellow’ Linnaeus concluded in 1742.108

The Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences continued to publish work on 
colours, dyes and pigments in the second half the eighteenth century. 
Notable is a growing interest in the chemical approach to colour making,
following in the wake of the discovery of Prussian, or Berlin blue, the
first synthetic pigment. There are also articles advising on agricultural 
methods for producing Madder, Rubia tinctorium, written by Eric Lidbeck 
(1724–1803), another student of Linnaeus.109 It is only towards the end 
of the century, in the work by Johan Peter Westring (1753–1833), a pro-
vincial physician in Norrköping, that a significant change takes place.

Like several other naturalists who belonged to Linnaeus’s last genera-
tion of students, Westring paid particular attention to lichen, a group
of species notoriously hard to classify using Linnaeus’s Sexual System.
Together with fungi and algae they made up the main content of the 
miscellaneous class twenty-four. The most prominent lichen naturalist,
Eric Archarius (1757–1819), a district physician in the neighbouring
town of Vadstena, was a close collaborator with Westring. Drawing on
his work Westring discussed the taxonomy of different lichen species,
their habitats and use as medicines, a food source and, his main focus
of attention, dyes.
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An article published by the Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences in 
seven sections between 1791 and 1798 outlined the results of hundreds
of experiments dyeing with lichen.110 Westring also produced a series of 
eight booklets with the joint title The Colour History of Swedish Lichen, Or 
How to Use Them for Colouring and in Other Useful Ways for the Household,
in the first decade of the nineteenth century.111 Judging by the response 
to Westring’s second series of publications his audience was in part 
made up of critical chemists.112 However, next to the scientific com-
munity it is clear from Westring’s writing that he had two other extra-
scientific audiences in mind: those working in the dyeing trade and 
‘curious Swedish Ladies’.113

His work offered many colour variations. Take, for example, the 
shades belonging to the category of brown. Compared to the vague 
and poor nomenclature used in the sales catalogues of the Swedish
East India Company, where silk textiles were frequently described as 
being simply ‘brown’ or ‘brown varied’, Westring offered browns galore. 
In addition to ‘Noisette’, ‘Chestnut’ and ‘Oak bark brown’ we find a 
wide range of more exotic colour references.114 Not only chocolate
browns, but also ‘dim Choclade au lait’ and ‘Choclad de Santa’, two
types of tobacco brown: Tabac de Vénise and Tabac d’Espagne.115 Next 
to ‘Cinnamon brown’, we find references to ‘Nutmeg’ and ‘Rhubarb 
brown’.116 Westring’s recipes could also be used to produce colours
such as ‘Terre d’ Egypte’, described as a ‘grey brown beautiful shade’,
and ‘Mumie’ (mummy), a ‘dark grey brown’.117 As the examples above
illustrate, the nomenclature was largely French in origin, to the extent
that we seem to be able to trace the recent French invasion of Egypt in 
Westring’s colour nomenclature. Westring also used ‘Poil de veaus’ as
a synonym for ‘Golden brown’ and ‘Garance foncé’ for ‘Dark yellow 
brown’.118 There were many colours that could be applied to silk fibres
using Mountain saffron, today known as Solorina crocea, as the active 
ingredient, including a grey brown labelled ‘Thé au lait’.119

As we have learnt in the previous chapter, tea was a colour reference
that appeared in seventeenth-century Chinese dyeing instructions, and
it can also be traced in material relating to smuggling in Canton. It
did not however penetrate the Eurasian silk trade beyond Canton in
the first half of the eighteenth century. When tea was adopted in the 
European colour nomenclature in the form of ‘Thé au lait’ it refers to
a shade reminiscent of milky black tea, a popular way of taking this 
beverage in Europe. Moreover, although Britain was the number one tea
drinking nation in Europe this colour term is not English in origin but
French, the dominant language of fashion.
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While Westring’s perception of ‘tea’ colour was distinctly European,
his understanding of the medium, silk, and how it took the dye, was 
influenced by his experience of Chinese silk. Comparing his results 
with colours on silk dyed elsewhere, Westring singled out this prod-
uct particularly, claiming his colours ‘achieved the same firmness and
shine as the Chinese’.120 Together with numerous references to cotton,
Westring’s book also reflects on the broadening use of different textiles 
in Sweden. Wool and linen were no longer the only fibres discussed as
mediums for colours, as silk and cotton are also frequently listed in the 
recipes. Lichen by all accounts was a dye matter that could be used on
both new and old fibres, made from both animal and plant material.

Even if Westring’s recipe for producing milky tea coloured silk was
never made use of, the example serves to illustrate how dyes had been 
disconnected from colours. Even though Westring’s colour nomencla-
ture emanated from the centre of European fashion, even incorporating
references to the French occupation of Egypt, the material source in this
case had a very different origin. Westring’s Thé au lait was made from
lichen growing above the polar circle, in the Swedish ‘Lappmarken’ and
Finnish ‘Österbotten’.

Universal colours and synthetic dyes

The focus on silk and colour nomenclature, largely French in origin 
with Swedish terms used as synonyms, might seem at first glance to
suggest that by the turn of the century Sweden had been incorporated 
into a North Western world of consumption. There is a sense in which
the colours reflect change; for example, Westring frequently refers to 
specific shades as ‘modern’.121 It is clear from his writing that Westring 
envisioned women being particularly ‘entertained’ by the availability of 
so many different shades, something that reflects an understanding of 
the market for colours. As we learnt in the last chapter, colour variation 
was an important aspect, perhaps more than colour innovation, in the
trade in Chinese silk.122 The late eighteenth and early nineteenth centu-
ries also saw a more general shift in the production and consumption of 
dyes in Europe, a development which led to a decline in the import of 
non-European dyestuffs, and an increase in domestic dye production.123

In this respect Westring was a product of his time.
However, Westring did not approach his imagined audience of 

matrons in rural peasant households only, or even mainly as consum-
ers. They were just as much producers of colours, made from easily
accessible and cheap dyestuffs.124 In this respect Westring represents an 
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outlook identical to that of Linder and Linnaeus. Linder, for example, 
started his account by remembering the time when ‘hunger was the 
best spice’ and he bemoaned the import of ‘East Indian pepper, ginger,
cinnamon, nutmeg’ and ‘silk’ from ‘India, Persia and Turkey’ paid for by 
‘Copper, Iron, brass thread, Steel, Boards, Beams, Masts and Tar, manu-
factured and generated with so much toil and sweat’ at home. ‘The 
country is impoverished; foreigners take the core and leave us the shell
to bite at. A beautiful trade’, Linder concluded in 1720, a sentiment we
recognize from Linnaeus’s understanding of the trade with China, albeit 
situated in global context.125

Metal, timber and naval stores were Swedish goods made by Swedish 
people in Linder’s world and to Westring the emphasis is on mosses and
lichen growing in a resources-rich northerly landscape. Although useful 
these were raw materials rather than consumer goods to which national
identities had become associated in the late eighteenth century. In this 
respect the framework in which Linder and Westring operated was dif-
ferent from, for example the British one, where toys, trinkets, ceramic 
creamware and cotton textiles manufactured in Birmingham, the 
Potteries and Manchester became central assets in the construction of 
a British middle-class identity.126 Only later on, in the nineteenth cen-
tury, were pine forests written into a story of Swedish national identity,
as part of a romantic tradition focusing on nature, and turning away 
from modernization and manufacturing.

Westring’s lichen project refers to the shift from import and consump-
tion to export and labour. Westring envisioned great potential in Swedish 
sourced lichen for providing markets on the Continent, in France and
Britain with dye materials. It is possible that Westring’s extended use of 
a French colour nomenclature reflects his intention to promote such an 
export as well. In his vision of lichen harvesting as a livelihood for ‘the
poor’, Westring estimated how much lichen could be gathered and for 
what it could be sold for. In this respect Westring thought in a similar
way to Joseph Banks, highlighting the link between product and labour
rather than focusing exclusively on consumption and revenue streams.

Big changes took place both elsewhere and nearby as dyeing evolved
along new chemical lines in north-western Europe. Prussian blue was
just the first in a series of new synthetic pigments to come into circula-
tion. Less than fifty years year after Westring published his accounts 
on Swedish moss and lichen, synthetic dyes, which produced bright 
and uniform coloured products, democratized western fashion, with
‘Mauveine’ blazing the trail.127 Synthetic dyes were picked up by Swedish
consumers, who quickly learnt to appreciate the new bright colours and
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even results. The leap from synthetic dyes to universal colours, named
with numbers rather than in French, was not far away. The story of 
how organic dyes made a comeback – as Swedes learnt that colours
made from synthetic dyes faded more rapidly, leaving textiles grey and 
lacklustre, while shades produced by organic dyes became milder and 
lighter as time passed – is another story.128

Conclusion

Asian goods affected Europe in many ways that were not reflected int
the distribution of East India companies’ goods and trade statistics. The 
history of Linnaeus’s parallel and failed attempts to grow Chinese tea 
in Sweden, and to substitute tea with home-grown produce, illustrate
how developments in the rest of Europe were projected onto a Swedish 
landscape. To reduce the tea story to a Swedish history only takes into
account that part of the project that failed. The attempts to break the 
Chinese monopoly on tea were also a pan-European, long-term project, 
as the connection to George Clifford’s Hartekamp and collaboration 
between Carolus Linnaeus in Uppsala and John Ellis in London illus-
trate. With an even longer timeframe and an emphasis on the British
contribution we can link Linnaeus to Joseph Banks and a project that
finally succeeded in India in the 1840s. Banks’s understanding of both
the mass market for tea, and the labours involved in producing tea can, 
together with Linnaeus’s taxonomic reforms and the link between natu-
ral history and political economy he continued to forge, be traced to the 
tea gardens of Assam, Darjeeling and Sri Lanka. By then the framework 
of eighteenth-century chartered company trade had been replaced by
full-scale nineteenth-century British imperialism.

It was the caffeine content of tea from China that made the plant 
impossible to replace with infused home-grown European alternatives.
Colour pigments are somewhat different. Those extracted from domes-
tic Swedish plants might not have been as colourfast as those used in 
India to decorate cotton textiles for the European market; however, if 
one was content with more temporary results and indistinct colours,
local nature could offer alternatives. Eighteenth-century dye books 
present a way to trace the impact of the global trade in textiles and dye
matter in Sweden. As in the case of the trade in Chinese silk, French
fashion continued to mediate, offering names by which some colours
and shades could be distinguished, but not all.

Johan Westring’s lichen project represented the peak of this eighteenth- 
and early nineteenth-century exchange between the global and local. 
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Westring stands with one foot in a cameralist tradition with a strong
natural history dimension, applying taxonomic knowledge in the 
search for import substitution. The other foot rests in a more integrated 
European fashion economy, where colour nomenclature and dyestuffs
have become disconnected. Bridging two centuries allows us to link 
early-modern material culture to chemical and industrial developments.
The arrival, in the late nineteenth century, of synthetic dyes on a large
scale offered consumers an even greater variation of standardized, and 
soon to become universally-coded, colours. These outcomes are only 
visible if we study the chronology and geography of change in a global
context and with a longer perspective. An appreciation of distance can 
help provide a scale to the phenomenon we are studying.
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Plate 3 

Plate 2–5 Anders Berch (1711–1774) was a professor in political economy in 
Uppsala. Berch used his textile collections to teach his students different aspects 
of textile manufacturing; the idea was to encourage domestic production and
discourage import. Plates 2–5 depict some of 1,662 samples in Berch collection;
they are all labelled ‘East Indian’. We can assume most of them originated from 
Asia, probably China. Sheet 94–97, Anders Berch’s textile collection (Nordiska
Museet), Photo: Mats Landin © Nordiska Museet.

Plate 2 



Plate 5 

Plate 4 



Plate 6 Johan Peter Westring (1753–1833) studied under Linnaeus in Uppsala 
before graduating and becoming a provincial physician in Norrköping. Westring 
is most famous for his work on lichen growing in Sweden and how they could
be used in the dyeing of textiles. The image depicts Solorina crocea which could 
produce some thirty tints, including ‘Thé au lait’, if prepared in different ways 
and applied on wool and silk textiles. Johan P. Westring, Svenska lafvarnas färghi-
storia, eller Sättet att använda dem till färgning och annan hushållsnytta, parts 1–8 
(Stockholm, tryckt hos Carl Delén, 1805–1809), part 3 (1806). Saffrans-lafven, 
pp. 92–93.

Plate 6 
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The history of silk and tea in the North is a global history formed 
by many different processes, spanning different geographies and
chronologies.

At the centre for the exchange in Canton was silver originating
from Latin America. The mining for silver in the south-western part
of the Atlantic world dates back to the Spanish conquest of America 
in the sixteenth century. As the maritime East India trade expanded
in the following centuries silver became a central means of payment, 
particularly in the growing trade with China. The Danish and Swedish 
companies arrived relatively late to the direct trade with China. In an 
early eighteenth-century context they were small operators. Their neu-
tral flags and their relative independence from other colonial ventures
in Asia gave them an advantage however. They could continue trade
when the superpowers of Europe were at war, and in contrast for exam-
ple with the Dutch Company they did not need to bring vast amounts 
of pepper to Canton to exchange for tea. Paying for Chinese goods
in Latin American silver, purchased in Cadiz or sourced from markets
across Europe, was more expensive but it had advantages. Contracts
on high quality ‘Bohea Touchon’, the first picking of leaves destined 
to become cheap black tea, could be closed without time-consuming 
haggling over the price of goods brought to Canton. Like a modern-
day budget airline the Swedish and Danish companies benefitted from 
existing trade infrastructure, foremost the ‘Canton system’, which pro-
vided similar conditions to all traders arriving up the Pearl River to do
their trade with the Hong merchants. In terms of knowhow and credit 
the Scandinavian companies drew on what had been generated out-
side the states in which they were based. The folded Ostend Company
provided an organizational prototype. More importantly perhaps the 

5
Conclusion – New Chronologies 
and Geographies 
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Scandinavian companies could draw on investors and personnel from
the Ostend venture to finance and organize the expeditions to Canton. 
Once back in Copenhagen and Gothenburg, merchant networks from
the Low Countries were central to channelling the Chinese goods to 
markets in Europe. 

Approaching the history of the Scandinavian East India trade as 
part of a global history means moving beyond many traditional 
accounts of the companies, accounts that have previously been writ-
ten as national histories, chronologies punctuated by institutional
changes stipulated by charters or reflecting domestic conditions and 
politics. As this book demonstrates, while they are important jigsaw 
pieces these stories can only provide limited explanations for how
the Scandinavian trade with Asia developed. This study can also
provide important new perspectives for future histories concerned
with Chinese tea cultivation and manufacturing for foreign markets,
or the sericulture, spinning, weaving and dyeing of silk destined for 
Europe, it will hopefully become a part of the continued exploration of 
early-modern global trade.

The trade in Chinese silk has a much older history than that of the
global movement of Latin American silver. Sericulture and silk goods 
moved across the Eurasian continent for almost two millennia before 
wrought silk became incorporated in the maritime trade organized by 
the European chartered companies. By then silk was a ‘fashion leader’ in 
Europe; with the help of the medium of silk new trends were set and dif-
fused across Europe from centres such as Paris and London. While we can
trace an earlier influence of Asian silk on European fashion, foremost in 
the form of the bizarre style, by the mid-third of the  eighteenth-century 
Chinese silk designs did not set trends that reverberated across the 
Eurasian continent. Rather Chinese wrought silk conformed to European 
fashion and demands. This is particularly notable in the colour assort-
ment of the silk; a pan-European, largely French nomenclature helped 
integrate Chinese silk into the existing market in Europe. Chinese 
piece goods were generally wider than European wrought goods. More 
importantly they were perceived as cheaper, a populuxe version of a
type of good long associated with elite consumption and luxury. In
Scandinavia Chinese silk soon carved a new niche, providing con-
sumers who could not afford French or domestic silk products with a 
budget luxury version. Colourful silk textiles were distributed across 
Scandinavia, particularly to areas which had little previous experience 
of consuming Asian textiles. The very large importation of Chinese 
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silk pieces to Sweden, and the evidence of consumption we can find 
in sumptuary law implementation from Uppsala and Helsinki, suggest
a particular craving for colourful silk dresses in the northern part of 
Scandinavia. The Danish realm, and foremost perhaps Denmark proper,
had traded in Asian textiles for a longer period; perhaps access to col-
ourful Indian cotton dampened the desire for cheap Chinese silk in the 
southern part of Scandinavia? The monopolies of the DAC and SEIC 
helped protect the trade in Chinese silk on the domestic markets for 
a few decades in the middle third of the eighteenth century. The paral-
lel developments in Denmark and Sweden of state support for domestic
silk industries promoted a relaxation of sumptuary regulations in rela-
tion to silk textiles, which also opened a window for an influx of Asian 
goods, at least until the middle of the eighteenth century.

The arrival of Indian cotton textiles to Europe is a standard trope in 
histories of consumption and change in the early-modern period. The 
history of silk in the North suggests a somewhat different process of 
change to that in the dominant accounts, which are usually concerned 
with consumption in England. The proposal here has been that colour-
ful populuxe silk from China paved the way for cotton textiles in the 
north of Scandinavian, providing consumers with references to cosmo-
politan fashion, colours and materials. The history of the Scandinavian 
import of Chinese silk does in this respect add an extra piece to the
jigsaw that makes up the complicated history of how early-modern 
European consumption changed in response to the Asian import. But 
we need further studies that address how the silk was sold at the auc-
tions in Gothenburg and Copenhagen, and of how they were divided
into smaller parcels and moved down the wholesale and retail chains to 
consumers in the North.

Compared to silver and silk, tea was a new arrival to the long-distance 
trade. Chinese tea consumption and production spread early to Japan, 
and it had also travelled on Asian land routes westwards before the
maritime trade with Europe began. The large, and growing, quantities 
of black tea that started to arrive once the direct trade with China was 
established signalled a shift in European consumer habits, however. The 
growing consumption of caffeinated drinks in Europe, the mass market 
for tea and coffee, and consequently also of sugar and ceramics, reflects 
on socio-economic processes embedded in the early-modern period.
The ‘epi-centre’ for the Industrious Revolution was the Dutch Republic 
and, particularly, England. Three quarters of all tea arriving in Europe 
was drunk by British consumers. The expanding mass market for tea 
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opened up fiscal opportunities, high taxes on tea spelt high revenues for 
the British state. The craving for tea also attracted the attention of those
manufacturing fake or recycled tea, and those dealing in  smuggled tea. 
The Scandinavian East India companies provided for the latter; the care 
the Danes and the Swedes took in blending and packing their tea cargo 
in Canton reflects on the competition from the legal trade and the trade
in ‘mislabelled’ goods. Since most tea consumed in Britain in the first 
half of the eighteenth century is likely to have been smuggled we can 
infer that it was the supercargoes of the continental East India compa-
nies, and wholesalers dealing in clandestine goods, who came to form 
and even define the British taste for tea.

The relative meaning of black tea categories such as Bohea and 
Congou to end consumers, and how they incorporated a wide range of 
different blends and leaves of different origins, is a hitherto unexplored
factor in the history of how tea became popular in parts of Europe, and 
among consumers with small means. This material history of tea needs
to be further explored and compared with other histories of recycling,
substituting and eking out exotic and expensive goods.

The Commutation Act of 1784, which lowered the British tax on 
tea from 119 per cent to 12.5, spelt the beginning of the end of the 
clandestine tea trade; consequently the business rationale of the
Scandinavian companies’ trade with China disappeared. The trade
in and consumption of tea in Britain changed even more radically 
in the nineteenth century, as tea production for European markets
started to move out of China and into India and other parts of the
British empire. The history of tea and silk in the North bridges the
eighteenth-century trade in Chinese tea and the nineteenth-century
rise in tea production in the British Empire. By focusing on European 
scholarly history we can explore this connections between them. 
Carolus Linnaeus and Swedish natural history provided a forum for
scientific exchange in eighteenth-century Europe. At the forefront was 
the ambition to utilize nature for economic purposes; the breaking of 
the Chinese monopoly on tea by plant transfer and a relocation of 
the cultivation of tea shrubs was the Holy Grail. As early as the 1730s 
Linnaeus had begun his quest to transfer tea to Europe; at the time he
was employed as the in-house naturalist of George Clifford III, a mer-
chant banker based in the Dutch Republic but with close connections 
to the European East India trade, including the Swedish Company. 
While Linnaeus’s tea plans failed, the pan-European project which he
was instrumental in setting up continued. Its progress can be traced to 
Britain and the attempts to move tea cultivation out of China to India 
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orchestrated by Joseph Banks at the end of the eighteenth century. 
Natural history and its connections to early-modern political economy 
were incorporated into a colonial scientific enterprise, which a few
decades later was successful in transferring tea and tea production 
from China to India.

The history of colour, so prominent in the silk trade, can also be con-
nected to a history which moves beyond the eighteenth century if we 
focus on natural history and political economy. Like the early-modern
trade in coffee and tea, the import of exotic dyes to Europe gener-
ated many substitution schemes. Over the course of the eighteenth-
century scholars in the north of Europe turned to Baltic landscapes to 
find sources for bright tints. The early attempts reveal the challenges
of exchanging exotic dyes and cosmopolitan colour schemes with 
home-grown materials and media; the results were undifferentiated 
colours described in simple terms as blue, red and yellow. By the end
of eighteenth century the colour vocabularies labelling the results of 
the home-produced dyes had expanded greatly, suggesting not only an 
expansion of fashion and trends to the very north of Europe but also
an ontological disconnection between colour names and colour sources,
or dyes. Traditional dyes were no longer needed to produce colours that 
corresponded with cosmopolitan fashion. Big changes took place far 
and near as dyeing evolved along new chemical lines in Europe. The 
history of synthetic dyes and eventually universal colours, named with 
numbers rather than in French, belongs to the nineteenth and even
twentieth centuries.

By pairing pan-European scholarly developments with discussions
that centre on political economy that usually took place within national
realms, we can study the effects of the Eurasian trade over a longer 
time frame and across wider geographies. The history of the failure or 
success of plant transfers or import substitutions becomes less impor-
tant, and what stands out instead is the continuous search for caffeine 
and colours, and the subsequent effects on consumption, production, 
exploration and exploitation.

To sum up, the history of Chinese tea and silk in northern Europe is 
a history that spans the globe, connecting Canton with Copenhagen 
and Gothenburg, as well as Ostend, Amsterdam and London. Moreover, 
it interlinks with the more well-known European histories of tea 
consumption in Britain and less well-known stories of silk populuxe
consumption in Scandinavia. By moving from material history to 
political economy and the history of science the perspective can be
extended into the early nineteenth century, the rise of the second 
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British Empire in Asia and the creation of synthetic dyes in Europe. The 
history of tea and silk in the North is in other words a history relevant 
not only to Scandinavia but also to histories that extend geographically 
and chronologically far beyond Sweden and Denmark in the middle
third of the eighteenth century.
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